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MEETING SCHEDULE FOR INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT 
AND TRADE PANEL 

Thursday, Fe~ru2.ry 8 

8: 15 p.::1. 

Friday, Febr.1ary 9 

9: 00 - l C : CO 
[K-3700] 

10: 00 - 11 :30 
[K Buil::.:LncJ 

11:30 - _2:45 
[K-370C] 

1:00 

2:30 
[A-520] 

Dinner with Messrs . Balassa, Westphal, 
Bery at Le Bagatelle, 2000 K St. N.W. 
(Meet at Restaurant) 

Discussions with Messrs. Balassa, 
Westphal.and Bery. 

Readi ng period to review d ocuments 
produced by the Indust rial Develop
ment and Trade Steering Group . 

Discussions with Messrs. Balassa, 
Westphal and Bery . 

Lunch with Messrs. Balassa , Waide, 
Wood, Westphal, King, Bery and 
Gelb. (Executive Dining Room D, 
Room No. E. ) 

Meeting with Internal Steering 
Group on Indus t rial Develo?ment 
and Trade. Menbershi?: Messrs. 
H. Fuchs, R. Gulhati, B. Waide, 
L. Westphal, R. Richardson, 
F. Moore, D. Wei gel. (Mr. D.J. Wood 
may also attend . ) 
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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
TO: Messrs. Lindbeck, Donges, Bacha & Nelson 

FROM: Suman Be.--y ~ 
SUBJECT: Office S::>ace 

0 .:. 1=:rebruary 8, 1979 

The following offices have been reserved for your use 
duril:g y~ur visit: 

Mr. A. Lindbeck 
Mr. J. Donges 
Mr. R. Nelson 
Mr. E. Bacha 

- K-3702, 
- K-3703, 
- K-3604, 
- K-3502, 

Ext. 60029 
Ext. 60028 
Ext. 60018 
Ext. 60011 

Other offices and extensions are: 

Mr. Bela Balassa 
Mr. Suman Bery 

- K-3411, 
- K-3606, 

or 

Ext. 61998 
Ext. 60016 

- F-1233, Ext. 76003 

The DRC Conference Room (K-3700) has bee~ reserved for . 
Friday m::>rning and Room A-520 for Friday afternoon. 
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CHAPTER I 

GENERAL ISSUES 

The general quality of research in the field of industry and 

trade in the World Bank is, in our view, very high - compared 

both to university research and to research activities of non

university organizations, including organizations connected 

with the UN sys tem. Thus, the basic problem of research within 

the Bank in this f ield is usually not the quality of research 

but rather the type of research produced by thP. Bank and the use 

of research within the Bank . 

When addressing the i ssue of Bank research in this field, it is 

important to remember that "research", as defined by the Bank, 

1s only a small fraction of general analytical work going on 

1n the Bank, and that research on industry and trade is only a 

small part of the total research effort. Broadly speaking, 

analytical work of various kinds - including the assessment of 

economic trends and policies in various countries, sectors and 

markets - comprise approximately 1/6 of the administration budget 

of the Bank. About 1/4 of this analytical work seems to be 

formally class ified as " research", of whi ch approximately 1/7, 

covering the activities of 10-11 man-years of researchers, is on 

industry and trade, i.e . the area that is the subject of this 

report . 
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LL LS us~L,d t l> s u.11·L the J i scuss i un i11 Llw re port wLLh some 

general principles that may be applied when planning research 

activities wi th in the Bank; in particular we shall take up the 

i s sue s of the reasons f or Bank r es earc h and the audience of the 

research . We shall thereafter make som suggesti ons as t o how 

the efficiency of various res earch a c tivities of the Bank -

import, production and applicati on of r es earch - ma y be improved . 

In the final scc ti.on o f the cliupte r, the implica t i ons f o r Bank 

research of alternative strategie s for economic development are 

considered. Against the background of the discussion in this 

chapter we shall, in Chapter II, give a general review and 

evaluation of Bank research on industrialization and trade, as 

well as some recommendations about future research priorities 

of the Bank in this field . More detailed discussions on these 

issues are presented in Chapter III, where the previous and 

present research of the Bank on industry and trade are classified 

into six main areas. 

I: 1 Bank research - why and for whom? 

An important point of departure when assessing Bank research 

is why the Bank is, and should be, engaged in research, and 

who the audience of Bank research is supposed to be. A hint on 

these issues is provided by a formulation in our terms of 

reference according to which the research objectives of the 

Bank include the task
11
to support all aspects of Bank operations 

" and "to broaden our understanding of the development pro

cess". Thus, the audience of Bank research should, according 

to these statements, be both Bank representatives who are respon

sible for general policy issues and staff members who are engaged 

in more narrowly defined Bank operations. However, it is obvious 
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that Bank r esea r ch may be of g r ea t r e levance a lso fo r people 

uut s iJe t he Bank. [n fact , t he Bank h.1s regar<l e<l it a s a duty 

bo th to stimulate research in the less deve l oped countries, and 

t o pr od uce re sear ch knowledge fo r people outside the Bank, inc lud

i ng the "conununi ty o f s chol ars" around the wor l d 111 the Eiel<l 

of development economics. In addition, research is stimula ted 

in these countries when the Bank fulfills its advisary r o le. 

But before looking into the impli cations for the r esearch 

policy of the Bank of the needs to s upport Bank ope rations, 

and to stimulate research in the less developed countries, it 

is i~teresting t o explore the implications for Bank research 

of its comparative advantage as a rese ar ch unit, negle c ting 

for the moment the issue of "for whom" Bank research is supposed 

to be performed . By applying the notion of comparative advan

tage we could conceive of a "ranking list" of research areas 

in terms of falling relative advantage of the Bank as a producer 

of research - a list to be "cut off" at the point where the 

research budget of the Bank is used up. In other words, for 

what kinds of research is the Bank, given its lending and 

policy advising activities, a particularly good location? 

It would seem that this appraoc h to the issue of research priorities 

would follow from a research philosophy according to which the 

Bank, in the most efficient way possible, tries to contribute 

to the accumulation of research knowledge in the wor l d as a whole. 

Thus, the Bank would be regarded as a producer of "public goods" 

in the form of scholarly knowledge in the field of development 

economics. The choice of resear c h priorities of the 

Bank would then be determined solely by the Bank's ability to 

groduce research, and not by its internal demand f o r (use of) 

res earch knowledge. 
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On tilt.! busi. s ul thi s up proac ll, the folluwing aspec ts of J3ank 

research seem to be particularly relevan t: 
~}\A '/~t~ 
- ij~ (a) The research of the Bank s hould concen trate on fields 

where particularly competent resear chers a r e available within 

the Bank, or (in a l onger pers pective) can be hired by the J3ank. 

(b) Bank resear c h s hould exploit the ski lls and info rma tion that 

are acquire<l wi thin the Bank in its ope r a tional activities as a 

lender and ad viser. 

(c) The Bank should concentrat e on large proj ec t s and proj ec t s 

where a continuity of research effort is important. 

(d) The Bank should exploit its information and understanding 

about facts and problems in a large number of countries to make 

comparat ive studies of national economies. 

( e ) The Bank should try to !':::!: . . d d h rv'~t-""e statistical ata an ot e r 

information, where such information is more readily (cheaply) 

available to the Bank than to other or ganizations. (It is a 

s omewhat controversial issue if thi s s hould be called "research" .) 

Aspect (a) would imply that the Bank continues with roughly 

the same kind of researc h as i t has s uccessfully pursued so far 

(assuming that leading researchers within the Bank are not likely 

to leave) , but also that it moves into areas that are suitable 

for highly competent researchers who can be hired by the Bank . 

In fact, the choice of the Bank's research topics will probably 

always reflect the interests and background of "dominating" 

r esearchers in the Bank . This has certainly been the case in 
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its r rcvi.o us re se a r ch activities , as i i lu st rated by the re sea r ch 

on trade policy incentives, with an empha s is on effective protec

tion and domestic r esour ce costs (the field of Bela Balassa), growth 

patterns anJ sources of growth (the field of Ho lli s Chenery,~ 

~ anJ others), and inves tment progranuning and the range of 

technical choice (the fields of Ardy Stoutjesdijk and Larry Westphal ) . 

In fact, a good forecast could have been made some years ago 

about the "revealed " research pri orities of the Bank during 

recent years simply by l ooking at the "background" of the econ

omi s t s who had already been hired by the Bank ! 

~~~}~~~-
By contrast, the Bank has not been very successful in contract -

ing outside scholars and in making researhc in circumstances 

where there has not been strong leadership exerted from research

ers within the Bank. It would seem that projects dominated by 

"outsiders" have usually not succeeded as well as projects 

dominated by leading researchers permanently employed by the 

Bank. Perhaps open competition when choosing outside researchers 

could , in some cases, improve the quality of such research . In 

this connection we would recommend the Bank to void running into 

a straightjacket in subjec ting the appointJnent of researchers 

to nationality criteria. The experience of often international 

organizations points to the dangers of s uch practi ces . 

Aspect (b) suggests research in fields where knowledge is ------acquired (rather "automatically" ) by the Bank in connection 

to the operating and the poli cy advice activities of the Bank . 

In fact, the Bank offers to researchers the incentive to work 

in fields close to policy formulation and implementation, which 

makes the Bank a natural place for policy- oriented resear ch . 
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One exrnnple i.:; resea r ch nn investment project evalua tion. 

Stud~~s of investment projects t hat are relevant for seve ral 

countries at the same time may be particularly suitable for 

the B~nk , as compar ed to other (usual ly national) organizations. 

Another example of a field where knowledge that is useful for 

research act ivi ties LS acqu i red by Bank operations i s probably 

studies of government poli c i es and regulations. And~ third qliite 
IA.AU..~ ~S~"> (":" ~ w ' .. tv.A., ..J 

related ex:.unple is studi es of iosliitntians and jnrc•otiue :;yr.t e111.s Ln 

markets for products , services , credit and labor - and the con

sequence s of these c irc ums t ances for rates and patterns of 

economic development. 

Cons iderable resear ch capacity has in fact already been built 

up within the Bank in severa l of these areas . The research 

effor t s on i~vest1aent programming and trade policy incentives 

have already been mentioned . However, a po tential for resear ch 

on ins titutional and policy-oriented problems has also been 

acquired by way o f var i ous 

large number of countries, 

research efforts of the Bank in a 
~ 0,. Jt f, ...... J., .. :'k 

with d if ferent i.nstit:dtiottal arrange 

men~ and- po~-+ci:-es . A modest start of studies of this kind has 

also been made in sec tor reviews and studies of smal l-scale 

financial intermidiaries, ente r prises , state enterprises and 

~e-w--rt~ tr ·A"'l"'-rn-~ 
~ 

~~·~ . F ) . 

Ongoing analytical work within the Bank on trends and problems 

on international markets and on national economies could also be 

a foundation for more systematic research efforts within the 

Bank . 
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/\::;pee t ( d wou l tl s11gges t u heuvy empha::; i s on large p r oj ec t s 

and research ac tivities where " updating" and " foll ow-up" 

re sea r ch is importan t . 

Aspect (d) LS a recommendation about the mode of ca rrying out 

research rather than abou t a r esearc h area (o r "p roblem ar ea" ) . 

The fact that both the research activities of the Bank, and its 

operuti ons , refer t o a g reat number of <lifferent count ries i s 

a s trong reason why the Bank should have a comparative advantage 

L in comparative s tudies . 

~ 
Aspect (e) finally, ~ s uggest a s hift in Bank resear c h act ivities 

co more collection, processi ng and pub lish ing of data that comes 

out "naturally" from the operational activities of the Bank. 

However , to make t his activity a main task of the Bank - i.e . 

to t urn the Bank into a dominant "data bank" in the development 

field - would requi r e truly enormous resources . We know how 

great s uch a task is already on a nati onal scal e. To do the 

same thing for about 100 countries would therefore require a formi

dable effort. It may theref ore be reasonable t o limit demands on 

the Bank in this field to take a greater responsibility for the 

data which it ac t ually collects and uses in its own research and 

s urveys, and t o make these dat a available for ou tsiders t o a 

'--
1 a rge extent . It may be noticed that this is not an issue only 

abou t publicat ion of research results , bu t also about improving 

and controlling the quality of data, which may very well be 

regarded as a " resear ch task". However, resource constraints 

make it necessary , we believe , to take a rather selective approach 

to the collection, improving , controlling, processing and publi 

cation of data . 
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A rather spl'Ci. al reason why the Wor ld Bank ma y have .1 comp a r a

tive adv,mtagl! relative t o univers i ties in research a c tivities 

such as (b) - (d) is that the se activities , co be efficient, 

often require a rather strong and permanent resea r ch organiza

tion, which the soci a l sc ience departmen ts of univer s i t ie s 

of t e n do not have . 

A s tri c t adherence t o the principle of " compa rative advantage" 

in the production of resea r ch wou l<l imp Ly that types of research 

knowledge which a re not effectively produced by the Bank -

regardless of how important they a r e f or Bank opera tions -

should be imported rather than produced by the Bank . 1 t is 

obvious, however, that such a " comparative advantage" approach 

is not a sufficient criterion upon whi ch to base B~nk research 

s t rategies . 

Firstly , the need of (demand for) scholarly knowledge in Bank 

operations cannot always be satisfied by importing research results 

( in fields where the Bank has not a comparative advantage in 

the produc tion of research knowledge) . One reas on is the s peci

ric1ty or requireo knowled ge, anutnt:r is L1 11:: lci..:k vf intei:-est 

outside the Bank for certain types of research knowledge th a t the 

Bank needs (demands). Thus, in order to satisfy its own needs 

f or research knowledge, the Bank certainly has t o make r esearc h 

that is particularly useful for operating Bank need s , and that 

is not done elsewhere . In other words, the Bank has to perform 

also a r ole as residual supplier of research in some fields . 

What would be the concrete consequences of following t his 

principl e rather than the principle of comparative advantage 

in production? In the light of the activities of the Bank as 

a lender, investor and policy adviser - and cons idering the often 
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highly distorted 

relative prices in many LDCs - t he heavy emphasis on studies by 

the Bank of effective prote~tion and domestic resource cos t s 

could ce rtainly be defended on the basis of the principle of 

"re s i dual s upplier of research". In fact, it would seem that 

these studies have been regarded as particularly useful by 

operati ons people, though some complaint comes out to the 

effect that the techniques may have been somewhat "overelabo

rated" for the purpose of Bank operations. 

Another inference of the pri nciple of "residual supplier of 

research" is probably that it motivates research concerning 

large investment projects (in particular where the Bank is 

involved as a lender), including analyses of the externalities 

(such as learning by doing) of the projects, returns to scale 

and the linkages between sectors. The research within the Bank 

on investment planning and programming is an example of this 

type of research for which an important point of contact seems 

to be the Industrial Projects Department (IPD). It would 

appear, however, that the operational staff of the Bank, par

ticularly in the regional offices, has usually not found the 

r esear ch done in this field very helpful . 

However, we would argue that an adherence to the principle of "the 

residual supplier of research" motivates studies also concerning 

problems about which Bank research has not so far been strongly 

involved, but which in our judgement reflect severe bottlenecks 

for economic development in many LDCs. This brings us back to 

a recununendati.on of some research that earlier was motivated by 
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"the compar-a tive a<lvantage pr-inci.ple", i..f.!. r-es~ar-clt on ( 1) com

parative gover-nment policies and r egu lation s . (2) i.~tio~ 

and (3) incentive regimes not on ly in product mar-kets (where the 

Bank has <lone conside rable research effort s) bu t also in 

factor markets . The argument for more research effor ts 1· the "><

r~t:(' of institutions i s probably part i cularly strong if 
~ 

the Bank would choose to concentrate research more than ear lier 

on the least <leveloped LDCs , an<l \JO the ..:onsequences of 

industrialization for the least favored group within individual 

countries. 

Thus, the residual supply of re search a pproach and the 

comparative advan tage approach both seem to imply a strong 

emphas i s on studies of the consequences of alternative 

instituti onal arrangements, government po li cies and incentive regimes. 

The reason is that both appr oaches to r esear ch are based on the 

assumption that r es ear ch s hould be related to the fields of 

Bank operati ons - either because the Bank acquires special com

petence on such i ssues by way of its operati ons, or because 

knowledge is needed in these fields for Bank operations (and i ~ 

\

not easily imported). A ra the r spec i al reason why the Bank 

may be a suitable place for institutional research, relative 

to university institutions, is that insti tutional r esearch so 

~

ar has not gained a very high " status" in the academic world. 

Perhaps the World Bank could t o some extent break out of the 

academic s tatus rank ing system? 

We shall later on (Chanters II and III) discuss in some detai l both 

why more research of these types are i mportant and how they 

may be conducted . 



--- - - ----------------------------, 

l l 

A set:unJ re3so11 why Bank rest..>arch cannot be bascJ nnly on 

the principle of comparative advantage in the production of 

research i s that there a r e impo rtant "externalities " of 

having researchers within an organization . For instance, 1n 

many cases rest.:arch Jone within the Bank 

may be more "vis ib le" t o the operations people 1n the Bank than 

resear ch done e l sewhere in the same field . 

'.-{oreover, the only efficient way of making practitioners 1n an 

organization awar e of what researchers ou t s ide the o rganization 

are doing is probably t o have a number of researcher s within their 

organization (a point to be developed in the next section) . 

It may also be argued that the general; 

• l evel of sophi s tication of an organization, for instance 1n 

the field of policy advis ing and economic surveying , 1s 

influenced by the general quality of the researchers 

within the organization . The pr esence of good r esearcher s, 

like competent peop l e 1n general, helps to set standards of 

performance within a n organizati on, which is particularly important 

in one that , like the Bank, performs the role of poli cy adviser . 

Moreover, the reputati o n of the Bank as a n ins t:i tut ion of high 

competence may be boosted by a high research capacity. Such a 

reputation may help the Bank to hire talented people in general, 

and hence improve t he possibilities of the Bank to work effi

cient ly , and perhaps even t o " survive " in a long-run perspec

tive. 

In other words, the research of the Bank should not be sub

ordinate only to the (relative) efficiency of the Bank as a 
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producer of the research, or to the immediate demands of the 

operating units of the Bank, but also to long- run cons iderations 

of the general competence of the Bank 1n various r espects. In 

particular, it is importnat to s timulate the capacity of the Bank 

to U-anslate poli cy objecti.vcs i.nto instrtnnents and actions. An 

application of this principle sugges t s tha t the Bank s hould 

build up research competence in many f i elds where it operates -

for the purpose of raising the general level of sophistication 

within the Bank. 

Thirdly, the Bank should also, in our view, be interested in 

the "externalities " of its resarch on the r esearch potential 

of the LDCs. The adherence t o this principle is an argument 

for choosing field s of research that are of interes t for scholar s 

and research institutions in the LDCs, perhaps in particular 

from some of the least devel oped ones. However, there is then 

some risk , of course , both that the Bank will not always get 

the most competent researcher for a spec ific project, and that 

the Bank wi 11 be criticized for "dis torting" research in the 

LDC s ("research imperiali sm"). It is dif f i cult t o say anything 

in general on this issue, except that LDC researchers should 

be included to a considerable extent, though the quality of 

the research, in our judgement, is an overridi ng task which 

should not be jeopardized. 

Thus , our discussion suggests four different principles for 

the cho i ce of research topics in the Bank: 

(a) a compara tive advantage approach ; 

(b) an ambition to f unction as a residue! supp lier of research ; 

(c) an attempt to create externalities within the Bank in the 

fo rm of " sophistication" among Bank s taf f ; and 
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(d) ; 111 ;11nliiLi.011 to help ge11cr:1tc r esea r ch knowlcugc anJ 

research capacity in the LDCs . 

In reality, it would appear that all these four principles 

for r esea r c h Jo prevoil within the B:mk. [,'or instance , pas t 

Bank research has ce rtainly been addressed bo th to the corranunity 

of scholars outside the Bank and t o staff members who are 

res ponsible for policy advi s ing and lending within the Bank -

in proportions that we cannot really pin down. Controversies over 

research s trategies within the Bank probably often derive j us t 

from the different weights that various staff members put on the se 

various principles. Disappointment s over the research activities 

of the Bank are bound to be felt by those who evaluate the 

research efforts of the Bank on the basis of one of these 

principles only . 

It would seem that the management of the Bank should clarify, 

to itself as well as to o thers, which of these principles 

(motives), or pos s ibly others, that should be emphasized. A 

similar attempt has, of course, been made by us . 

Also the procedure of the research within the Bank s hould to 

some extent be influenced by the principles (motives) that 

govern Bank research. If the Bank is simply trying to make the 

bes t possible contribution to the research knowledge of the 

world, a rather concen trated research portfolio i s s uggested . 

It is then also important to allow a very broad freedom for the 

researchers to choose topics themselves , and hence "to do 

their own thing". Moreover, the more successful the Bank i s 

in hiring competent scholars , the sma ller the need for strict-
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ly formal organi zations and bureauc ratic administration of 

research within the Bank. 

On the o the r hand , if the Bank f o llows the "residua l supply 

of resear ch s trategy'', it is nece ssary t o see t o it, by way of 

organizing and monitoring r esearch, that the researc h becomes 

"relevant " for the operations in the Bank. A more disper sed 

resear ch portfoli o 1-10.1ld the n probably f o llow than by adhering 

strictly to the principle of comparative advantages in the 

production of research. 

If instead a heavy emphasi s i s pu t on t he idea of creating 

"high sophisti ca ti on" among the Bank staff in general, an even more 

dispersed research portfolio would probably follow, perhaps with 

some risk of not achieving the " critical mass" of resources 

that is necessary for a breakthrough on the international 

research frontier. Thus, this research principle comes into 

some conflict with the others , in particular with the prin-

ciple of comparative advantage, because of returns to scale 

in resear ch. 

Finally, if a high priority is given to the ambiti on to improve the 

research capacity in the LDCs, participat i on of researchers from 

the LDCs becomes a crucial cri terion in the design of research 

projects. Research would then often have to be organized as 

joint ventures, with a rather concentrated research portfolio 

of the Bank to assure reasonable efficiency. (The studies of 

incentive regimes illustrate that this can successfully be 

done . ) 
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I :2 H,>w L,> make i.mport, proJuction ..inJ Ji.sseminaLi.on of 

research more effective? 

It may be useful , when discussing the r o l e of resear ch within 

the Bank, t o make a distinction between impor t, production 

and use of r esearch . It i s important that a ll of these resear ch

related ac tivitie s are µursued in an eff i c i en t way . How 

tha t may be achieved i s the topic of this sec tion . 

lmEort_o f_re sea r ch_knowledge 

The i ssue of t he appropriate use of research within the Bank 

r efer s t o r esear ch knowledge in gene r al rather than only t o 

research knowledge tha t is pr oduced by the Bank it se lf. The 

bulk of research know l edge that i s potentially use f ul within 

the Bank will always be produced ou t side the Bank. We 

therefore sugges t that the Bank strengthens its capacity to 

i mpo r t research knowledge in a systematic way . One of the 

mos t efficient ways of doing thi s is probably t o place people 

with a research background in operating pos itions in various 

units withi n the Bank, so that re search knowledge can be impor

ted not only vi.a resear chers of the Bank, but also "directly" 

by the operating staff. This can be achieved 1.n several 

different ways : people outside the Bank with a research 

background may be hired to operation positions in the Bank ; 

researchers of the Bank may move over pe rmanently to operating 

positions ; and researchers of the Bank may take operating 

posi tions temporarily (for instance one or a few years). 
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In f..ict , the bi.ggest import o f research knowl edge probab ly 

occurs when someone with a background as r esear che r is hired 

by the bank as researcher or operating off i cer ; knowledge 

1. s of t en most effectively i mported "in the heads" of people 

already when they a re emp l oyed , rather than by reading research 

documents or doing re search later on . 

Resear ch knowledge may of course a ls o be impo rted by way of 

con sultants . If t he Bank 1s anxious that research which 1.s 

financed by t he organi zati on 1.s highly relevant for Bank ope rati ons , 

1.. e . if a heavy emphasis i s put on the principle of "the resid-

ual supply of research", it may be a good idea not only to use 

the most outstanding consultants who are available, but also 

to build up a "network" of more or less permanently Bank

affiliated " outside" researchers. These could then acquire 

some knowledge about the use , and usefulness, of research with-

in the Bank . It also becomes important to c hoose consultants 

that are able t o communicate with bank staff members . How-

ever , to avoid "inbreeding" a nd " one-sidedness " of Bank 

resear ch , we advise that this network of consultants includ e 

scholars with different "philosophical outlook", skills and 

methodo l ogical preferences . 

Another obvious way of impor ting research is to commission 

people - inside or outside the Bank - to prepare "state of 

the acts" papers, an issue to be di scussed in connection 

with the problem of "dissemination of research" (p . 19) . 
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l'r ouul.: t i o u uf researd1 

The most important aspect on the prod uction of good resear ch 

is, of cour se, t o have highly competent researcher s bo th within 

the Bank and as consult an t s . If the Bank, as we suggest, shifts 

its emphasis somewha t to "new" fields of research, it is there

fore c rucial that the Bank hires ou tstanding specialists in 

fields relevant for such re search. What this means in concrete 

terms has to be considered ca refully by the . Bank. Our under

standing is that the best res earch is usually done by scholars 

with a strong theoretical and methodological background in a 

broad field of research. Suppose for instance that the Bank 

is going to study problems of incentives and "imperfectiuns" 

in factor markets, or alternative institutions and government 

policies - and the consequences of these for rates and patterns 

of growth . What is then required is not mainly narrowly 

defined specialists on poli c ies and institutions in specific 

markets and countries, but rather outstanding scholars in fields 

such as industrial organization (including the issue of com

petition and entry), technical development, 

monetary and fiscal anal ys is, and labor economics. If the Bank, 

as we believe, should analyze "success stories" and "failure 

stories" of various countries, there is perhaps a case also for 

hiring some scholars with high competence on the analysis of 

economic systems and modern economic history . When research on 

these difficult, and partly controversial,issues is launched , it 

is important to use scholars with some dispers ion of "philosophical" 

outlook on the issue of economic development. 
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It is possible tha t research in these " new" fields s ometime s would 

gain on applying rather inter- di sc iplina r y knowl edge and 

method ology. Examples of s uch fi e ld s a re research about 

entrepreneu6hip , innova tion a nd tec hno l ogical development. 

Fo r an impo rtant questi on in t hese , 

fields is under what general cond it i ons (policies , institutions , 

systems of incentives and perhaps also cultura l charac teristics) 

entrepr eneurship , technological advance and innovations are 

likely to flourish. Stud ies of the determinants of "work 

e th ic" ts anothe r topic that may require rather broad inter

disciplinar y knowledge and methods of analysis . 

It i s well known , however , that inter- discip l inary s tudies are 

extremely diffi cul t t o pursue successfully . It is in fact 

difficu lt to give examples of good interdisciplinary work by 

groups of scholar s from different disciplines . Perhaps the most 

efficient way t o integr ate knowledge from different fields "simply" 

is t o let the integration take place "in the head " of the 

individual scho l ar. Thi s would mean that some economists with 

sane interests and competence also outside the field of tech-

nical economics should perhaps be hired , f o r i nstance econo-

mists with some knowledge tn economic history, political science , 

sociology or technology . An al t ernative is , of course , to 

bring in such compe t ence i nto a project by way of consultants. 

Join t ventures of scholars from several different f i elds is 

theoretically an attractive way to make inter- disciplinary 

work, though in practice very d i fficult to implement in a 

fruitful way. 
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There is ,il so a stro ng case for tlte estal> li slunenL o [ some 

~ 
_m..i-tiEH• research units wi thi n the operat i ons units , such as . / / 

within the regional offices . These units could in fact func 

tion as vehicles f or app l i cations of research methods that 

have been developed within the Bank . 

Di ssemi na t ion_of_ research_knowle~e 

Our next issue is how t o improve the~ of research knowledge 

within the Bank - imported as well as produced. This r a is es 

the issue of the proce sses of "d issemination" and " assimilat i on" 

of re sear ch within the Bank. When discussing this problem, it 

is important not t o take too "mechanical" a view on the issue. 

The task is not mainly to "bring over" some specific tools and 

actual information to operating people and policy adv i sers, but 

rather to spread around a c e rtain wa y of looking at things. 

The importance of the issue of dissemination and assimilation 

is underlined by the fac t that one of the most striking 

findings of our interviews among people in the Bank is the 

enormous "gap" - one is tempted to say tens i on - between 

researchers and operating off i ce r s . This is nothing pecul i ar 

for the Wo rld Bank, however . Researc hers within an organization 

that deals with "practical affairs" will probably always be 

t;;...<dwA 
~ s.GmeWhat ~ enclave " of that organization. 

Researc h is highly s~p "alized job, 

~~ 
which has ~ be to a larg extent from demands of 

prac ti ca l and administrative duties. T~ encla~e character 

of a research unit helps t o gi ~such a P\ot ect i on , and thus 
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he lp s t o .: reate tile "conununity of scho l a r s " in whi ch high

quality r esear ch can be generated. In f ac t, if an o rgani zation 

like the Bank wants to acquire and keep competent researchers, 

it i s nece ssary t o l e t them "do thei r own thing" t o a large 

extent, without too many di s turbances fr om othe r activities 

within the organi zation . 

Another rea son for tension between re searchers and operating 

s taff is tha t researcher s are usually concerned with a much 

l onger time perspective than operating officer s . The pr o

duction period of resear ch is , moreover, often so long that 

when results do eme rge, operating people may have l ost 

interest in the question. And s ometimes the empirical data 

which are used in research projects may no longer reflect 

existing conditions. (To s ome extent the studies of effective 

protection and domestic resources costs , have suffered from 

this dilenma . ) 

Moreover, whereas re-

( searchers are usually interested in the accumulation of gener 

alized knowledge, operating people are more interested in 

drawing on knowledge, in particular on rather specific "knowl

edge about time and place". The researcher often regards the 

sear ch for the latter type of knowledge as "informat i on gather

ing" rather than resea r ch. Operating people, by contrast, are 

frequently disappointed by r e search results because these do 

not always give concrete , easily accessible , ready-made and 

unambiguous conclusions about immediately relevant operating and 

polic y issues. 
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Bes i de s , many ope r a ting office r s are no t aware of, i nteres ted 

in, ti r ab l e t u a bso rb re s ult s o f r l! se ,.ir cli u r pa r ,1d i g ms s uppl i_c<l 

by the r esea r c he rs. I n fac t, us ually t hey c annot possibly know 

1n advance t he t ype of re search t hat could help them in t heir 

wo rk. 

Thus, f or good r esearch t o be made , resear cher s s hou ld not, 1n 

our views, onl y do the things that a re immediate l y relevant to 

operating off i ce r s , or whic h these think i s immed iate ly relevant . 

On the other hand, it is a lso obvious t hat it would be fruitful 

if researc hers we re better informed about the usefulness of 

research knowledge among operating people, and if re searcher s 

could communicate more eff ectively with opera ting off icers . 

Unfortunately, there is no eas y way out of the conflic ting 

ideas about "enclave research" (free from disturbances) on the 

one hand and strong interaction between researchers and operat

ing people on the other hand. We have to be satisfied with 

"uneasy" compromises between these conflicting objectives. 

Keeping this in mind , several reforms suggest themselves. 

(1 ) That the researchers write, and circulate within the Bank, 

popularly written reports on resea rch - concerning r esearch pro

duced both inside and outside the Bank . To the extent that the 

reports summarize "outside research", the processes of import and 

dissemination are of course combined. In some cases it may be 

a good idea to ask outside consultants,rather than researchers 

inside the Bank,to make the surveys . However, when outside research 

results and paradigms are summarized, it is probably important 

that no t only outs tanding "academic" contributions a re sumna-

rized. It may also be useful t o try t o find out what types of 

resear ch that have been successfully used in other "operating" 

or gani zat ions. 
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(2) That joint seminars are organi zed by re sea r che r s and 

opera ting people - prefer ab l y at some distance from Wash ington 

(with disconnec t ed t elephones ! ) t o make undisturbed discussions 

poss ible. 

(3) Tha t more ci r culati on of peop le between resea r ch and operat-

ing activities is brought about. "Sabbati c al" leave for research, 

within or outside the Bank,for the operational staff may be one method 

of achieving this. Such circulation may be difficult t o achieve in the 

field of methodological and high ly technical (mode l - oriented) 

resear ch , where the rate of skill depreciati on i s often very hi~h. 

However, in more applied fields - where experience, empirical 

knowledge and conunon sense are important - circulation may be 

both possible and highly useful . 

(4) That more systematic attempts are made among the research

ers of the Bank to try to understand what applied people need to 

know in their work. It is not easy to say what the most efficient 

way is of achieving this. One possibility would be to form joint 

ventures between researchers and operating people - certainly 

in operating activities, but sometimes perhaps also in the 

design and t o some extent in the execution of research. It is 

likely, however, that dissemination of methodologi ca l knowledge i s 

most efficiently achieved if researchers and operating people 

jointly apply suggested methodologies t o concrete issues in 

the operating departments - in studies of projects, sectors, 

markets or countries . Perhaps it would also be possible to 

induce operating people to make more research suggestions. 

More informal - i.e . less bureaucratic - procedures when 

drafting and planning new research projects might increase 
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rlw p11ssiu i litil!s uf uper;_iti.ng oEE iccrs to contri.hut e to the 

initiating and participating of resear ch . 

(5) The s ugges ted research units within the operati on unit s 

(see p. l 7) could probably also help the disseminati on and 

assimilation of research results among the staff members of 

the operating units . 

(6) Moreover, the earlier s uggested employment of peup Le 

with research background in operating posi ti ons wo u ld not only 

facilitate the import of research knowledge to the Bank; it 

would also be a way of "disseminating" and "assimi lating" research 

knowledge within the Bank from researchers to the operati ng 

offi cers. This is potentially important, as imported research 

may be more difficult to disseminate and assimilate than "in

house research". Both the suggestion to let researchers circu

late between research and operating positions, and the suggestion 

to recruit (more permanently) people with research background 

to operating positions means that some "bridges" would be 

built between resear ch and operation activities. Thus , we 

suggest in fact that the Bank more systematically tries to 

build up a staff of "bridge people" in the operating depart

ments . 

It is important to r ealize that the limits of using more 

research knowledge within the Bank are probably de termined more 

by the " absorptive capacity" of research among the operating 

people - limited time as well as limited ability and in terest 

t o absorb research knowledge - than by the capacity of research

ers within the Bank to produce and sununarize resear ch. This 
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meuns tlwt a L.1rger volu111c ,1[ rt!seur ..-1 1 within the IL..111k s h ould 

perhaps no t be expe c ted to have much effect on the ope rati ona l 

side of the Bank , as long as the deficiencies of t he sys tems of 

dissemina tion and assimilation of resear ch within the Bank have 

no t been removed . 

I : J Implications fo r r esearch of alternative strategi es for 

economic development 

A major task of our report i s to discuss fu ture r esear ch priorities 

of the Bank 1n the fi e ld of industry and trade. An important 

background to such a discuss i on is both a specification of what 

types of countrie s we are t alking ~bout and (b) some kind of 

"vision" about what the mechanisms and driving forces of economic 

development are s upposed to be in t hese countri es . 

For ins t ance , if we talk about countries with a s t rong emphasis 

on central planning, research on na tionwide planning models , and 

empirical studies of the process of central planning in various 

countries, would probably be a top pri ority of research. It would 

t hen, of cour se, be important to remember that there are substan

tia l elements of decentralization of information, decisionmaki ng 

and initiatives a lso 1n "centrally planned" economies. Thus , it 

is o f 3 reat interest to study incentives and constraints on 

behavior a t various levels in central l y planned systems . 

The reason why the Bank has no t put much research resources to the 

acquiring of research knowled ge in this field is mo s t likely t hat 

very few member countries of the Bank are centra lly planned 

economi es, though of course elements of i t exist everywhere, 

be cause of the grea t role of government decisioruna king 1n 
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economic maLtcrs 1.n all countries of t oday. Thi s means, of 

l'uursc, tlt..iL cite process uf guvernmenL J e c isiunmJking 1.s an 

important area of research for al l coun t ries. 

(The macro m11Jels that h..ive heen Jeve lopeJ by the Bank f or entire 

economies , or even for the who le world, should probably not be 

regarded as t ools of central planning , but rather as descriptive 

model or forecasting models.) 

A more modest version of planning woulJ be s.ec torial 

planning or programming of investment decisions, for instance in 

sec t or s where there are huge returns to scale , externalities , or 

(direct) intersectorial linkages . Then it may also be possible 

to consider as pects which are not usually well cought , if at 

all, in conventional static microeconomic investment calcula

tions . With this approach , studies of investment planning 

in some sectors would be of rather high pri or i ty . It has in 

fact also been so for the Bank in recent years (see section 

111:6), in the sense of "investment programming" - mainly in 

cases where the opt imum size of a firm is of about the same 

magnitude (or larger) than the entire national market . Another 

reason why sector planning models , or at least i nvestment pro

gramming models, may be of interest is that in many countri es , 

perhaps in particular in less developed countries, a number of 

infrastructure and process industries , for which investment pro

gramming models may be particularly useful , are in fact under 

rather detailed central government control . 1 

l) tt is sometimes argued that investment studies in labor

abundant economies s hould concentrate analytical work on l abor

intensive types of investment. However, it is of course not less 

important for labor-abundant countries to economize with the 

sca r ce factor capital than to try to find labor- intensive projects . 
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It i s important t o emphas i ze that microeconomi c i nvestment 

plannin~ models of thi s type, which a r e rea lly t ools of manage

men t decisionm aking , are quite consistent with eithe r a 

market- oriented or a central l y pl anned macroeconomi c system. In 

reality tht: research in the Bank in this f i eld has in fact not 

been f r amed in the contex t of na tionwide central planning 

models, but rather as means of e xploring the r , nge of choice of 

f irms operating on markets. The same ho l ds f or Bank research on 

capacity utilizati on , capital-labor s ubstitu~ion and techno l og i cal 

change (section III: 5) - a r esearc h f ield of gr ea t interes t both 

in the case of centra lized and de centralized versions of the 

development process. 

Research knowledge of patterns of growth of production and traJe 

(the field covered by section III: 2) too 1s of considerable 

importance - 1n parti cular perhaps for acquiring a broad under

standing of the development process - i n the case of both rather 

centralized and more decentralized strategies of economic develop

ment . In particular, Bank research in this field has helped 

provide "norms" of growth patterns of industry and trade, against 

which developments in individual countries can be judged. 

In most of the member countries of the Bank , the bulk of the 

development process is no doubt guided by decisions by decentral

ized units motivated by profits and stimulated and constrained 

by markets . However, it i s important t o realize that the adher

ence to a pronounced decentralized s trategy of economic develop

ment, in the context of a market economy, does not imply the 

absence of central po l icies and planning, but rat l~r the reliance 

of different types of po licy and planning operations than in cen

trally planned economies . Obvious examples, beside general 

monetary and budget policies, are institutional reforms and 
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i.111p1·,1vc 111e11ts 111 Lile sysLcms ul i11cL'lllivcs. ln cuunLrics l> l 

thi s type it would therefore be of interest to find out ho w 

conducive alternative institutiona l arrangement s and incentive 

sys t ems are for releas ing eff i c ient decentralized initiatives. 

While research on incentives in product markets, in particular 

trade policy incentives f or firms, has been given a high priority 

in Bank resea r ch (the field covered by section III:1 ) , the same 

canno t be said about research on incentives and imperfections 

on factor markets and incentives for employees (households). 

By t hi s we mean for ins tance the s t ructure of interest rates, 

the performance of credit rationing and the mobility a nd flexi

bility in general of the credit and capital markets, but also 

the structure of wage rates, the incentives and pos s ibilities 

for labor to move, acquire skills, and advance . 

Nor has ther e been much emphasis in Bank r esearch on the impor

tance for economic development of institutional arra ngements 

(the f ield covered by section III: 4), though an increased inter

est in institutional fact o r s can be detected in various resear ch 

efforts of the Bank Ln recent year s. 

The only aspect ("dimension") of devel opment strategies men

tioned so far has been types and degrees of centrali za tion of 

economic dec i s ionmaking , whic h of cours e is a dicho tomy concern

ing the mode of organization rather than concerning the alloca

tion of resources. In reality, the deve l opment s trategies of 

various countries differ of course with r espec t t o the a lloca

tion of resour ces as well. For instance, one important choice 
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i. s be tween export-oc ientecl ( outwacJ- Luok iug) i.lnJ i.111port

substi t ution-orien t ed ( inward-looking) s tr a tegi es of economi c 

development - a topic highlighted by Bank research on trad e 

policy incentives and patter ns of growth . 

Anothec important dicho tomy i s between s trategies that rely on 

the as sumption that income s and employment opportunities will 

r a t her automa ti cally "trickle down" to poo r g r oups of the popu

l ation , and strategies that more actively promote employment 

oppor tuniti es and income redis tributi on a t an early stage of 

economic development, which according t o experience ( for ins tance 

South Korea and Taiwan) is not inconsistent with an export

oriented and market-oriented strat egy of economic development . 

A third dichotomy concerning resourc e allocation, finally, is 

between countries that rely on a rathe r passive attitude to 

what particular consumer goods that a r e supplied to the dome s tic 

populati on , and strategies that rely more actively on the pro

vision of sane "bas i c needs" of food, shelter, health, etc. 

In reality, the economic systems of the LDCs which are members 

of the World Bank are of course characterized by various combina

tions of cent ralized and decentralized decisionmaking, and with 

different strategies to employment creation, redistribution and 

the provision of "basic needs" . Bank research should reflect 

this diversity concerning strategies of economic deve lopment . 

So should , of course , our recommendation s as well. 
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CHAPTER II 

PAST AND FUTURE RESEARCH ACTIVITIES 

ON INDUSTRY AND TRADE: A SUMMARY 

II:1 Review of Past Research 

2nd draft 

Janua r y 30 , 19 79 

Over the past years the World Bank has dedicate d a 

considerable volume of resources to research on industry 

and trade in economic development . This research has explored 

a wide range of topics , a number of these in considerable 

depth. For convenience in review, the panel divided up past 

research into six broad clusters . These are briefly described 

below. The several sections of chapter III provide more 

detailed descriptions of the research in each of the areas . 

One cluster of Bank projects has been concerned with 

incentive policies and development strategies; we also placed 

in this group studies on economic integration among develop

ing countries. Included here are RPOs 670- 01 (Development 

Strategies in Semi- Industrial Countries), 670- 22 (Economies 

of Scale and Tariff Levels), 670- 87 (Industrial Policies and 

Economic Integration in West Africa), 671-10 (Promotion of 

Non- Traditional Exports) and, now under way , 671 - 75 (Inter

national Trade Policy· for the Development of Bangladesh), 

and several other (non RPO) projects as well . Most of these 

projects deal with the role of incentive systems i~ economic 

development, from both a theoretical and an empirical stand

point, and explore the resource-allocational1 growth, employ

ment and balance- of- p a yments effects of various government 

policies , particularly of those aiming at import protection , 

export promo tion, and economic integration . Considerable use 

has been made of the conce pts of effective protection and 
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domestic resource costs, appropriately improved in 

theoretical and computational terms. While the incentive 

structures have been analyzed in a number of different 

countries on a comparative basis , there have also been 

attempts to evaluate incentives on a firm-by-firm basis 

and to appraise the impact of protection at the level of 

the individual investment project. Most projects were 

completed successfully. The study on economies of scale 

and tariff levels was never completed , what is a pity as 

the subject matter is complementary to the research done in 

the other projects . An evaluation of t he Bangladesh study 

is not possible at this stage; completion is scheduled 

for end- 1979. Its relevance, however, is beyond any doubt, 

particularly so , as it is a case of application of the more 

basic research on incentive regimes . The major findings of 

the resear ch referred to in this cluster are of consider

able interest for policy- making purposes as they support 

the efficacy of promoting rather than protecting industries , 

a nd of avoiding discrimination against exports rather than 

overemphasizing import substitution , in spurring efficient 

and rapid economi c growth . The conclusions and policy recom

mendations rest upon firm theoretical foundations and a sound 

factual basis . Moreover , they are timely, because reliance 

on and use of import controls by developing countries, com

bined with an array of additional government interventions 

in the domestic ma rkets, still persist and guidelines for 

policy r eforms are therefore needful. And finally , this 

research has been found quite helpful by the Bank's operational 

staff, who is applying both the findings and the methodology 

in country economic reports, policy analyses and in- house 

estimates of incentives, let alone initiatives for additional 

research in this field. 

Another cluster of projects has been concerned with 

c omparative advantage, trade patterns , and economic growth . 

These projects include RPOs 670- 07 (International Model), 

J 
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670- 19 (Expans i on in Manufacturing for Exports in Developing 

Countries), 670- 79 (Economic Development of East and South-

east Asia) , 671-05 (Patterns of Industrial Development), 

671 - 32 (A Comparative Study of the Sources of Industrial 

Growth and Structural Change) , and 671-79 (Sources of Growth 

and Productivity Change), and two non- RPO studies as well . 

The unifying theme is the objective of explaining the pattern 

of resource allocation within and between countries , economic 

growth, and changes in industrial and trade structures as a 

function of various country characteristics , including policies 

employed . While two projects (670- 19 and 670-79) were clear 

failures, the other ones met, by and large, this objective . 

The fa ilures are regrettably indeed, since the projects 

addressed the questions of how to shift manufacturing activities 

from developed to developing countries and of how to plan 

competitive export industries in the developing countries; 

information on these matters would have been an extremely 

important ingredient of any effort to shape rational industria

li zation strategies . The projects di ffer greatly in their 

methodologies . Some of the projects involve modeling that is 

very simple o r indeed primitive ; others involve attempts to 

empirically implement a very complex general equilibrium 

methodology . In the view of the panel the most comprehensive 

of the p r ojects were those t hat employed and elaborated an 

accounting framework based on sector- specific supply- demand 

identities fo r analyzing the nature of modern industrial 

growth . The projects that wor ked within a less formalized 

f r amewor k did not yield interesting conclusions . The r esearch 

guided by the mor e ambitious general equilibrium conception 

has not yet added much to existing knowledge, nor has it 

produced sensible empirical results to an extent which could 

not have been obtained at lower cost from simple macro-

economic formulations. The operational staff does not attach 

a high utility t o this type of research. And it is not clear 
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to us that the Bank has a comparative advantage in this 

field. 

A third cluster of research has referred to export pro

motion policies in the developing countries and access to mar kets 

in the industrial countries . It included RPO projects 670-20 

(Industrialization and Trade Policies for the 1970 ' s) , 670-21 

(Export Promotion and Preferences : A Case Study of India) , 

671 - 35 (Export Incentives in Developing Countries) , 671 - 56 

(Marketing Manufactured Exports) , 671 - 66+67 (Effects of In

crea s e d I mports of Manufactured Goods from Developing Countr ies 

in Wester n Eu rope a nd in the United States, r espectivel y) , 

and 671-68 (Key Institutions and the Expansion of Manuf a c turing 

Exports) . All but the f irst two projects are still under 

way ; five non-RPO analyses have also been finished . All of 

these projects aim at t estin g the hypothesis, prominent 

a t the Bank, that .successful expansion and diversification 

of exports is a key characteristic of many recent devel opment 

experiences . The research includes data compilations , surveys 

of selected industries , analyses of commodity markets , ana

lyses of problems of import r estrictions by the developed 

countrie s o n the less developed countries ' manufac tured ex

ports , consideration _of national policies and institutions 

for trade promotion in the developing countries , and analyses 

of the overall environmen t for the exports of the less developed 

countries. As was the case with the projects discussed in 

the paragraph above , t he research methodologies and styles 

of the projects considered has differed widely . The more 

descriptive studies on selected industries provide a great 
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deal of empirical information which , however , will be use-

ful only if they are kept up to date . Among the completed 

RPO projects the one on India, while promising i n itself 

as a case study of a less successful country, has been 

disappointing from both the methodological and the policy 

analysis point of view. High praise deserves the project on 

industrialization and trade policies; it made an important 

contribution in documenting the impact on industrial coun-

tries of t he manufactured export expansion by developing 

countries and it has stimulated furth e r research on adjust-

ment problems in developed countries. Of great r elevance 

to the operational staff and policy makers might turn out 

the ongoing project on export incentives in developing 

countries , which is designed to yield practical information 

for countries that contemp l ate the effective promotion of 

export activities. The ongoing research on key institutions 

holds also good promise and will fill a large gap in existing 

information on the marketing of exportab l es . The two ongoing 

projects on import market penetration in developed countries 

reflect a serious attempt for understanding the political 

economy of trade proteccionism; while the topic is important 

from the export- oriented developing countries' point of view as 

well, it is questionable that the Bank has a comparative advantage 

of conducting large- scale research in this field. 

Res earch in a fourth cluster relates to small enterprises, 

credit markets , and public enterprises . The projects here 

include RPOs 670- 77 (Financing of Small-Scale Industries ) , 

671 - 59 (Small-Scale Enterprise Development) , 671 - 69 (Capital 

Market Imperfections) , and 671-11 (Manufacturing Structure 

and Practices in Public Manufacturing Enterprises), in 

addition to a number of non-RPO studies . The importance of 

these topics for the Bank's lending operations and advisory 

role in developing countries is obvious . A large part of the 
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projects have not yet been finished and, in some cases , 

they are still at the conceptual stage . It is therefore 

difficult to provide for a definite evaluation of the 

research in this field . In contrast with the work on 

export promotion which proceeded under the presumption 

that the objective was clear enough and that the task was 

to find the appropriate instruments, these projects have 

faced much more uncertainty regarding what ought to be 

achieved . The difficulties for the researchers were com-

pounded by the fact t hat the existing literature is mainly 

descriptive rather than analytical. While applauding the 

willingness to enter this important area, the panel recognizes 

that research on these topics is struggling towards appro

priate methodologies , but has not yet securely found many. 

We also notice that research on capital market imperfections 

and public enterprises put too much emphasis on the experience 

of one country, namely India. And while the quality of 

the research done so far is good by international standards, 

it is still below the quality levels achieved in the other 

areas reviewed in this r eport. It may be some time before 

the Bank develops the capability to do first rate studies 

of small-scale industries, credit markets and public enter

prises and their influence on development . 

Like the work on incentive regimes, trade patterns, and 

export p r omotion , and ·unlike the research on small enterprises, 

credit markets, and public enterprises, Bank research on 

capital utilization , capital-labor substitution, and tech

nological change (the fifth cluster) has proceeded within 

well- def i ned methodologies and has tested concrete hypotheses . 

Included here are the RPO 2rojects 670- 54 (Employment 

and Capital-Labor Substitution) , 670- 23 (Scope for Capital

Labor Substitution in the Mechanical Engineering Industry ) , 
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and 671 - 51 (Appropriate Industrial Technology) , most of 

t hem a re completed. Of three non- RPO studies two are 

completed as well. The policy thrust of the research has 

been provided by the observation that labor is cheap and 

capital expensive in less developed countries relative to 

developed ones , that this ought to be reflected in use of 

more labor- intensive techniques, but while this has been 

happening to some degree it still is possib l e and desirable 

that the techniques employed be more frugal in use of 

capital . At the same time , it is shown that despite the 

relative scarcity of capital in developing countries , pro

ductive capacity is not used very intensively. Research 

has been concerned wi th market and othe r forces that explain 

the pr evai ling situation, and with policies that coul~ 

i mprove the environment so the choice of technique could be 

made more appropriately , techniques used more efficiently , 

and appr opriate adaptation and learning proceed more effect

ively . The panel finds the recent work exploring in great 

detail the scope of capital labor substitution in particular 

technologies important and illuminating, but running into 

diminishing returns as a research endeavor . The work on 

appropriate industrial technology , particularly the research 

on the design capabilities of domestic capital goods producers, 

is promising, and may l ead to important further r esearch. 

The sixth cluster of Bank research is on investment 

programming and has many connections with research on the topic 

considered in the paragraph above , although the emphasis so far 

has been placed on optimization . The major project included 

here is RPO 670- 24 (Programming in the Manufacturing Sector). 

The analytical work has been concerned with optimal pro

gramming of investment where there are significant economies 

of scale, or strong interdependence among manufacturing 

activities as for example the sharing of machinery . Empirical 

studies have been done of both process and non- process 
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industries . The research has estimated the size of scale 

economies in certain process industries (which is important 

in some cases). Moreover , it has tested the utility and 

feasibi l ity of using formal programming models in guiding 

investment decisions (with encouraging results). The research 

also has considered some of the implications of economies 

of scale and strong inter- activity interdependence for 

regiona l cooperat ion . By and large , the research has been 

s uccessfully c a rried out . It made a significant methodological 

c ontribution, it has the potential to improve the rationality 

of gover nment dec isions i n deve l oping large process industries, 

a nd it may have been useful in guiding Bank ' s ledn ing opera

tio ns (pr ovided t hey were available in time and could be 

understood by the operational staff) . It is our i mpr ession 

that a s tage h a s b een r e ached wher e the me t hodology developed 

f or process industries has to be disseminated effectively 

f o r a pplication. 

II : 2 Over a l l Eval ua tion 

The panel a t t empted to evaluate the research undertaken 

by the Ba nk a long a r ange of dimensions , reflecting the 

mul tipl e p u rposes of resear ch at the Bank. Some of our 

criteria r elated to the Bank as a research producer and as 

a member o f t h e s cholarly r esear ch community . Here we at

t empted to a s sess the contr ibution of Bank research to the 

understandi ng of the economic development processes and 

policy issues r elating thereto . What was the absolute quality 

(in some sense) of the research output of the Bank? To what 

extent did Bank research reflect its comparative advantages? 

To what extent did Bank research proceed in conscious aware

ness of the research that had been done and was going on 

elsewhere? Other criteria related to Bank research viewed 

as a contribution to the applied objectives of the Bank. How 
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useful has the research been in guiding Bank decision

making, either regarding l ending operations or r egarding 

policy adv ice? How useful has the research of the Bank 

been to policymakers in the less developed countrie s? What 

contribution has the Bank research prog ram made to the 

building up of indige nous r esearch capabilitie s within the 

less developed countries? 

Finally, we attempted to probe at the factors that 

seemed t o explain why certain areas or styles of Bank 

research were more valuable or important than others. Were 

there certain styles of research that the Bank did well? 

Could one identify certain confluences of facto rs associated 

with particularly good and useful research , or poor and 

not- so- useful research? Were there certain distinguishing 

administrative arrangements associated with good and poor 

research? 

The several sections of chapter III go over these 

questions field by field. The panel noted s ignificant 

differences in the overall quality and r e levance of Bank 

r esearch in the different fields , and the more fine - grained 

evaluations also differ from field to field . However, t here 

were certain general and common judgements that we made. 

These we r ecount below. 

By and large , we are impressed by the overall high quality 

of Bank research on industry and trade in eco n omic development. 

Viewed solely in terms of its research out put (rr.uc h of which 

has been published ) , the Bank clear l y r a nks as one of the 

most distinguished development research centers in the 

world and cert ainly the leading one among internati onal orga

nizations. In many cases , the researchers have made a remark

able effort t o improve the methodology fo r policy analysis 

and investment appraisal. The work has been to a large extent 

creative rather than imitating and, in its a pplied com-
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ponent , generally complementary to the research in the 

field undertaken elsewhere . Bank research , being mainly 

empirically oriented , has made outstanding contributions 

to knowledge about the structure of incentives bearing 

on business firm decisionmaking about import substitution 

and export expansion in developing countries, particularly 

regarding the effects of tariff and non-tariff devices. 

Bank research has been in the forefront of scholarship 

positing and supporting that outward looking development 

policies were both feasible and highly effective . More 

recently research at the Bank has contributed importantly 

to understanding of changing patterns of exports from the 

developing countries. Work at t he Bank has shown how resource 

allocation patterns within a country relate to the country 

characteristics including its income level, market size, 

and policy orientation. Research at the Bank on intensity 

and efficiency of use of capital and labor has significantly 

enriched understanding of the forces and work on those 

variables; more recent work at the Bank has illuminated and 

documented the wide range of choice of techniques available, 

and also the informational and institutional aspects of an 

economy that bear on choice of technique. Bank research 

on programming methods , while not yet bearing much fruit, has 

explored and pushed forth the state of the art. Bank research 

on small enterprises, credit markets and public enterprises, 

while just beginning, and still floundering somewhat, has a 

chance of providing leadership for a kind of research that has 

been sadly neglected by the academic research community, provided 

high capacity resources are made available. 

By and large, Bank research on industrialization and trade 

has reflected its comparative advantage . As the research in 

this field places high demands on data, much of what was done 

could not have been done at all, or would have been very diffi 

cult to do, in a university setting.This is the more so as 

Bank research in this area has been concentrated on comparativ e 

studies, which allow for generalizable policy prescriptions, 

rather than on specific cases, which would be of limited 

value only. With very few exceptions, Bank research has been 

undertaken in good awareness of the state of the art and 

of what was being done elsewhere. 
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It has proved much harder for the panel to evaluate 

the influence of Bank research on Bank decisionmaking, or 

on policymaking in the developing countries, or upon the 

strength of the research conuuunities in the l ess developed 

countries, than it has been for us to judge the scholarship 

on its own terms. Our discussions with operating personnel 

within the Bank have helped us to understand these issues 

a little bit, but not very much. The basic problem we had 

in those discussions was the tendency for operating people 

at the Bank (this we believe is a t endency of operating 

people elsewhere) not to talk about the influence of the 

basic ideas and understandings that emanate from a research 

tradition on their own thinking regarding the applied problems 

they faced, but to discuss the contribution of research in 

terms of detailed pieces of analysis, or data, that were 

used concretely and specifically in decisiorunaking. In our 

judgement the influence of ideas and concepts on policy 

making usually is much more important than the influence 

of particular facts that might come from research. 

With these caveats in mind, it is our impression that 

a number of different strands of Bank research have influenced, 

directly and indirectly, bank operations. The influence pro

bably has been stronger on bank operations aimed to influence 

overall policy within countries, than with respect to specific 

lending decisions, al~hough there are a nunlber of instances 

of the latter where Bank research clearly has had an impact . 

The concept, as well as the quantification, of effective pro

tection rates together with the arguments, as well as the 

evidence, that protection often leads to uneconomic use of 

resources clearly was in the heads of the Bank officials with 

whom we talked . Similarly, there appeared to be widespread 

adherence to the proposition that an export-oriented develop

ment strategy was an attractive alternative to excessive 
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import substitution policies for countries to consider. 

Both of these notions seemed to be mentally connected with the 

view that decisionrnakers did face a choice of techniques, 

that the highly capital-intensive techniques of U.S. manu

facturing were often uneconomic in the context of less 

developed countries, but that uneconomically rigged factor 

markets and import protection regimes often encouraged and 

supported unnecessarily capital-intensive investments. In 

their statements about the kind of research that they found 

useful, and not so useful, Bank personnel tended to laud 

studies which provided data, or examined particular insti

tutions, let alone the whole field of incentive regimes. It 

is our conjecture that this kind of research may in fact have 

been more influential regarding decisions on particular loans 

than the more general analyses done by Bank researchers. How

ever, if the focus is on the influence of Bank research on 

the way · Bank officials view appropriate economic development 

policymaking and set their positions in bargaining with LDC 

officials, as stated above we believe that it is the more 

sweeping ideas and documentations for these that has had 

the greatest influence . 

We feel ourselves in an even weaker position regarding 

the ability to judge the impact of Bank research on policy

making in the developing countries. A real impact could be 

recognized with regarq to the studies on incentives and 

domestic resource costs in industrial and agricultural acti

vities. For the other projects, we would conjecture that all 

of our remarks above obtain. Where (and it is certainly not 

everwhere) the research done at the Bank has had influence, 

we suspect this has been largely through affecting the 

general climate of thinking, and through its effect on dia

logue between the Bank and government officials of developing 

countries. But we are able to acquire very little direct 
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confirmation of these conjectures. On the other hand, we 

noticed that some shifts in Bank's policy thinking (as t h e 

growing interest in the "basic needs" approach ) have no t 

(yet) influenced research either . 

Research projects at the Bank have differed signifi

cantly in the extent to which they have contributed to the 

building up of research capabilities in the less developed 

countries . There has been very little effort to work with 

research institutions in the developing countries specifi

cally with the purpose of helping these to deve l op. Our 

conversations with researchers at the Bank indicate a con

siderable reluctance to do this , on the grounds that it is 

very difficult, and would tend to i nterfere with the task 

of getting on with the research. Some of the Bank's projects 

have bee n done almost exclusively in house , and have not 

involved LDC researchers at all. But a number of the pro

jects, particularly thos e involving primary data collection 

i n developing countries , or case studies of particular 

industries or policies , have involved researchers in the 

countrie s c o ncerned . These projects , therefore , have helped 

to bring these researchers into the mainstream of development 

research , and to establish or reinforce contacts with the 

scholars at the Bank. Though we have no way of assessing 

the over all i mportance of the contributions to t he growth 

of res earch c apabilities in developing countries that has 

come about because of participation of these countries ' 

scholars and resear ch institutions in completed or ongoing 

Bank projects, we found some cases in which further research 

in the countries concerned was stimulated . Generally speaking , 

the Bank policy of workinq with researchers and insti-

tutions of developing countries when this advances the 

research should also be recognized as enhancing of the 

research capabilities in t h is part o f t he world. 
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Our relative assessments of the research projects that 

have been undertaken by the Bank in the industry and trade 

field suggests two strong correlates of research quality. 

One is strong interest and leadership by a senior researcher 

on the Bank staff. By and large Bank research has not been 

particularly successful when it has been farmed out to con

sultants. The second is a confluence of strong conceptual or 

methodological elements in the project and a set of broadly 

but clearly defined questions. By and large we have not been 

impressed with the success of Bank projects which have been 

motivated largely by "pure" interests without much in the way 

of clear- cut connections with important policy questions , 

nor have we been much impressed with Bank projects that 

appeared to have been motivated largely by a particular policy 

i nterest or concern but which did not involve much analytical 

structuring . We recognize that the Bank ' s research portfolio 

should contain a diverse mix of projects , involving different 

degrees of farming out . We would point , however, to the fact 

that quite detailed attention and involvement of first-rate 

senior Bank researchers in a project has in the past been 

almost a prerequisite for research success . We also recognize 

that in the pulling and tugging between the intellectual in

terests of the research staff and the more applied interests 

of Bank operating officials the outcome should be a spectrum 

of projects ranging from relatively basic to quite applied. 

But we propose that the Bank 's research successes in the 

past have not been at t he ends of that spectrum , but rather 

on projects where intellectual interests and policy concerns 

in terms of issues and usable methodologies have come together . 

As research in the industry and trade field was mainly applied 

rather than "pure" , policy recommendations made by the Bank 

to governments in developing countries were consistent with 

the most recent body of knowledge generated in this area . 
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II:3 Future research priorities 

As will be seen from the r ather detailed evaluations of Bank research 

in the last chapter of the repor t , the bulk of the research efforts of t he 

Bank on industry and trade constitutes important contributions to the 

"global" pool of research knowledge about development problems. Moreover, 

a considerable part of the research of the Bank has also been applied 

in policy advicing and operating activities of the Bank. This holds in 

particular perhaps for the studies of effective protection and domestic 

resource costs, and to some extent also the studies of technological 

choice and investment prograrmning in process industries. 

We have argued that the choice of future research priorities has to 

be based both on the development strategies actually pursued by member 

countries and on some assumptions ("vision") about what are the most 
important forces and mechanisms of economic development in these countries. 

The diversity of the economic institutions and policies of member countries, 

and of the views about the development process , suggest a rather "pluralistic" 

research program of the Bank. 

We have suggested four general principles (motives) of Bank research: 

(a) To contribute to the r esearch knowledge in the world about the 

development process; a "comparative advantage approach" is then adequate . 

(b) To improve upon the research knowledge that is needed for Bank 

operations and policies; a "residual supply of research approach" is then 
adequate. 

(c) To create externalities within the Bank in the form of 
"sophistication" among Bank staff . 

(d) To help generate research knowledge and. research capacity in the LDCs. 

(c) To cr eate externalities within the Bank for its operational 

and policy formulating staff in generating a more analytical 

vie:-1 of the problems and an increased level of "sophis,:;ication" . 

(d) To help generate research knowledge and research capacity in the LDCs . 

This means t hat recomnendatior.s r egarding future research priorit ies 
must rest on subjective judgements r egarding a number of matters, including 

the importance of different kinds of research in enhanc:L"lg general under

standir~ of development processes, the cor::;:,arati'te advar.ta;:e of trp ~rit. in 
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diff erent kinds of r esearch, Bank needs and LDC needs f or certain kinds 

of studies to enhance their decisionmaking ability, t he kind of research 

that is likely to attract and hol d excellent scholars at the Bank, and the 

kind of research most amenable to cooperative errleavors between the Bank 

and LDC institutions. 

As we have seen in chapter I, the different principles suggest somewhat 

different priorities, strategies and procedures of research within the Bank. 

However, in reality, it is of course not advisable to choose one of them 

but rather to make "uneasy" canpromises between them. If we would emphasize 

some aspects of such a compromise more than others, we would suggest that 

research is concentrated in fields where 

(1 ) knowledge is particularly strongly needed for Bank lerrling and policy 
advising; 

(2) the Bank in its operations acquires research competence that is 

unique, as compared to other organizations; 

(3) a strong research organization and a system of follow-up research, 
mainly in the case of large projects, are required. 

Needless to say, a basi c requirement in all three cases is that the 

Bank has , or is able to hire, highly competent researchers . 

Chapter I I I pr esents rather detail ed views about the kinds of 

r esearch that , according to our view, ought to be cut back and the 
kinds that ought to be allfgllented, for each of the six broad fields of 

evaluati on. Here we attempt onl y a r ather general aDd less detai led 

statement of research prioriti es . As a preliminary way of inserting 

some substance into r ather general principles presented above , it may 

be useful to consider first the possibili ties of freeing research 

resources from previ ous research areas , and thereafter to consider 

areas i.Dto which we recormnend the Bank ~o put more resources . 

We think that t here are certain lines of resea:'ch at the Bank 

whi ch in the past have been forceful and productive , but whi ch 

now are running i.Dto diJni.nishi ng retur:1s . These include such 

traditional and successful Bank research :ields as research on 

rates of effective protection or subsidy , aDd study of patterns 

of g:-iowth and development . In both of these fields 3ank research 

has broken new ground , but the g;-ound r.ow :..swell broken. 
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In the case of research on trade policy incentives, it is resasonable 

to argue that the research phase is now largely over, and that what remains 

to be done are further applications - by including more countries, and by 

updating previous calculations. However, the r esources for these activities 

should, in our judgement, not be taken from the research budget, but either 

from the budget for operations and policy formation of the Bank, or from a 

special (separate) budget to be allocated to the regions and the other 

operating units for applications of research after the "pure" research phase 

is over. Otherwise the suggested research units for application 

would perhaps not be able to shield their resources from the demand of 
operations work. 

Similarly, while Bank research on patterns of growth and sources of 

growth, based on regression and input-output analysis, have been useful and 

illuminating, it is unlikely that rruch new will be learned from doing more 

of these studies, or from doing them in a slightly different and IOClre 

sophisticated w~. Thus, the studies of patterns and sources of growth are 

also mainly completed, or near completion. However, it is not clear if 

these studies l end themselves to application for the use by operation staff; 

the studies have perhaps mainly served to improve rather general knowledge 
about the development process . 

We also propose that Bank research exploring the range of technical 
choice and opportunities for capital-labor substitution has run into 

diminishing returns . The basic points have been well documented. It is 
unlikely that doing more studies would add rruch to ability to persuade 
people that in fact the .range of choice is quite wide, and that it matters 

what choices are made. The Bank lending departments need to be able to do 

these kinds of studies themselves in the context of exploration of the 

range of choices available for particular investment programs they are 

contemplating, and to educate and persuade borrowing goverr.ments or 
governmental agencies about the range of choice. We propose that this body 

of work, like the work on effective protection rates, should be moved ou~ 

of research and moved into applications . 
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We have the same judgement regarding Bank research on process industry 

investment progt'amm:i.ng, though some 11software11 development is necessary to 

make applications more routinized. What is needed now is for the operating 

departments to develop the capability to work with the models. 

In the case of both labor capital substitutions and process industry 

programming, the work on applications should probably not be done in the 

regions but rather in some more centrally located unit in the Bank -

considering the size and complexity of analysis of this type. 

The panel is somewhat divided regarding whether or not the Bank should 

cut back on its research on programming models for non-pr ocess industries , 

and the econorey-wide models based on a computable general equilibrium frame

work. Most of us doubt that these bodi es of research will contri bute much 

directly to W1derstanding relevant to policymaking. We believe that an 

understanding of the development process requires mainly other types of 

knowledge than is likely to be acquired by these projects. Thus, the 

majority of us are rather sceptical about the fruitfulness of this type 

of r esearch, r elative to some other fields. On the other hand , the work is 

methodologically exciting and on the frontiers, and enables the Bank to 

attract and hold several very well-tooled economists . The arguments for 

continuation of t hese projects it seerrs t o us ITD..lst rest on the importance 

t o the Bank of having on its research staff several economists who are 

technically very skilled . 

However, regardless whether the Bank wants to continue research in this 

field or not , we recommend the Bank to shift the emphasis of research to 

some other f ields, such as the following ones : 

(1) Export promotion policies of the LDCs and market access in t~e DCs 

(2) International (global) trade patterns and inter- LDC trade 

(3) Factor market conditions and di stortions 

(4) Comparative studies of government policies (that influence 

industrialization and trade) 

(5) Industrial strategies in non-industrial LDCs 
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(6) Entrepreneurship, innovation and the adaptability of 

production and organization of economic activity 

(7) Technological change and appropriate technology 

(8) Public enterprises 

We are not sure which of these sector fields that should be given 

the highest priority. Among the trade-related fields (points 1-2), perhaps 

the second one - trade patterns and inter- LDC trade - should be given the 

edge. The reason is that we forecast the possibility of a considerable 

attempt to expand inter-LDC trade in the 1980s, and that this type of trade i ~ 

likely to encounter new and poorly understood problems. For instance, while 

the successful expansion of export of manufacturing goods of some LDCs to 

developed countries has largely been promoted by "ready-made" marketing 

firms in the DCs, efficient marketing systems for inter-LDC trade do not 

yet exist . 

We have also seriously considered t he idea that the Bank should launch 

a major research effort to the question of adjustment mechanisms in connec

tion to the reallocation of resources in the developed countries in 

response to changes in technologies, preferences and comparative advantages 

in the world econoIT\Y, A main reason for such a research effort would be 

that one of the main things that the developed countries could do for the 

less developed countries is just to adjust their own economies to the 

export efforts of the LDCs, to provide access to markets for these exports. 

However, we believe that the DCs should really themselves do this type of 

research. Our recommendation on this issue is therefore that the World Bank 

strongly advise the developed countries the.'TI.Selves to give high priority 

to research on reallocation of resources and adjustment policies in the DCs, 

rather than that the World Bank moves heavily into that area. 

Among prcx:iuction-oriented fields (points 3-8), many of us would stress 

problems of factor market distortions (point 3); enterpreneurship, innovation 

ani adaptation (field 6), and tecnnological change and appropriate technology 

(field 7). The reason is, in our view, that in decentralized market economies 

with a consider3.ble scope for government decisionmaking, governments can do 
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rm..lCh for releasing, or destroying, decentralized, prcxiuctive incentives 

by way of incentive policies in a broad sense - tariffs, taxes, subsidies, 

wage and labor market regulations, licencing systems, training, technological 

research and various types of controls - as well as by helping to develop 

institutions that are conducive to vigorous entrepreneurship and a shariI'.g 

of the fruits of economic development by broad groups of the population. 

Earlier work on capital utilization and capital-labor substitution 

led to a recognition that factor market con:iitions played an important 

role in influencing choices. In turn, labor and capital markets are strongly 

influenced by a variety of government policies. These policies, for example 

labor legislation, and policies irnbedded in financial institutions, warrant 

considerable study on a comparative basis . 

A.~ong the important policy and institutional topics for study, 
examination of a set of issues relating to entrepreneurship strikes the panel 

as particularly important. This is not only a field of industrial organizatior. 

- including issues such as market structure, types of cofll)etition, and the 

supply of equity capital - but also a sociological problem concerning 

attitudes to entrepreneurship in society. 

Mor eover, in many less developed countries, public enterprises are 

common in the provision of transport, power, and a variety of public services. 

Many countries are also employiP.g public enterprise for the production of 

manufactured gocxis, particularly when significant economies of scale are 

involved. The question of the relation of public enterprise to market and 

to higher political authority, and JOC>re general issues relating to the 

motivation systans influencing decisionma.king in public enterprises, strikes 

us as important to study, probably on a comparative basis . The World Bank 

has initiated some research in this field. We urge that the field be given 

quite high priority. 

Another broad set of subjects to which we thiP.k priority should be 

given involves mechanisms of technology transfer, adaptation of technology 

to better fit local economic conditions, ir.novation in industry in less 

developed countries, and the policies and institutions that supper~ and 
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stimulate technological progress1v1ty . Bank research in several different 

areas increasingly has come to recognize that choice and implementation of 

these technologies is a JTU..lCh more active and creative process than sometimes 

presumed. A considerable amount of redesign, adaptation and learning often 

is involved in "technology transfer". Several recent studies have shown 

domestically adapted or invented technologies to be playing a significant 

role in growth of productivity in manufacturing industries in certain l ess 

developed countries, and to be occurring in exports . We think that the Bank 

should join more actively and provide greater support for research trying 

to understand and better characterize the nature of the processes involved. 

A number of important policy questions are at stake. For example, 

i t would s eem to be important to know the extent to which having a nwnber 

of well-trained engineers in a company facilitates their choice of techniques, 

adaptation, and innovation . One can go on to probe regarding the kind of 

traini."'lg that effective engineers have had, and to ask whether this is the 

kind of training that is going on within a country ' s engineering schools . 

It would be very interesting to gain a better understanding of what 

kinds of firms are adapting and innovating most successfully . Do they tend 

to be small, medium size or large? Do small innovative firms tend to grow 

larger? Are there differences between domstically owned firms and subsi

diaries of foreign corporations? Between private and public firms? We t hink 

it of high pr iority that the Bank begins to study these questions . 

To summarize our recomnendations about future research priorities, we 

think that the three broad areas described above - international trade 

patterns and inter- LDC trade; studies of factor ~arket distort.ions, policies 

and institutions (comparative studies); and study of entrepreneurship and 

processes of adaptation and innovation - delineate the broad areas ~o which 

the bank should be allocating more of its research resources . 

If the Bank contemplates a shift of emphasis of research to the new 

fields suggested here, it would probably be a good idea to appoint an 

ad hoc group of researchers wit h the task of undertaJdr.g a research pr og:rern 

in some of the fields suggested here , for ins~ance concernir.g factor market 

di st ortions , the ~..mctioni-11g of labor and. capital rrarkets, entrepreneur

ship, innovation and technological development and adaptation . As we have 
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indicated, such research should probably often use the tech.'1.ique of 

comparative studies of nations . The ad hoc research planni.,vig committee 

should incl~de outstanding researc~ers qutside as well as iri.side the 

Bank. Ex~~pje of types ~f schoiar~ are specialists in industrial 
organization, technological development, irmovation, credit and labor 

rr.arket analysis ( labor economics). It "is, in our judgement b:;x)rtant 

to include people with a strong theoretical and analytical co~petence, 

rather than people that have studied institutions on a more descriptive 

\•:ay. 

To avoid that research in the new fields which are reco::mended 

here ends up with descriptions of institutions and policies ~hat do not 
lead to generalizations, we wo~ld·recorrnnend new research depcrtures 

)·rith a wide relevar1ce, promising reproducibility of the results. 

Even though we have suggested that some research areas no':! are 

rriature for application, that others should perhaps be phased out , and 

finally that other types of research should not be "moved in,:,o", it 

is obvious that our suggestions would require a somewhat larger research 

budget in the field of industry and trade . However, we believe th2.t 

this would be worthwhile for the Bank, considering how impor--c2..'1t it is 

that the Bar~: has the highest possible competence in the fie:d of its 

activities, a'"ilong-which operations related to industrializ2.t:..o:1 and 
trade are prominent. It isp we believe, the competence of the :3ank, 

rather than its lendi.rig volu.ine, that will cotLnt for its contribution 

to the econo~ies of the iess developed countries. 

Against this bac}:ground, it is not U.'1r'easonable i;O inc::-·ease the 

number of scholars of the Bank in this field ·,·Tith at least a na'1d...:.."'...tl 

of high~· cor::petenc perso:is . This is, in fact, a prerequisi:e :'::::>r 

shifti:r.g rese.2.rch to the areas which, accordi::.g to our opi:'..::..::, , 

stould t2 gi·,re:1 higher p:-iority in the futll!'e tlin..'1 in the p.s:. I-c 

:•:ill, of course, be the s::.ze of these ne\·! resou.2·.::es that si2:~ :!1e 

limits fo:- h::::>H !x..'1Y new departures may be e::v:.f2.ged. · 
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It may be useful if we spelled out the grounds 

General equilibrium models have obvious and important attractions as i~stru-

ments of economy wide economic analysis. They have the advantage of. 9ettin9 

explicitly into view the interconnections among economic activities and the 
. 

complex and not always ifl1Tlediately obvious relations between prices and 

quantities . But associated with these advantages, the large scale compatable 

general equilibrium models have two disadvanta9es, which, in the view of this 

Panel~ ;,,eighs heavily against them. 

One is that these models tend to be so complex that the quantitative 

conclusions that come from them are not easy to understand, thus are difficult to evaluate 

and modify in light of knowledge about what the model leaves out or over-

simplifies . Second, the equilibrium character of these models makes it very 

difficult to deal in a non-mechanical way with the fact and the consequences 

of technical and institutional channes which . WP. h~li~ve, are the nrime drivino 

forces in economic development. Th~se changes can be built into the model 1 but 

mechanically. Our concern is that economic development is an inherently 

disequilibrium process and this is basically what the model represses. 

We recognize that not all economists share our views on these matters . We 

also believe it i mportant that the Bank stay up with new trends in development 

economics, and the use of computable qeneral equilibrium models may be such 

a trend. Also some of the Bank's most highly trained economi sts are interested 

in this work. These arguments make some of the panel reluctant to urge that 

the bank withdraw from the field, and willing to urge contin~ng support of a 

low lost effort. But the panel is unanamous that the most important research 

topi~s lie elsewhere. 

We think there are several broad fields of research to which the bank 

should allocate more resources. These include, first, a set of topics related 
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~o exports of the LDC~s, evolving patterns of international trade, and 

policies of LDC's that reflect trade opportunities and constraints. Second, 

a set of topics concerned with economic institutions and domestic economic 

policies that facilitate or deter development. Third, research relating to 

adoption of technology, innovation, and technical chan~e in LDC's. 

Topics Related to Trade 

Over the years the bank has built up a comparative advantage in research 

relating to LDC trade patterns and policies. Research in these fields has 

contributed importantly to policy thinking within the bank, and has been 

sensitive to policy questions, thus also meeting the "residual supplier" 

criterion. The research that · we recorrmend below represent continuation 

and strengthening of work now underway at the bank. 

We believe that bank research on export µ·remotion policies and market 

access should be continued and expanded. We think particular emphasis should 

be placed on studying evolving trade patterns, with especial focus on inter 

L.O.C. trade. (JUrgen -- You have the new language to comolete this paraqraph) 

We also feel that there is a need for a more systematic differentiation 

among LDC's with regard to industrial growth paths, trade patterns and policies 

to support them. The analyses should focus on three groups of countries: 

those which are rich in natural resources, those which are just beqinning 

their industrialization, and those which are still extremely poor and have 

not yet started in developing manufacturinq activities. These groups of 

countries are characterized by significant differences in terms of domestic 

serving potential, labour skills, entrepreneurship, economic structure, 

export orientation, the role of direct foreign investment, etc. The development 

model of semi-industrial economics in Latin American and East Asi~, extensively 
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studied in the past, does not cover the wide range of issues which the "late 

starti.ng" LDCs must face. By analyzing them in depth, country and sector 

work in the Bank will obtain firmer operational guidance. In this .connecti on, 

the research should also provide insight into the prospects of these "late 

starters" for self-sustained economic growth and successful intepretation 

into the world economy; and it should assess th~ (potential) advantages and 

disadvantages of pursuing the "basic needs" approach combined with a strategy 

of (total or selective) 11 delinkin9 ~1 from the international economic system, as 

forcefully advocated for in some respectable quarters. 

We have also seriously considered the idea that the Bank should launch 

a major research effort to the que;tion of adjustment mechanisms in connection 

to the reallocation of resources in the developed countries in response to 

changes in technologies, preferences and comparative advantaqes in the world 
' 

economy. A main reason for such a research effort would be that one of the 

main things that the developed ·countries could do for the less developed 

countries is just to adjust their own economies to the export efforts of the LOCs, 

to provide access to markets for these exports. However, we believe that the 

DCs should really themselves do this type of research. Our recorrrnendation on 

this issue is therefore that the World Bank strongly advise the developed 

countries themselves to give high priority to research on reallocation of 

resources and adjustment policies in the DCs, rather than that the World Bank 

move heavily into that area. 

Topics Related to Internal Policies and Institutions 

As with research on LDC trade , the World Bank over the years has been 

a leadinq institution doing research on the distortions to economic allocation 

and deterence to economic efficiency associated with protection of domestic 

, 
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industry from external competition. We believe the time now is ripe for the 

bank to shift the focus from the domestic effects of tariff policies to more 

general consideration of how policies and institutions influence tesource 

allocation and efficiency within a country. · We propose that such research 

fruitfully can exploit the comparative advantage of the Bank in doing comparati ve 

country studies . 

Earlier work on capital utilization and capital-labor substitution led 

to a recognition that factor market conditions played an important role in 

influencing choices. In turn, labor and capital markets are stron~ly influ

enced by a vari ety of government policies. These policies, for example labor 

legislation, and policies imbedded in financial institutions,warrant considerable 

study on a comparative basis. 

We think the bank should venture into study of industrial organization 

in LDC's and exploration of the effect of different kinds of policies on 

organizations and on econo~ic performance. Many LDC's en~age i n pri ce control 

activities, and other forms of price and input regulation. It would be 

fruitful, we believe, to examine the effect of these within the methodologies 

used to study the effects of regulation in developed countries. Bank research 

on small scale enterprise is evolving to consider the effects of controlled 

markets and imperfect markets more generally on the viability of. small firms. 

We endorse this research. We think it would be fruitful to study more generally 

whether it is economies of scale or market imperfections, that support the 

monopolistic or tight olgopolistic structures that mark many LDC industries. 

Moreover, in many less developed countries, public enterprises are 

co1T1110n in the provision of transport, power,and a variety of public services. 

Many countries are also employing public enterprise for the production of 

manufactured goods, particularly when significant economi es of scale are 

involved. The question of the relation of public enterprise to market and 
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to higher political authority, and more general issues relating to the motivation 

systems influencing decisionmaking in public enterprises, strikes us as 

important to study, probably on a comparative basis . The World Bank has 

initiated some research in this field. We urge that the field be given quite 

high priority. 

Topics Related to Innovation, Enterpreneurship, and Technological Chanae 

Earlier we expressed our belief that economic development must be under

stood as a process involving technological advance in an essential way. Bank 

research on capital labor substitution, and appropriate technology, increasingly 

is recognizing this . We recolTITlend that the bank explicitly and self-consciously 

do research on mechanisms of technology transfer, adaptation of technology to 

better fit local economic conditions, innovation in industry in less developed 

countries, and the policies and institutions that support and stimulate 

technological ·progressivity. 

Bank research in several different areas increasingly has come to recognize 

that choice and implementation of technologies is a much more active and 

creative process than sometimes presumed. A considerable amount of redesign , 

adaptation and learning often i s involved in "technology transfer". Several 

recent studi·es have shown domestically adapted or invented technologies to be 

playing a significant role in growth of productivity in manufacturing industri es 

in ~ertain less developed countries, and to be occurring in exports . We think 

that the Bank should join more · actively and provide greater support for research 

trying to understand and better characterize the nature of the processes involved. 

A number of important policy questions are at stake . . For example, 

it would seem to be important to know the extent to which having a number of 

well-trained engineers in a company facilitates their choice of techniques, 

adaptation, and innovation . One can go on to probe regarding the kind of 
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training that effective .engineers have had, and ·to ask whether this is the 
, 

kind of training that is going on within a country's engineering schools. 

It is important to gain a better understanding of what kinds of firms 

are adapting and innovating most successfully. Do they tend to be small, 

medium size or large? Do small innovative firms tend to grow larger? Are 

there differences between domestically owned firms and subsidiaries of 

foreign corporations? Between private and public firms? We think it of 

high priority that the Bank begin to study these questions . 

Among the important policy and institutional topics for study, examination 

of a set of issues relating to entrepreneurship stikes the panel as particularly 

important. This is not only a field of industrial organization -- including 

issues such as market structure, types of competition , and the supply of 

equity .capital -- but also a sociological problem concerning attitudes to 

entrepreneurship in society. 

To sunmarize our recorrmendations about future research priorities, we 

think that the three broad areas described above -- international trade 

patterns and inter-LDC trade; studies of factor market distortions, policies 

and institutions (comparative studies); and study of entrepreneurship and 

processes of adaptation and innovation -- delineate the broad areas to which 

the bank should be allocating more of its research resources . 

If the bank does decide to increase signficantly its research efforts 

in certain new fields, our observations about the kinds of research that the 

bank has in the past done well and poorly might be kept in mind. The projects 

chosen should involve a blend of analytical and policy questions . And there 

must be a senior researcher at the Bank know~edgable about and interested in 

the research . Some of the new departures we suggest represent natural 

evolution of the research and interests of researchers currently at the Bank. 

0
But we believe that to design and carry out the research well the Bank is 
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going to need some new research talent with skill~ presently not well 

represented at the bank. We recolTD'llend strongly that the bank hire some first 

rate researchers with experience in analyzing questions of industrial organ- · 

ization and technical advance. Where senior bank researchers are moving over 

into a field , the appointments can be made at the junior level. But we 

suspect some new senior appointments would be very helpful . 

To facilitate the desi~n of some of the new ~jects,the Bank might 

consider establishing groups of consultants to discuss with bank researchers 

the existing state of research in fields that the bank is entering, to help 

identify promi sing research opportunities, and methodologies. But while such 

consultative groups can help the bank get into a field, over the long run 

there is no su~stitute for strong in house talent. 

To avoid that research in the new fields which are recormnended here 
' ends up with descriptions of institutions and policies that do not lead to 

generalizations, we would reco1T1Tiend new research departures with a wide 

relevance, promising reproducibility of the results. 

Even though we have suggested that some research areas now are mature 

for application, that others should perhaps be Jjiased out, and f i nally that 

other types of research should not be 11moved into 11
, it is obvious that our 

suggestions would require a somewhat larger research budget in the f i eld 

of industry and trade. However, we believe that this would be worthwhile 

for the Bank, considering how important it is that the Bank has the highest 

possible competence in the field of its acti vities, among which operations 

related to industrialization and trade are prominent. It is, we believe, 

the competence of the Bank, rather than its lending volume,that will count 

for its contribution to the economies of the less developed countries . 
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Against this _background, it is not unreasonable to increase the number 

of scholars of the Bank in this field with at least a handful of highly 

competent persons. This is, in fact, a prerequisite for shifting research 

to the areas which, according to our opinion, should be given higher priority 

in the future than in the past. It will, of course, be the si ze of these new 

resources ·that sets the limits for how many new departures may be envisaged. 
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EVALUATION OF WORLD BANK RESEARCH ON I NDUSTRY AN D TRADE 

Incentiv e Policie s and Ec onomic Integ rat i o n (Ch . III - 1) 

The Subject 

1. The following evaluation is based on a sample of five RPO 

projects: (1) RPO 670- 01 , Development Strateg ies in Semi

Industrial Co untries (directed by Bela Balassa); (2) RPO 

670 - 22, Economies of Scale and Tariff Levels (Gary Purse ll ) ; 

(3) RPO 670-87, Industrial Policies and Economic Integra

tion in West Africa (Balassa); (4) RPO 671 -1 0, Promotion 

of Nontraditional Exports (David Greene); (5) 671 -7 5, 

International Trade Policy foL the Development of Bangladesh 

(C . Jayara jah). Four addi t ional non-RPO projects (three by 

Balassa , one by Stephen Guis inger) will be referred to 

where appropriate. Sev en out of the nine projects under 

rev iew have been completed successfully as will be shown 

below. RPO 67 1-75 is to be completed by Nov ember 1979 , 

whereas RPO 670-22 has never p roduced a final report. 

2 . Most projects deal with the role of incentive systems in 

economic development , from both a theoretical and an 

empirical standpoint . They examine primarily alternative 

forms of import protection, e xpor t promotion and economic 

integration, and t h ey analyze the effects of these measures 

on the allocation of resources , the balance of payments, 

the generati o n of employment and the overall growth in 

developing countr i es . Moreover , there have been attempts to 

evaluate incentives o n a firm-by-firm basis and to appraise 

t h e impact of protectio n at t h e level of individual inv est

ment proj e cts . 
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3. In view of the widespread belief among policy- makers in 

many developing countries (LDCs) that they cannot develop 

(i . e . industrialize) their economies without a direct 

interference in the market w.echanism, the focus of these 

projects is of essential nature on the applied level. 

Not only could the findings , if accurately substantiated, 

provide the government officials of LDCs with guidelines 

for appraising the allocative , growth , distributional and 

balance- of-payments impact of the incentive regimes, and 

for reforming them where necessary . The studies could also 

strengthen the ability of the Bank ' s operational departments 

to assess both the economic feasibility of individual invest

ment p roj ects and the overall effects of the economic 

policies pursued in LDCs. Most of the studies under review 

meet these objectives. 

Review of Projects 

4. From both an operational and a policy- making point of view , 

the ~ain contribution in the field under review is the 

project on Develooment Strategies in Semi-Industrial Countries, 

(henceforth "Strategies " ), by which the World Bank has con

tinued and deepened its research on (trade) incentives; work 

in this area has been closely connected with the Bank 's main polic} 

interests since 1967. The "Strategies" project started in 

mid-1971 and was completed, with a formidable volume of over 

1200 (double- spaced) pages and tables, in mid-1978 . Its 

purpose was to quantify and analyze relative incentives pro-

vided to import substitution and export expansion in countries 

pursuing different development strategies, which have already 

established a relatively diversified manufacturing sector . 

For the sake of comparability , the project concentrated on 

six countries at a similar level of industrial development: 

Argentina , Colombia , Israel, Korea , Singapore , and Taiwan . Ar-
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gentina and Singapore are relatively new in the group of 

countries studied in this field, which is an important 

aspect in itself , because they represent the two extremes 

of economic policy shaping : highly interventionistic in one 

case, and strongly market-oriented in the other. The six 

country studies could no doubt profit from prior methodolog

ical and empirical research done in and outside the Bank , 

and so did the comparative analysis of the experience of 

the Six. On the whole , the policy conclusions and recorrunenda

tions rest upon firm theoretical foundations and a sound 

factual basis. 

5 . The methodological framework underlying this project 

is the effective protection concept. It has been extended 

to include export subsidies as wel~ as credit and tax pre 

ferences , in addition to import tariffs and quotas . By doing 

this, fortunately at a reasonable level of sector disaggrega

tion, the "Strategies" project has increased the knowledge 

inside and outside the Bank about the effects of incentive 

regimes . This study is a geed ~xample of how analytical 

tools, which have proven useful in earlier analyses, can be 

improved in theoretical and computational terms . It is par

ticularly noteworthy that, unlike many other studies in this 

field , a great effort has been made to collect comparative 

price data . Only price comparisons between domestic production 

and import values make it possible to calculate overall 

effective protection (i . e . including non-tariff measures) 

and to identify the degre~ of tariff redundancy which often 

exists . 

6 . That the analysis in the "Strategies'' project has been carried out 

in a partial equilibrium framework , does not reduce its prac

tical relevance, provided the estimates are taken as rough 

orders of magnitude and their economic implications are inter-
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preted in a comparative way rather than in isolation . General 

equilibrium models tend to have a rather limited explanatory 

power, let alone their high sensitivity to the parameter 

specifications. What could have been wished from the user's 

point of view, however, is either that the country studies 

had been completed earlier or that the quantitative estimates 

had been more up- dated. An earlier completion of the project 

- originally planned for the second half of FY 1973 - was out

side the realm of possibility given that various researchers 

were unexpectedly absorbed again and again by other duties in 

their own countries. Thus , the delay has to be interpreted 

as the price to be paid for embarking on large cooperative 

ventures amongst Bank ' s researchers and external economists ; 

the " p rice " has been kept as l ow as possible, however , by 

circulating draft versions of various chapters well ahead of 

the project ' s completion . With regard to an up-dating of the 

results, . one should remember that the quantification of the 

incentive measures refer to the end- sixties . While this is fine 

to understand the past economic performance of the countries 

under study , most sample countries have changed these measures , 

especially those related to the foreign sector, significantly 

since then . Had the "Strategies " project included these changes 

in the analysis, its results would have become even more sig

nificant than they are in any case . Of course , we are aware of 

t he p ractical difficulties in maintaining up- to- date a com

prehensive analysis as this one; it probably would have required 

a full - scale r e -estimation of the effective rates of incentives. 

We therefore think that there is a need for the Bank when apply

i ng this r esearch to up-date the results. The Bank is, as com

pared to academic institutions , in a favourable position to make 

such an effort ; it has the staff and it can try to collect at 

least part of the required information through the economic 

missions which regularly review the LDCs. 

7 . The message of the research on incentive schemes is that when

ever LDCs want to industrialize their economies and think that 

this objective requires government assistance, they should 

promote rather than protect industries . This implies , for 

instance, that import substitution should and could be 
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achieved without discrimi nating against exports , particular

ly nontraditiona l manufactured exports , as it is so often 

the case in reality . Neutrality between production for 

domestic sales and for exports is in the interest of LDCs because 

as the "S trategies '' research shows, it will result in faster 

growth , more employment creation and higher levels of effi

ciency than when industrialization is aided only in r elation 

to the home mar ket . These are conclusions which can be used 

immediat e l y by the operational staff. In fact , we were told 

that this work has been found quite helpful , particularly 

so by the country economists in the Regional Departments 

and by the IDF and IFC staff; scepticism with r egard to 

the usefulness of this type of research prevails within 

the IPD staff, which has little to do with incentive systems , 

however. We strongly fee l t hat one of the objectives i denti 

fied f or t he Bank's Research Program - "to improve the Bank's 

capacit y to give policy adv i ce to its members" - has been 

accomplished by this project . 

8. It should also be noted t hat r esearchers f r om the countries 

c oncerned have been involved in the ''Strategies" pro ject to 

a large extent . Th is has created s ome pr oblems on their own , 

i n terms of time schedules as wel l as diversity in contents . 

But it also has contributed to stimulate policy- oriented 

r esearch in the countries themselves which otherwise would 

not have been undertaken and, more important for Ban k 's 

purpose , it has influenced policy decisions in these coun

tries. Argentina is one case i n point . The quantification , 

for the first time, of effective r ates of protection 

(taking 1969 as the base year) has influenced significantly 

the current thinking of the government in the direction of 

decreasing the high average level of protection , of narrowing 

the dispersion of the effective rates of protection and of 

encouraging, by means of financial incenti ves , those indus 

tries which have, or could develop , international competi-
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tiveness . Furthermore , one of the authors of the chapter 

on Argentina of the "Strategies " proj ec t has recently 

followed up the earlie r find i ngs, taking 1977 as the year 

for calculating effective rates of protection . We have 

also found for Colombia and Israel a g r owing amount of 

research resources devoted to the empirical analysis of 

trade policy issues , as a following-on to "Strategies" 

project . In Korea, Singapore, and Taiwan , where the authors 

have moved into prominent governmental positions , economic 

pol i cy- making takes into account the r ecommendations which 

were formulated in the "Strategies" study . Thus , this work 

has contributed , directly and indirectly , to promote 

applied research in Bank's member countries, which is also 

a central objective of the Research Program. 

9 . Studies of thi s type are not only worthwhile because they 

may assist in shaping more rational ince ntiv e policies in 

the countries concerned . They are also important for the 

lessons they can provide for many other LDCs at lowPr 

stages of economic deve lopment . As one never can take for 

granted , however , that t h e se externalities wi ll be auto

matically inter nal ized by those other countries , it always 

is helpful to exten t the regional coverage of the research 

on incenti ves . The project on Indus trial Policies and 

Economic Integration in West Africa was a useful ~xtension 

of Bank '-s research in this field. The project was initiated 

i n mid- 1973 and completed i n end-1 9 78 (as scheduled) . Its 

purpose was to appraise the potential of , and obstacles 

to,industrial development and e conomic growt h in small , 

primary producing countries under alternative policies , in

cluding expansion of intraregional trade. Four countries 

were chosen fo r analysis : Ghana , Ivory Coast, Mali , a nd 

Senegal . They differ from tho se studied in the "Strategies" 

project in that they are less developed and have not yet 
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established a diversified industrial base. The incentive 

systems of these countries have been analyzed with regard 

to their impact, within the industrial sector , on import 

substitution within each country, increased intraregional 

trade , and expansion of exports to third countries; further

more, the structure of (long- term) comparative advantages 

of these countries , in both agricultural and industrial 

activities, has been evaluated. 

10. In measuring the incentives , basically the same methodology 

was applied as in the ''Strategies " project. However, the 

rates of effective protection and effective subsidy do not 

r eflect accurately the comparative advantage or disadvantage of 

particular activities since they are calculated on the 

basis of market prices rather than shadow prices. For this 

reason, this project has rightly applied the domestic

resourc·e-cost concept as well as estimates of the cost-

benef it ratio for foreign capital in measuring comparative 

advantages - using , as in the calculation of incentives , 

firm level data . While the findings provide a clear indica

tion as to substantial incentive-generated distortions and 

a great diversity in the domestic resource costs of foreign 

exchange, they should be taken as reflecting orders of 

magnitude rather than exact quantification. As the authors 

themselves admit, the data are not completely reliable in 

all cases and the estimation of shadow prices, particularly 

of the shadow exchange rate, always involves some uncertainty. 

The sensitivity of the ranking of activities in domestic 

resource costs to the shadow price assumptions has been 

tested in the studies on Ghana and the Ivory Coast; such 

alternative estimates are still to be done for Mali and 

Senegal. 
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11. Research undertaken in this project was, as the "Strategies " 

project , most useful for the Bank's immediate operational 

needs . Indicative of this is the fact that the project was 

carried out in close cooperation with the Western Africa 

Regional Office and with support from the Industrial Projects 

Departmen t (of CPS). The operational staff found the 

methodology, the empirical results,and the pol icy · recommenda

tion useful in evaluating government policies and programs 

in that area . Recently, the regional office has even under

take n the initiative to follow-on the research of this 

project by studying the effects of trade and other incentive 

policies on resource allocation in Cameroon (which is the 

dominant member of the Union Douaniere et Economique de 

l ' Afrique Centrale). And the Agricultural and Rural Develop

ment Department (of CPS) is now sponsoring a comparative 

study on the economic effects of price interventions in 

agricultur e . The West . Africa research project has also 

influenced policy- making in the countries concerned . For 

instance, the analysis of Senegal has led to the preparation 

of a tariff and tax reform; and the Nigerian Gover~ment has 

invited and financed a special World Bank mission in order 

to obtai n guidance on the costs and benefits of a revised 

system of i 1.centives, using the same methodology as in the 

West Africa project . 

12. Operational guidance with regard to an Asian nonindastrial 

country is expected f r om the ongoin g p r oject on International 

Trade Policy for the Development of Bangladesh , which has 

been initiated by the South Asia Regional Office . This 

project may be considered as a country application of the 

effective protection - domestic resource cost methodology . 

It aims at three objectives , according to the p r oject pro

posal : (i) to assess the structure and functioning of factor 

and product markets with a view of identifying r elative 
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resource scarcities at present and in five years from now; 

(ii) to determine the structure of comparative advantages 

for existing agricultural and industrial activities as wel l 

as for new industries which might be established in the 

future; (iii) to design a trade policy , properly synchronized 

with domestic incentive measures, conducive to a removal 

of the balance-of-payments constraint to Bangladesh 's 

economic development by encouraging investment in activities 

in which the country has , or can develop , a comparative 

advantage. Doubtlessly, these are important subjects. Whether 

or not the analysis can be conducted at a high rigor will 

crucially depend on data availability. The project proposed 

displays much optimism in this regard, but there is a risk 

that difficulties in collecting the needed information 

become enormous . That the execution of the project involves 

researchers from Bangladeshi institutions might facilitate 

the access to existing though not published data. But the 

real problem is that the existing stock of statistical 

information in Bangladesh is far from being sufficient to 

measure shadow prices , quantify incentives, and calculate 

domestic resource costs. There will be an inexorable need 

for additional data collection by the researchers themselves . 

One should therefore not be surprised if the research leads 

to a narrower range of permissible conclusions than is 

expected, or if its completion will be delayed. 

13. The internal needs of the Bank relating to incentive policies 

do not exhaust themselves with country reviews . As a lending 

institution , it has also a great interest in knowing whether 

the economic viability of individual investment projects 

financed by the Bank depends on protection . It also has to 

possess appropriate guidelines for appraising the signifi

cance of a protection element in such projects . In this 

respect, the non-RPO study on Industrial Protection in IFC 

Projects , assigned to a research consultant, could be useful 

- and has in fac t considered helpful by an internal evaluation 

report . 
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14 . Basically the same conceptual framework as in the "Strategies" 

project referred to above was used to examine empirically the 

relationship between levels of protection afforded to nine 

individual IFC projects and their economic efficiency . It is 

shown that conventional measures of effective rates of pro

tection do not p r ovide all information which is required for 

making decisions at the project l evel . For, the judgement 

about the economic viability of a new investment also depends 

on future changes of protection (and other incentives) 

which can be expected t o take place over the life of the 

project . This is an important aspect to be taken into 

account by all Bank staff members involved in investment 

project appraisal. Whi l e this is recognized in the corre

sponding offices (including the lFC itself), we have also 

to emphasize that , from an operational point of view , both 

Bank's researchers and officers would face serious data 

problems . The "Strategies" project shows how difficult 

it is to obtain adequate data for making price comparisons 

for past periods . It might prove even more difficult to 

make such comparison for a period of years in the future , 

as required ideally in solid investment appraisa l at the 

p r oject level . In order t o make things easier , one c ould 

have though t of applying the domestic- resource-costs method

ology since then there is no need of information on future 

protection. The use of this method would have been desirable 

anyway, because the study analyzed incentives mainly with 

regard to product markets , while it s hould have been ex

tended to include also factor mar kets where distortions 

have their r epercussions on p roduct markets . These objections 

notwithstanding, this project is a good example of research, 

including methodological r esearch , which , if feasib l e at all , 

can probably be undertaken only in an institution like 

the Bank with a reasonable chance of success . Resear chers 

f 
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in academic institutions frequently are reluctant in 

embar king on large data collection activities which are 

regarded a s not adding much to p r ofessional reputation . 

And they may not work hard enough o n the methodo l ogy of 

project appraisal because they do not per ceive this issue 

as crucial as researchers closely connected with an 

operational staff might do. In fact, li terature on project 

appraisal shows that the pioneering work 

has been done by researchers within international organiza

tions involved in this business. 

15. In e stimating the effects of protection on efficiency , the 

p r ojects reviewed hitherto. were mainly concerned with t he 

allocation of resources within the economy . Eat protection 

not only permits domestic production that would not be 

able to compete with imports ~n a free trade situation 

(allocative inefficiency), but also permits poor performance 

in the protected industries (X-inefficiency). Comparison 

of the types of protection- i nduced inefficiencies a~d an 

assessment of the relative importance of the two is proper 

indeed. The project on Economies of Scale and Tariff Levels 

was supposed to study this subject explicitly, with Colombia, 

Indon e sia , and the I vory Coast as case studies. The r e search 

ha s yie lded a f irst conceptual drart containing a priori 

propositions about the x - efficiency consequences of import 

protection. There is also a first draft availabl e for the 

case study on the Ivory Coast (including fi ve industry 

analyses) and, a s a by- product, a case study on Iran (with 

three industry a nalyses). The project was , however , never 

completed: The a ccess to data proved to be much more 

difficult than anticipated, in the case of Indonesia there 

was no way at all; the Colombian consultants to whom the 

Colombian study was commissioned reportedly did not have 

the experience and capability fo r doing good work in this 
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f i eld; and the Bank ' s r esponsible researcher was absorbed 

by othe r duties. In r etrospect , the project , al t hough r e 

porting about s o me interesting empirical findings which 

are not elsewhere avai lable, must be considered as a 

failure. 

16. The project on Promotion of Nontraditional Exports is , 

by comparison, more descriptive . Carried out in coopera-

tion with the Economic Commission for Latin America , the 

pr oject aimed at evaluating export expansion policies , 

with particular reference to Argentina , Brazil , Colombia , 

and Mexico . For greater comparability , the project was 

extended to include also the experience of non- Latin American 

countries , namely India, Israel, Korea, and Yugoslavia . 

The initiative was taken by the Latin America and the 

Caribbean Regional Office. In general , the country studies 

have surveyed the existing stock of knowledge in this 

field , rather than increasing it through n ew empirical 

investigations. Their s ignificance for policy- making is, 

however, gr eat . It i s shown that economic policies of 

developing countries have a substantial impact on the evo

lution of new manufactured exports, and in this regard 

this project ~as complemented t he "Strategies" one . It is 

an example of how Bank's research findings relating to 

incentive policies can be diffused among both the Bank 's 

operational staff and local r e searchers as well as govern

ment officials i n developing countries . 

General Evaluation 

17 . The studies on incentive policies and economic integration , 

which have been completed so far , show five distinct fea

tures: One is the high professional quality of the work. This 

has allowed various authors to already publish part of the 
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research results in highly reputable journals (see Annex , 

to be compiled by the Bank), and thereby to contribute 

to the effective dissemination of the findings . Second, 

in most of the cases the authors have made a substan-

tial effort to improve the methodology for policy analysis 

and investment appraisal. The Bank ' s research has been 

insofar to a large extent creative rather than imitating . 

Third, the applied component of the research has been 

generally complementary to the research in the field 

undertaken elsewhere (UN organizations , OECD, academic 

research institutions). There has been, however , some over

lapping with regard to the LDCs chosen for analysis, which 

is perhaps a reflection of the uneven distribution of useful 

statistical data among LDCs. And fourth , the studies have 

been designed with a view of responding to important needs 

of the Bank' s oper ational departments. The research was 

empirically oriented, what is of paramount importance 

if soundly based policy prescriptions are to be achieved . 

In fact, the operational staff is to a large extent con

vinced of the relevance of this research , and has expressed 

this by applying the findings of the research in country 

economic reports and policy analyses , by using the method

ology for in- house quantifications of trade incentives , 

and by initiating additional research in this area . And 

fifth, a great deal of the studies reviewed has involved 

participation from developing countries - in most cases 

relatively successful l y . This is a significant achievement 

since it could he l p to strengthen the role of rational 

choices in the political decision- making process in the 

countries concerned - to the benefit of their economic and 

social progress. 

18. As the resear ch in this field places high demands on the data , 

the Bank has proven to be an appropriate place for under-
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taking it , given its experience , as well as the fact that 

researchers f r om academic instituti ons usually do not 

have a comparable access to all information r equired. 

Fur thermore , while it is always difficu l t to sell a 

r e sea rch result to a government, the Bank was - due to 

its leverage - in a good position to induce governments 

in developing countries to draw as many benefits as 

pos sible f r om the flow of thinking coming f r om its research 

units. That research on incentive policies and economic 

integration was a lso und e r taken by both academic r esearch 

institutions and other international o r ganizations should 

not be considered as an argument for n o t doing it at the 

Bank. Research inside and outside the Bank was complementary 

to a significant extent; the Bank exploited its comparative 

advantage even more by concentrating on comparative studi es . 

And more fundamentally , advances in policy-oriented research r 

including its methodological foundations, are normally 

g reater , the greater competition among researcher s is 

- ana l ogous to the productiv ity growth in an econ omy 

which results from active competition in product and factor 

markets . 

19. With regard to the r elationship between research and opera

tional activities , one important lesson can be drawn f rom 

the studies on incentive policies and economic integration : 

While it may not always be poss ible to provide the operational 

staff wi th ready-made solutions to pressing problems, the 

overal l research work in this field can contribute , and 

in fact has contributed in the past , to sensibilize t he 

country economists in the r egi onal offices and to influence 

lending operations. Particularly , this work helped them to 

fully understand the efficienc y problem at both the macro-

and micro- level and to explain its implicati ons to government s 

in developing countries. It is noteworthy that, until the 
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early seventies , Bank ' s economic and sector missions to 

developing countries used to adopt benevolent attitudes 

as to (protectionist) import substitution policies, while 

they now advocate vigorously for fairly neutral incentive 

systems combined with reasonably liberalized trade regimes 

and realistic exchange rates. Moreover , specific invest

ment recommendations are based now more often on comparative 

advantage crite ria than it was the case until recently . 

20. As the effective protection-domestic resource cost method

ology can be considered as matured and understandable for 

the operational staff, the past research under review has 

established the conditions for entering the application 

phase according to c oncrete demands. 

The preparation of other (comparative) 

studies on incentiv2 schemes may · involve , from a purely 

academic point of view, diminishing returns - a point 

emphasized by the DPS staff . But yet , many developing 

countries still favour policies of import substitution , 

maintain high levels of effective protection, and prefer 

quantitative interventions over pricing incentives. And 

the Bank will presumably continue lending to them. A 

regular anali'Sis of the i ncentive policies pursued by member 

countries could increase the advisory capacity of the 

operational offices. Moreover , if incentive schemes are 

to be changed in order to make development policies in 

developing countries more effective in the medium and long 

run , the Bank has the authority to explain this forcefully 

to national governments , whereas individual researchers 

of academic institutions , including those of the countries 

concerned , frequently lack this influence . This is partic

ularly i mportant with regard to the question of how a 

successful transition to a more efficient incentive scheme 

could be made in practice . The answer to this question , 
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while touched upon in past work , still reauires a 

good amount of research anyway . 

Areas for Future Research 

21. From the above it follows, that Bank's research for apprais 

ing incentive policies should not be totally discontinued, 

though shifted in emphasis. To begin with, it would be 

desirable to investigate in-depth the existing incentive 

regimes with regard to factor markets, the implications of 

these regimes for both the functioning of product markets 

and the changes in the structure of trade, and the avenues 

of eventual reforms. Second , analyses of the existing 

or required overall incentive systems in natural resource

rich developing countries, in countries which are just be

ginning t heir industrialization, and in very low-income 

countrtes are of interest for assessing the prospects of 

self-sustained economic growth and successful integration 

into ~he world economy orv by contrast, the (potential) 

advantages and disadvantages of pursuing the ttbasic needs'' 

approach combined with a str ategy of(total or selective) 

delinking from the international economic system. Third, 

the continuation of research on promotion and diversifica

tion of manufactured exports, with emphasis on marketing 

aspects and on the contributions which export processing 

zones can make, is of considerable importance to developing 

countries and to Bank 1 s policy advisory work as well . In 

this connection, the relationship between the emergence of export 

industries in developing countries and the implementation of 

discriminatory protectionist measures by developed countries shoul( 

further be analyzed and then kept under review . Furthermore , 

policy changes in developing countries with regard to export 

promotion and import substitution as reaction to external 
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shocks should deserve some investigations . Fourth , and 

given its importance for Bank's lending, research on 

future world trade patterns - with particular reference 

to changes in export structures of developing countries 

according to . their stage of development, the size of their 

domestic market , their endowment with natural resources, 

and skill levels in their active population should be 

intensified . 

22 . As regards research on economic integration , there are at 

least three subjects where further research is of importance. 

One wou ld be to fo llow- on the work on Western Africa ' s 

integration referred to above by investigating the effects 

of the Fonds Communautaire de Developpement on investment 

patterns , the impact of the monetary union on the interna

tional competitiveness of ~ndustries in t he countries con

cerned , and the consequences of t he Taxed~ Cooperati on 

RegionaJefor the structure and intensity of intra-regional 

t r ade . Second, the different avenues of economic integration 

among developing countries (i . e. regional versus inter

regional framework ; mutual trade liberalization versus 

p r oduct specialization agreements ; customs union ver sus free 

trade area) should systematically be analyzed , taking into 

account the factors which have contributed to the many failures 

of integration schemes in developing countries in the past. 

Third , more insights into the costs a n d benefits of economic 

integr ation among developing countr ies should be provided 

for operational purposes. 

23 . These are some illustrative issues which,in our view , have 

important applications in the Bank ' s advisory , financial 

and industrial sector wor k. Obviously , the various topics 

are linked together at many points . As staffing constraints 

might not allow to expand research into all areas outlined 
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above at the same time , priorities among them should be 

established by the Bank's Rese arch Steering Group according 

to actual and potential policy and operational needs with 

which this Group is more familiar than we are . We strongly 

suggest, however , that once resources have been allocated 

to specific lines of investigation, the completion of the 

work should not be threatened by overloading the responsible 

researcher with too many duties (as it was frequently the 

case in t he past) . If the in- house demand for policy work 

increases, and if this increase is not on l y temporary, we 

recommend that the Bank enlarges its research staff accor d 

ingly. 
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COMPARATIVE ADVANTAGZ1 TRADE PATTERNSj ECONOMIC GRO',fflf 

Chapter III. 2 
1, INTRODUCTION 

Ed,n,.ar L. Bacha. 
January 1979 

This chapter add.l:esses a set of projects on general equilibrium trade modelsp 

compamtive advantage structures, patterns of industrial development, and sources ar. 

- - -industrial ··growth. - ~ . 

The next section contains. a project by proj ect review, which is followed by a.. 

general evaluation of the field. The chapter closes with a brief discussion of possible 

future extensions of the research under review~ 

2 , PROJECT REVIEW 

There are six RPO p rojects under this heading plus two, 

non-RPO paper s by Bela Balassa. There follows a brief description of 

title, content, oraanization and present status of the research-,-___ _ _ 

projects, 

670-07: lnternati onal ~ -

_ ___ rJiLs _project proposes. to construct. an international programming-

model for the world economy, to study problems of inte.rest. to

developing countries, such as the consequences of changes in tariff;:

rates, varying growth rates- of developed count.des, and oil price 

increases . There are sub-models for each of the three main> 

developing regions (Lat i n-Ame-rica, As i a and Africa), for the de.ve.loped., -. 

world and for- the· oil producers. The model is based on. the 

principles of general equilibrium t heory, and makes extensive use of-: 

activity analysis procedures-

The model was- contract.ed out in September 197Z:-, with the- worb 

being carried out by Vlctor· Glnsb-urgh, and Jean Waelbrock, both-as:. 

outside consultants (Waelb·cock..worked foe a while at" the Bank),. The:-· 

project is .supe.rvi sed by Bel• Balassa .•. The· latest completion data

is set for the Aut.umn. of- i978~ · . 

The reviewer had access, to two-- papers of a methodological:.'-" 

nature, tl'e first descrlbin.g:-- the: comput-ational algori·thm. and the-' 

second presenting the "General Equilibrium. Hodel of World Trade" . rhe:'-
According to the;-

papers appear to be very innovative-.. 
auth?rs, . "this s7ems to be the-first successful computat i on of· a 

general equilibrium.for a large: realistic model"; The use of a GE: 

model also" forces the mode.I bul.lder- to incorporate only theoreticallyJ 
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significant constraints, avoiding the use of the crude 

heuri sties which play such a large role in development planning 

mode 1 s" . 

But, once the theoret l ci ans have decided to come down to the 

real world ', they must accept its crude rule that the taste of the 

pudding - is in the eating· . From this perspective, a judgement on 

the project must be suspended until its empirical findings are 

pub.Ii shed and it s results compared with those of less sophisticated 

wo r 1 d mode 1 s. 

\ 

• 2. 

670-19: Expansion In manufacturing for exports in developing countries 

Thi s project proposes to analyze which i ndustries are moving 

out of i ndustrialized countr ie s because of high wages and labor 

shortages into low-wage developing countr i es. It intends to survey 

export industries that ha.ve been transferred to Singarope, Taiwan, 

Korea (and possibly Mexico), as well as to sample international firms . 

in Japan, the U.S., and Europe, on their outlook for further shifts of 

export manufacturing operations to LDCs. 

___ _l~~--object l ve Is to provide developing countries with information 

for planning export J ndustrl es . Knowledge- sliould be added on (a) 

segments of I ndustry that have already moved to developing countr ie s, 

(b) manpower and ancillary i ndustrial requirements, (c) dependence on 

f~rei gn partners for technology and marketing, and (d) outlook for 

access to foreign markets i n Japan, the U.S., and Europe. 

Jack Baran son was the staff member responsible for the project, 

the first contra.ct for which was drawn late i n 1971. Two papers 

were wrl tten by outsl de consultant.s- One piece was written 

on the miQratlon of Japanese Industries to Taiwan and South Korea, 

and the other on ' the offshore actl vi ti es of the Japanese 

electron! cs industry. The project was cut short by Baran son's departure 

from the Bank. 

An internal evaluation report is- aval lable on the two papers, 

concludi,ng tha.t J whl:Le they produced some useful information, they are 

not . of good quality . Both papers are in fact very descriptive. 

One at least delivers his message In a readable format, whl le 

the other paper is a poorly written dossier, with interest only to 

market research analysts i n the electronics Industry. The project was 

a failure from its Inception. In view of its poor des i gn, most probably 
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1t would lead nowhere even 1f Jack Baranson had stayed 1n the Bank. This 1s a pity as 

the subject matter appears extremely important to inform the industrialization st:mte

gies of developing countries. 

670-79: Economic Development of East and Southeas t As i a 

As the previ ous project, the objective of this one is to I den ti fy 

and analyze the I ndustr i es most likely to find it advantageou.s_to 

shift al 1 or part of their process! n g a cti vi ti es from Jap·an to East 

and Soutl-east Asian countries. 

The study was divided into two parts . The first was macroeconomic 

in nature, involving projections of the Japanese econom y and of the 

structure of trade be tween Japan and otl-e r main regions through 1985. 

In tl-e second part, selected i ndustries, su c h as te xtil es, electrical 

machinery, steel and miscellaneous manufactures, were studied 

in more detai 11 to identify th~i r changing comparative advantage 

withi n the Japanese economy. 

The project was supervised by Parvez Hasan, and carried out 

by tl-e staff of the International Development Center of Japan . It 

lasted from June 1973 to August 1974 , wt-en a draft final report was 

completed . 

This draft was not made avai !able to the reviewer. However, a 

completion report by Mr.Hasan -says that the draft was disappointing 

because it did not provide a comprehensive or cohesive view of Japan's 

economic relationship with East and Southeast Asia in the coming decade, 

which was the main objective of tl-e study. Apparently, the Bank : 

requested a revised version of the paper, but the I. D. C.J . was unable 

to prov! de it . 

· This project, although- pr(?ducing some useful information, also =:;.,·. 
can be considered a failure . Much was promised but only a few projection 

exercises without much interest were delivered--

671-05 : Patterns of Industri al Development 

The main purpose of this project seeu to be the organization of macroeconold.c 

industry and trade data banks at the World Bank. The economic analysis is limited to up-- • 

dating_ the Chenery-Taylor reg1:essions on patterns of industrlai. 
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growth, with some marginal methodological improve.men ts . 

Tre project was started in ea rl y 1976 under the responsabi II ty 

of Vi nod Prakash of tre Development Economics Department. Completion 

was expected for Octobe r 1978. 

This reader had access to two papers by Vi .nod P r akash, with the 

second, on tre measurement of industrial expor t s, being and improved 

version of pa r t of the first one, on statist i cal indicators of 

industrial development. Alternative definitions of industrial exports , 

commonly used by U.N. agencies and economic researchers, a r e tested. 

The conclusion is that these definitions are not interchangeable 

as common l y believed. Hence, there is an urgent need for a standa rd 

definition of lnd _u st rial exports If the data base for count ry 

comparative studies ls to be imp roved. Adoption by all count r ies 

of SITC (Rev.2) would permit such uniform·ization. 

This p r oject seems most useful . 

for the World Bank work on indust r y and trade 

, Its conclusions should be discussed with the operations 

s taff of the Bank, fo r apparently some- statistical pitfa lls are 

related to specific country p r ocedures which country specialists ma y 

clal'i fy. For example, the disc rep anc y pointed out by Prakash in 

i ndustrial val ue added as between the National Accounts and the Census 

in Br azil is only apparent. The problem ls that the Br azi lian Census 

Bu r eau uses the concept of "value of industrial p r oduc tion" which 

i s an intermediate concept between value of p roduction and value added. 

Use r s Gui des to the data bank have been written and 

6 71-32 

the operations staff of the Bank are 

these files in their count r y and sector analyses. 

~Comparati ve~~ t he Sou r ces of Industr ial Gro wth and 

Structur a l Change 

T hi s proj e ct I s designed t o contribute to an empirically based 

theory of indu strialization , that H~lli s Che~e!X and a ssociates have 

been bu i 1 di n g for the la st 19 years. 

For each of eight countries, the so urces of i nd lfs trial growth 

and s tructural change are determined using input-out pu t data .Dellenn inaticn 

of these sources start fl:om. an accounting identity asserting that, for any sector of 

econom.1c activity, domestic production is equal to the s um. of domestic intermediate 

and final demand plus export minus 1mports . 
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Observed changes in sectoral domestic production through time are attributed to 

changes in domestic demand, exports, and import substitution, and "growth contributions" 

are computed for each of these demand components. 

Deviations of the sectoral production levels from a proportional expansion pa.th 

-- - - (wh;re -the--f~~tor ~f proportionality is the growth factor of domestic income or aggre

gate value added) are also calculated , Such deviations from homogeneous growth are 

designed as "structural change" , Application of fo:t'lllUl.ae derl.ved from the accounting 

identity above permits the calculation of the "contributions to structural change" of 

each of the demand components. 

Emphasis of the analysis is pla?ed on exports and on import substitution. The 

1 

purpose is an evaluation of import substitution and export promotion 

strategies from a long-_term, sector-by-sector per spec ti ve, stressing 

questions of sequencing as well as problems of transition to a 

flex i ble, viable industrial structure. 

Paralel to the country studies, simulation exerc i ses are developed 

t.o_ ass.e.s .s- t-he.- . ~elative importance of uni versal and country specific 

influences i n industrial structure a~d - growth. "Normal" patterns for h 

the relative contributions of each demand component to industrial 

growth and structural ~hange are estimated from c~oss-country 

. regress! ons. These "normal" or uni versa! patterns are assumed to vary 

with per capita income, population s iz e , and factor endowment of the 

country. Deviations from'_~orma lity''are country specific and hopefully 

may be explained by the development strategy and associated government 

policles of the country under corsideration. 

The project started in early 1976 and completion is expected f or 

late 1978. People responsible for the project include Sherman Robinson, 

Yujl Kubo, Hollis Chenery, Larry Westphal and Moyses Syrquin. 

Only part of one country study (on Norway, by Be la Balassa) was 

made '!_Vai l~~le to the reviewer_., _Three other paper:s were read, on the 

cross-country sl mulatlon study, authored by Chenery and Syrquin. 

This project may be consl de red as the end-product of a twenty-year 

quest to establish an empi ricallv based oaradiam for modern 

industrial growth. It demonstrates the importance that simple 

. ideas may have for the development of economic know ledge . Chenery's 
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seminal 1960 paper consisted of I ittle more than the numerical 

estimation of an accouting identity. However, as his papers for the 

Nobel Symposium and for the Tokyo IEA Congress (the later co-autored 

by Syrquin) demonstrate, within an 18-year period such simple exerclses allowed the 

organization of a considerable body of empirical knowledge regarding the nature of 

modern industrial growth. 

It is unlikely that this project will achieve its 
. -

ambitious initial aim, to deve lop an analytical fr amework to 

articulate t he connections between individual policy instruments,changes 

in i ndu stri al structure, and economic performance. We must wait for· 

the project final report to see how close Chen e ry and associates 

have come towards this goal. However, t he papers reviewed are 

indicative of the high quality of the work done, including the lmpona,t 

methodological contributions by Balassa and Syrquin to the measure 

o f i mp o r t s u b st i t u t i on • 

671-79 SouTces of Growth and Productivity Change 

Th i s project s a follow-on to the previous one(RPO 671-32) with 

specif i c focus on K?rea, Turkey and Yugoslavia. -:- · 

Three levels of study are contemplated: (I) linking the demand 

or iented analysis of the previous project to the study of sources of 

growth from the supply side ; (2) constructing price-endogenous 

programming models for the three countries, aiming at a "consistent, -

comparable and rigorous" analysis of different policy packages,and 

(3) complementing the previous analysis with a micro-focussed study 

of two common i ndustr ia l sectors in the three countries. 

The project started last S!Jmmer and comp le tion is expected for 

late 1980. Sherman Robinson directs thl s research project, with 

Kemal Dervi s, Larry Westphal and Yuji Kubo being. involved in planning 

or carrying on the work. 

The reviewer had access to the research proposal , that contains 

two appendices, one on the Turkey model and the ptl-er on the 

decomposition of sources of growth according to factor i nputs and 

technical change. 

The study of sources of growth_ from the supp 1 y side has & 

11.mited interest. It is a useful way of organiz i ng relevant economic 

data, which the qemand·orlented view of the previous project leaves 

relatively untouched . However, after-Che Cambridge controversy on 
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capita! theory and the methodological and empirical cri ti cl sms of 

this type of work by Frank Fi sher and Gri Ii ches and Jorgenson, one 

perhaps should approach the study of production function decomposi tlon 

with mo r e modesty than is apparent in App endi x A to the research 

p ~oposa I. 

The micro -focussed analysl s of two sub-secto r s seems to be the -----
most promising part of the research. Unfortun a tely, the p ro posal is -. 

somewhat opaque not only on the choice of the secto r s but also on 

the me thodological approach to be adopted. 

The p ri ce-endogenous multi-sector programming models are 

presented in the proposal as a superio r way of looking at 

ind·ustrialization p rocesses. They would overcome t he partia lity of 

the "sou rces of growth" studies, and p rov ide and integrated approach 

to the problem of in dustr ial expansion. Exper i ence says differendy. 

Accumulated k nowledge on the development of such models indicate that 

their main merit Is as . organizing devices for the collection of 

relevant da ta for economic policy maliing . The empirica l results that 

the y produce, i f trey make se nse (which is not often) can as well be 

obtained much more inexpensively from simple macroeconomic formulations. 

In view of this experience, pel:h&ps it is wrong -

to say that mu! tr-sector models are. a ·step ahead of demand oriented 

sources of growth' s tudies. Th~ory is simp l y not firm enough to allow 

a rea sonable complete specification of the most relevant socio-economic 

interac tions in the process of industrial growth, It would seem more 

appropriate to accept wl th sci en ti fi c mo dest y the enormous size of our 
apparentl,Y. 

i gnorance, use simple tool s and proceed bit by bit. T.he answer/lies 

not In implementi n g prog r a mming models, but in devising simple 

ways of app roachin g critical socio-economic relations, from the 

empi rl c al exploration of which addl ti onal k:nowledge may be ge nerated. 
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Universidade de Brasilia 

NON-RPO Two papers E.1. Bela Balassa 

The papers by Bela Balassa consist of empirical tests of 

important predictions of orthodox trade theory. Trade barriers are 

presumed to reduce international trad e flo 1·1s and affect the 

international location of production. This topic is analyzed 

empirically In Balassa's contribution to the Nobel Symposium. 

. 8 • . 

Balassa 's paper to the Tokyo IEA Congress tests the prediction 

that comparative advantage in trade In manufactu r es, as revealed by 

relative expo rt shares, is affected by the capital labor ratio of 

trading countries. 

In devisin~ his tests, Balassa demonst rate s once again Fis justly 

praised ingenuity t"o implement empirically abstract economic theories. 

His results are most conforting to orthodox trade theory. The Tokyo :pa.-
. . . . 

per also serves the purpose of dispelling some of the "export pessimism" that be-

came fashionable since the oil crisis, when it stresses the importance of supply 

side factors to the success of export promotion policies for DBnufactured products. 
- - -- -

A minor complaint relates to Balassa's propensity to 

carry his fl ndi ngs perhaps a bit too far. For example, on p. 24 of the 

IEApaperheassertsthat · ,• :;-;· : "The empirical estimates show 

that intercountry_ differences in the st ructure of exports are in 

large part explained by difference's In physical and human capital 

endowments" . First , alternative theories were not tested; the empirical 

analysis refers to the stat! stl cal si gnl fi cance of tl-e relevant 

coeffici ents for the Heckscher-Ohlin hypothesis, investigated by means 

of ordinary least squares. Second, the coeff icients of determination 

of tl-e regressions explaining export shares are not published. Hence, 

the author can say that his results are statistically significant, but 

not that they explain a large part of the differences in export 

structures. 

:: 
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J. GENERAL EVALUATION 

Seven projects were analyzed. One, consisting of two non-RPO papers by Balassa, 

was completed successful]y. Two others, on the m.1.gI'ation of industries from Japan to 

South-Ea.st Asia, were clear failures. A fourth one, a general equ1libr1Ulll model of inter

national trade, has not yet produced e111pirlcal results. The three others are on sources 

of industrial growth and structural change: one is designed to oxganize a data bank on 

relevant industry and txade magnitudes; a second has only recently started; and a third 

is about to conclude - but its eight country studies have not yet been ma.de available. 

A definite evaluation of the relevance and impact of the projects is not possible 

at this stage, as most of the final products have not yet been written, However, one 

may say with confidence that, excepting the two failures, all the mterlal that was 

reviewed is of the best quality that one can find anywhere in the profession, One may 

argue with methodologies or 1111plicit visions of the world; competence is undisputable. 

There is one important lesson to be learned from the failures , The WB research 

group has some difficulties in dealing with outside consultants. The trouble seems to 

lie in that the conceptualization of the projects is done in detail within the Bank. 

Then, outside practitioners are expected to do high quality research on these topics, 

without close monitoring of the WB people. It cannot work. Either the consultants are 
good enough researchers to share the conceptualization stage, or they should be 

handed clearly designed tasks, to be performed under the supervision of the people 

responsible for the projects. 

Expertise in promoting joint research ventures with outside consultants see111S to 

be lacking. Pemaps the Ford Foundation format of first designing~ terms of referen--:: 

ce and then submitting these to an open international co111pet1tion should be used, as a 

supplement to the present procedures of hiring outside consultants. 

4. FUTURE RESF.ARCH 

The studies of soU%Ces of growth on the demand side are nearing completion. Fur

ther accounting exercises of this type do not seem to be necessary, But one still would 

want to see additional analytical work on a fmmework of analysis that articulate "the 

connections between individual policy instruments, changes 1n industrial structure, and 

economic performnce", The plU'pose would be to develop a kit of tools for development 

economics similar to that already available far short-run macroeconomic policy-=kt,,:_:. 

It is n_ot clear that the Banlt is better equipped than the acadelllia to do this type o~ 

research, but the policy need is evident 1n the LDCs for such an analytical effort. 

For reasons that we1:e al.%'eady mentioned, we do not think that it would be 

advisable to expand the project on sources of growth from the supply side beyond its 

present size. From the perspective of industry and tmde, we also consider questionable · 

the allocation of large SUIIIS of money to further research on gene:ra.l equilibriwa models. 

Some work of this type should always go on to keep the WB researchers in contact witn 

the state of the art in acadeaia. Also, pemaps general equil,ibrlwa models may be found 
more useful for general policy analysis outside the scope of the panel's review. 



.10. 

In spite of the failures of the projects on .the export pro?pects of 

labor intensive manufa<tm<!.J>roducts from LDCs, we consider that this is a promising 

line of research, Perhaps/a good candidate for testing the proposed system of open 

international competitions for research projects, to be sponsored by the \IB, 

New research lines that the Panel considers advisable to explore are discussed tn 

d~tail in Chapters l and 2 of the report, 
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Chapte r III.3 

~cvised draf t 
Dececber 197l'l 

~valuation of ~orld Bank Rejea rch on Tr~de and I~dustr ial Devel opment: 

- Export pr oCIOti on pol i~ies in the LDCs and access to carkets in t he DCs • 

Th2 Subj ect-Overall ~om:::ents 

l . One of the recent developments in international trade is that a 

s ro.,,ing nernber of countries, c,:,, d1 r.iiddl" inccx:1e countries ,..,~t id, :1a :e 

~een recipients of the Bank loans , have become exporters o: manufactured 

&oods to developed countries. T1pically, these countries coved away :roe 

the icport substitution polic ies and pr0t:10ced exports of manufactures 

parcicularly l abor intensive light i ndustrial products . S'.lch de velo pment 

strategies, however, brought a reac t ion free r:iany devel oped countr ies, 

wh i ch began to restrict the new e:cporters' access to th2ir r.iarke t 'J. 

The ~welve studies recen::ly coi::m iss1.oned by tl:e !lank ~-:.gr.if:,- an 

important step to·,1ards a solution o: ::his problem that could very . .,ell 

develop into a political issue z r .:::.vely un:ler::iining the Bank's role .:is 

a c!~velopment institution . What fo l l.ows is a review of these projects. 

:-!~st of thes e contains ;na:e::-ial:i f'3 !.lin;; .,..ith J.n the foll-,;,ing three 

~ate~or ies: t) surveys ot selected lnc.ustries , data compila t ions, 

ana l yse, of co=odi ty marltet3 or the ,w era t l c:wiror~ent o: t-rade : 

2 ) proble~s concerning im~o-rt r e3t-r tc ::ons by ~he DCs on the LDC~• 

n:anuE'lc.tured got;ds ( t~e r:·i·,e:-se ?t'~bit!rn, z:nd th ... ,-: of obst3c l e s to 

inter LDC cr~cie 3re ~~ven little ~ t:ent~on); a~d J) nat~onal poli~ics 

1nd the role o f tn r.c i.:ur.!.•.lns '.a ;: romot :rs trade in ~he LDC3 . 
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2. I f the rer.:arks g!.ven be l o·,1 seem critica l i t i s because of the very 

high standard of r esearch one has come to e xpect from the Bank. All 

but four of the papers we r e ongoing projects a nd onl y drafts and 

proposals were avail~ble for r eview. The three f i nished wor ks, by 

3alassa , Hughes and Sharpston w~re of notably higher qua l i t y . Nany 

of the criticisms l eve lled at the unfinished proj~c ts are doubtless 

ones which t he authors are already in the proces s of correcting . 

Review of Projects 

3. Pleach ' s . s tudy of "Developing Countries' Exports of Electron tcs and 

Elec:rica l Engineering Products" presents a survey of the re:na r!cable growth 

of electronics exp.;,r t s by e i ght newl y industrializ ing countries (NICs) to 

the United States . It will be useful i f it i s kep t up to date . At p r esent 

product ion data is only given to 1973 a nd exports to mid-1977. In view of 

the rece ssion of 1975 it is t oo early to Judge how fa r t he trend has been 

interrupte d. It does provide a useful jumping of f point for serious 

research, but it could have been l~proved as an intermediate product by 

addi tions to the pol icy section and incorporat ing s ome o f the observations 

of Shar pston. 

4. Keesing, Plesch and Triner ' s s unrey entitled ··oeve loping Countries ' 

Expor ts of Textiles and Clothing: Perspective and i?olicy Cho i c es " has 

a n excellent su.":1!:lary ~hic h also deals with the ~ul ti Fib~r Agreement 
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c~~plexitics in a luc i d fash lon, and advocates the desi rabil i ty of a 

shift to LDCs of textile marr~fac ture. In tex tile and c lothing, as 

in electronics, the dominance of a few countr ies is appar ent . The 

authors ra ise the in teres ::.ir.g questi on of windfa ll gains resulting 

fror.i quotas but unfortuna tely, offe r onl y "speculative inferences fror:1 

unsyste:natic observations'' concerning ::.his as;:,ec c. As far as the policy 

c hoices sec t!on i3 concerned ::.he recommended policies could have been 

more clearly differentiated. Po l icies recor.:mended to the fires in 

textile and clothing, which assume no changes in the policies of the 

ir:1porting countries regarding either quota or tariff, should be 

distinguished fran policies which take into accour.t the icpact on the 

i:nporting countr ies' policies of any e:-: pam:ion of exports. Also, policy 

choices f or govern~ents which are willing to go through industrial 

adjJs t:::ent have to be cocprehensive, and their successful implementation 

require close coope ration with the exporting countries. 

5 . Kcesing a nd Plesch's wor!c " Recent Trends in Manufactured and Total 

Exports fro::i Develoi;ing Countries" is essentially a cotm1entary to a 

set of tables. It is invaluable as a reference work, but has a r ather 

l imited l ifetime unless updated every year . (The cor.:mentary could be 

improved as there are considerable discrepanc ies between the figures given 

for the share of t~e U. S .A. in LDC ~anufactured trade on p. ) , Table 13 

and Anne:c A-) at lea st one of thes e muse be a misprint). Again ·..rha t 
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eme r ges is ~hat S :i!C,; enjoy 767. of monufac tu::-ed exports f::- c.-:i LDCs . 

In al l the above studies, could not r.ore attention be given to less 

successful countri~s? 

6 . :1orawet='s study (RPO 671 - 56) on ··~arketing l1anufactu:-ed Exports" 

coul d he va luable to count ries wnici ho?e to expand t~eir clothing exports 

to deve loped markets. An analysis of the institutional and non- pr i ce 

nspects of the phenooensl growth in that trade from Colombia should produce 

useful kno-,l edge on mar keting problems which are the key to success. 

7. Baldwi n's proposal "The Effects of Increased Imports of Manufactured 

Goods from Developing Countries · n the Uni t~d States" (RPO 671-67) and 

l.aelbroeck and others' "The Effects of Increased Imports of Manufactured 

Goods from Developing Countries Ln Europe" (RPO 67t-66), are investigating 

the ~arket share of manufactured products fra:i developing countries and 

the sources of protectionist pressures in i ndustr ialized countries . 

The European group also proposes to study the role of the EEC in trade 

restrictions in the future . These proposals hold good pr omise and are 

to be joined by a study on a similar basis of Japan and other Pacific 

countries which was not offe red for review. Although much has been written 

about the economic icpact of manufactured impor ts to develo?ed countries, 

few studies s o f ar have made any s erious attempt to analy=e the political 

inpact of these i~por t s. This sort of a na lysis should be ve ry valuable , 

and s~ould provide important insights into the poli tical proces9es tha t 
' 
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tranjfor~ these iopaccs into protec tionist pr essures and eventually into 

protectionist policy actions. Both studies began with identical hypo

theses on protectioniso. Pro tec t ionism and its succes sful =~f l ection 

in gove r nwent policies is believetl to be a function o f a dozen or 

so broadly defined factors, sc~e quanti:iable anc o thers not . It i s 

not clear fro:n t r.e pr oposal s how we:ghts will be as signed to each of 

t~esa ~ultl~le factors . !n : he CdJa of til~ A.~er~can study, Baldwin will 

measure the market penetration of sor.,e 400 i tems, classified on a 4- digit 

sr:rc ba sis for a time span of 8 to 10 years. The history of the protec

tionist trend and its politico -economic causes will be s tudied. Both 

projects will provide empi rical a nalyse s of the structure of protectionism. 

8 . Of these two proposals for seperate projects on the same theme, 

3aldwi n' s original proj ect proposal was very extensive and wi thoct a 

clear connec tion bet~een t he two parts . It remains a very w~bitious 

pro ject setti ng out to uncover the 30 yea rs history of protect i onis~ in 

the U.S.A., including pol i tical pr essure on congressperso~s,as well as 

r:iarket penetration. One assumes that this project will change fairly 

radically aa it is pulled into line with :he other project and poss i ble 

ltnes of research and me t hodology are identified. Wae lbroek ' s proposal 

was even more vague and at the same time there was a lack of coc?arability 

with galdwin' s proj ect. The r eview of r esearch in progress was ver y poor. 

Even when ccr.npl~ted , proposed changes ~ithin t he EEC to ad~it three lo~ 
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inccm:e European countries could make the results of lic:iited 'lal.ue . A 

recent paper by Balassa setting out s tandards for methodology and 

ccmparability overco::ies a nur.~er of these objections. 

9~ "Export I ncentives in ,Dave loping Countries ' (RPO 6.71- JS), under the 

su?ervi:J ~on of Salassa , evalu-st.es the el':poi: t pro::iotion cf forts of four 

:!e•Jeloping countries, with a comparative f::-ar::ework using a cross-section 

investigation of ~ajor export products, and a time-series analysis of 

the effects of export promotion measures. The project is a ~ajar 

effort in data col lection and is designed to yield practical infor mation 

for other countries that contem?late the i~troduction of a systc~ of 

incentl •,es for export promotion or reform of the incentive system. This 

project is of the greatest relevance to operational staff and to policy 

-:,a!cars . I t is p::-eciae ly the sort of '-'Or:< the Bank should be doing. 

Its grasp of methodology at the initial stages is much clearer and 

appropriate than either ~aelbroek or oaldwin, and its potential pay- off 

for developing countries is likely to ~e much higher. In view o f the 

importance of this topic, might not more resources have been applied to 

more country research, including a country that has tried to apply all 

the right measures, but fail ed to achie•Je spectacular success? 

t O. Seen from the sa."?le pe:-specti•1e, Keesing and tlortzel's ?roposal 

'Key lnstitutio:1s and the Expansion of Manufactured Exports" (RPO 671-68) 
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is expected to ~ake an equally important contribution. Its purpose is 

c l ear, its frame of investiga tion concrete, and its theoretical and 

methodologica l foundations sound . A·3 any expor t promoter kno·.,s , marketing 

has been the cost serious bottleneck for e;<?Or t expansion . Particularly 

for the inexperi :? nc.:,d expor te r , wh-:> us•.1al ly t akes lo·" ?rices for ,;ranted 

and bases his export pro jections on th~~. a marketing bottleneck is a 

frustrating, and frequently invisible, ro adblock. Keesins ' s r esearch 

will the r efore fill a l arge gap in existing inforr:iation and be a valuable 

educational t ool fo r expor ters of consu::ier goods to the U.S. oarket. 

11. This project e xplains the relevance of a number of t he surveys 

prevtouslY. reviewed. I t f rankl ) ad:::its many of the critic i&t:ls a 

reviewer eight make of those other proj ects (p. 4) in that 'in predicting 

or projectins manufactur ed exports , areas of uncertainty (and plain 

ignorance) are a lso evident in !./orld Bank operational work on ::ianufac:tured 

exports , and in the work of the team proposing this research' . The study 

concentr a tes on key institu tions in marketing , ~hich is the serious 

bottleneck for r.ost LDCs. At the proposal stage the project seems very 

oriented towards t he U.S .A., and while there is a justification for this 

in view of the ioportance of the U. S. tn LDC t~ade, it looks as though 

t he research department l acked a European dioension. In addition the 

proposal admi tted an overlap with o t her projects . It is not i:nrted~ately 

clear •.,hy all these proj ects we re not ;>art of :he same single coordina ted 

project , unless 
1
the research depart.r:i~nt suffe~s £rec oan :igerial problems . 
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12. Sharpston's s tudy of "International Sub-contracting' is a n e xcellent 

piece originally printed outside the Bank. Although presur.iably written 

in 1974 t~e quality is such that the analysis is still of great value . 

He an,wers questions raised by o~~er -...iters, or suggests lines or 

a pproac h which have not heen caken up . The chec~ list of tasks suitable 

for s ul-i- contrac t i.ng Ls C:': 'i! of t he i::os:. 't'ilt.1a!: l e short ;,l.ece s of analysis . 

?erha~s the ~ixed background, part acade:!I~~. part \.lorld Bank, pro~tdes t t e 

per:ect balance . 

13. On the other hand \./all's "Export: ?romocion and Preferences : A Case 

Study of India" ( RPO 670- 21) used an i.:ac~ua..te r:iethodology to attaLn ::.!le 

purpose of the pr oject . It failed to ice n t ify the system of policy 

r.:easu-:-es that "ould be desirable and s-.:i::: :.::.e:1t i n India to enahle 

entrcpraneu:-s to re s?ond to new op~c=--:-..:::i :.i.es :....,,: foreign :larket.s . 

14. The editor , Helen Hughes , and aut~ors of contributions to 

' 'Industrialization and Trade Polic.ies fer the l970's " (RPO 670- 20) cade 

an i ~?ortant contrtbucion in docu::,e-n:=!.~g recent growth in manufac tured 

exports from the LDCs and its ir.J;,act on !...":~:.:s trialized countries. 

Syste::iatic and co:nprehe nsi•,e studies cf :.'le e:iect s of increased rnanu

factu=ed exports f=cm low inco~e coun::r~es on e::1plo1'":!lent, social policies , 

and invest~ent in the rleveloped count=~~" ~ere lor.g overdue. h ithout 

effe c tive policy oeasures en adjus~:ne:i~ a., a i st:i:ice in developed co:!ntr ies, 
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economic growth in many low-incc:':le countries will have to s lo·,1 down, 

causing a long chain reaction. This work , which contains i::lportant 

statistical infor:nation based on a t~orough analysis of primary data , 

has also stimulated other studies. 

15 . ;;a lassa' s recent paper, '\lorld Trad., and :he International Economy: 

Trends, Prospects a~~ Po lic1~;' .~ay 1; ; ; ~, ~ 3 a ti~ely study valuable 

to the entire develop::,ent econcci:s c0<.--cic7. It compares trade ~ 

liber3l:~a tion and ec oncr.iic growth prior :o :~e oil crisis -..ich trade 

barriers adopted during the post- crisis ::-ec.es9 ion. Recent non- tarif£ 

restr ictions, gover n:nent aids to indcst..--y, international cartels, and 

mar ket-sharing in :najor developed coun~es ~=e documented and t heir 

effects evalua t ed. Concluding that the ris~s of new protectionis~ are 

high, Balaaaa proposes policies :or lon;- ~~:-::, 0rowth , strcccu:--a~ 

adjust~enc assistance, and an inte~..a.~:r.:a: cocie of io-od conduct. 

Semi - industrial developing countries were also advised to r educe existi:-.g 

protection, t:o upgr ade and diversify their ex?orts, and to g r acaally 

abandon the e.~port of sirn?le, unsk..illed- laoor !.ntensive ttanufactures 

for the :,enefit of countries :1c lo-er le·~ls of develop"'e"t, a course 

of .;ct i on • .,hich soo,e de·Jel-:>plng count=ies !.~ As!.a have already set out 

to follow. 
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Over all Evalu~tion 

l 6 . If ·,e consider the three ca t e3ories o i surveys, d.1ta c:o:npila tior:s 

.:ind a~alyaes; p=oble::,s co!'lccrni:-:; :.::!po:-: res t:-!.c tiar.s: and na :.ional 

incenti·:e policies a:id ~he :-cle of i:lsti.t.ut ior:s: it is with rega:-d to 

t he r ese 3rch ? roj ect.3 in ::l:e fir3t c:i:e -;ory : ha t the r-esearch departi:ient 

se~.:!s t~ h .J."I '! ~o-ne p~obt.:~:;. !~ t-i~ :,:ts :. ~a:tk- finan~ed research has 

been ·.,eli r-espected fe r- th'? quall.c:; o: '_:-,f.:>-:-::iation on s pecific ;:,roble:::s 

o:- si tuat:.cns . The country r eport.3 2.n<! :.nibs try surveys have filled 

l a rge gaps in e~is t ing knowledge ~hich other =esearch was not able to 

fill because of its distance ~:-om the s cene - A c ontinuat ion of this 

' 'd i•,isicn of labo:-" , is .; t ill a gcoc ar_1,4e~ient. In research , t!-.e 

P.ank 's ccr.,parative advantage lLcs in it: pr c~i:::ity to on-going develc;;,::en t 

problems . !t has a unique glob:il netW"Cr:, , : i :-..fo=ation, an:! Bank r esea-:--

~hers, •hct~er i ~ -house c ~ car=:~ss i ~~~- "?.:-~ ~ell ~eceived by cos~ :::>e:~ar 

gover=.ec:ts. Onl! woU-lci ~xpect the 3an';( :o r:s·:e evolved a satisfactory 

systeo of rapid data co1l ection ~nd ass:.=iia::on. Jhis expectation ts 

not met, fo r i t would appear tha t sooe o! the researchers are hea vily 

re l iant on the U. N. Stat is t ical Off i ce W:?:.cn does no t supply the necessary 

lnfon:iation fas t enoush: in pa r t!cu..!.a: ::::mes t ic procucti on statistics 

seem to be five years beh ir:d ~vents and a=;ear in a fort:l t hat coes not 

catch ::-ace c lassif icatior.s . Although tr~ 3ank 's main ?urpose is not to 

collec t c ~:a, it ~ould see~ tha t there o:.;;.~t ~e room fo:- i,::provemenc 

par:ic;.: l 3rly in infor.:ia tion flow betweer. :::e rP.search ~taff and oper .'.lt:cr.:il 

staff. 
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17. Turning to cate~ory two , the quest!.o:, of restrictions on cra~e 

by developed coun tries , it is not clear ·.,hetl-.er this lies withi:, the 

Ba:,k's 'comparative advanta3e'. Howeve:- it h3S to be recognized that 

these reatrictions could do More to upset the evo t ution of LDCs ' economies 

than any ")ther .:ic t i!>n . As Cou;l.as :·:o:-::': :l~s ~~c.erH: l y ;,oint cd ou:., -:ieo

class ical marke t analysis •ca:, only s ur ... :.ve .:nder the highl y res t r ictive 

( Sc?t 1~73) , p 9,t.) I£ this is the case, t.hen both the bril l iant gener al 

t heory of comparative advantage stages ~= ctevelopment 3nd spec ific studies 

on the incoce elasticity of canufac tured ,a.~?orts !rom developi ng count:-ies 

.till have limited prac t ical rele,·ance. ::;.e f•Jnda:::ental causes of pro::.ect

!.o:1isr:1 need to be better understood and ~·r~lo?i:,g countr ies and va=io~ 

l endi:t; 23~r1c!..es that mist preCtc t t he "! :'!':-~:.-:~~ :-atur :1 o~ in·,e:s:::t~:i.: :.:.l 

:::a:-tu:oa1.c::irir.g for e:-:por :s need c.c ~ac:.kle t...-~:.s P'=oble::J, althoug~ it :'!'"..:ly 

be a::iorpho•~s and in::.:-actilble ::.o tradi:::.ona t :::e:..'1ocology . 

18 . Turning to category three, it i s here ::.hat the Sank has a clear 

CO!:lparattve advanta6e . The releva~ce 3~c 3??1Lcacion of the re9ults of 

such research to the Bank and policy :a~e=s a:-e clear and th~r e is lit t le 

doubt that only the 3ank could pursue t~is l i ~e . It is noticeable thac 

the r.,e t.'1odology 3nd gene r al approach :.ii =c:: clearer in the proposals of 

3alassa ( a?O 571- JS) and chat by Kee~ i~; a..~: Ao:-:zel (RPO 6,1-68) than 
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in t he o the r s sub~itted for review. 0:-te hopes tha t t he general sur v c
1

~ 

in category one will be kept updated in t ~e in:er es t of these gene r a l 

p r oj ects ·,1hich t hey a r e clearly intenced to ser vice . 

Poss i~le Di r~c~ions of fu ~u~~ ~es e~rc~ 

en s c·,. ~r .:1 !. r-.. ,~·.11 .1reas chat s o .: ~r s2e::1 to =::tve e sca;:,e d professional sc:---J:. . , :: . 

?.estric ~ions on market access :or ::iam:i'ac.:;'-1::ed e xports f roc develo?i r.; 

count:-ies , which are ex?ected to i:ite:ui=y, •,1ill increase the need f o r 

research on protectionism i n inc!ustM.al.izec. cot:ntrie s a nd their adjustment 

policies . The same trend will encourage ~~rche r r esearch on ma~: sc:ur ~~ 

trade be tween developing countrie s . In cor.necri on . .,!.th this , tl:e Ba:- ;< 

might initiate a series of research p-rojec::s- en the feasibility of 

inc ustr isl -.oo perstio:1 'be tween develo;ie-:! ~:::v-:?:::: :.e.~ and NICs wi th e n e·,~ 

on pos iti· .. :e adjust!!:enc t hroush i~tra-i~cit:s-:::-y s;:-ec-ializacion. 

20 . Re s ea r ch on trade between LDCs •.ri ll ~·,e t o be conducted with 

"'ethodo l og ical schemes tha t are quLc.e dif=e:en : free those co:::oonly t:se d . 

The his:orical backgrounc!s of insti : u : iona.l d.ef icier.cies, ~hich re3tri c: 

trade oetween the LDCs , for- exar:r,>le , call f .:,~ a broad s ocial-3cience 

approach. In t!ie future when such :-esea.rch is c=issioned the follo· , t-.-; 

issues shou ld be thoroughly i nves t i g ated: ( 1 ) The trans?or tation oott! a 

:-:e c k s co t =ade between the LDCs , (2) the ::e s !. :- :ibilit:, of setting up ~:-, 

).::> -



LDC prefe rential syste~, (J) S?~cial problems in aarketing LnC- pr oduced 

capital good3 i n deve loping countries, and (4) payr.ient pr oble~s that 

are uniGce to develop i ng countries . 

21 . On a si=1ilar ::cal~, t ~e 3ank ::1 i .:;~t .~e=::,r::2 a valuable :2ch:i.ical 

assist3~ce to a r.uc,ber oi ~ount= i~s in ~o~:~ As i a , MiCdle Eas t, end 

.\f r i ~a w~tch are inter~s:~d :n adc?t..:.::~ e~?o=: promotion pollcles based 

<:>n in<::ent ises that had beer. t=ied ;::cc.,ess::cliy by NIC~ . Considering 

the i~por : ance of socio- cultural fac :o:s ~-:i!.ch affect a coun:ry•s 

e n t r epr eneurship and which vary a 0r aat deal :r~m one country to another, 

i t is essent ial that eac h co·.mtry ident:.£7 ::iaj~r inhibiting factors in 

advanc e t !:at :::i;;ht c t !larwise ren·la= the =::.:-.s:.l ,nting of promo t ion 

pol!.c i es ineffective ,.ind the n devise ~e::.,,c~ wr.!..:h ,rill circu:::vent :l-.e::i. 

:\!rthe =ore, !:.DCs, whethe r NICs or not, ~~.,. ~s,·e t o adopt a :-:.e·., pers;;ec.-

lies •.. the l.n:e=al pol i ::!.c.i l are::a of ~ndt·r!.;:ual deve loped countries , 

which are by and l arge beyond the L:JCs · a~ility t o change, they must 

look :awar d themselves :or trade ex?ans::~- 'n,e Sa~k can assist LDCs 

by l aunching projec~s on ~rade r es ::.r ic~:r:s ?laced upon each o : ~r by 

NICs . Trade potentials of developi~g co~~:::-ies in gene r a l need to be 

assessed, no t on the basis of past per=o~ar.ce records, but for their 

future poss ibili ties , be:ore the traca ~a7-:-'.ers can be traded o f f between 

deve l o~inG countr i~s . 

- lJ -



22 . Another neglected area is the service sector . Teleco:icunications, 

shipping , banking, and in3ur~nce , :or example , ha'le been considered 

even by c!.!·1e loping countries to be t::ie e:.ch,sive ~one for developed 

co•Jntr les . Re1earch on the trade expan3 ion ef:fec t and balance of 

payments impact on dev~lopi~; countries are not carefully s tudied yet . 

23 . An ov~rall c~ iticis~ of t~~ ?a?e=3 3u~~itced ior revie~ Aas a 

certatn l:ick of appreciation ~- liT!.:13 -.:i:::-.:.n 3 historic process ar.d 

not in a ~~~eless economic world, and a lso a lack of differenti ation 

between a s~all group of successful NrCs an d the l arger g roup of LDCs. 

Al l the authors show sorne awareness o: ~~ese ~robleos but few spell chem 

out very plainly . A few instances can oe fi.·,en: current price data. 

rather than :::or.scant price d.:ita !.s of t en ·;se'.!. Authors may protes t 

that th~s adcs a fur"her compl~cation , a::ds :i •,ery ioporta.'"lt. 

di~ension. S:.~i l~rly in much o= t::ie wc r~ en ::a.nufac tured icporcs a.mi 

protection there seer-s an inadequat e discusslcn of the degree to whic~ 

all LOCs l:.ve in the shadcr..r o: Japan ' s s1.:ccesi . :,ithouc analysing th.e 

ongoing trade barriers to Ja?anese ~anciac:-::red e::-ports, t he present 

situation affecting LDCs can har dl~ b~ ~~~er scood. It might be that 

that the Ban!, r esearch staff could ben;,::_, f:-::m 3 ful l ti;::e histor ic.a l 

advisor . 
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Pro jec t No . 

670-20 

6 70-21 

6 71-35 

6 71-56 

671- 66 

6 71-6 7 

671-68 

- --- - - ---
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Appendix: Checklist of Questions 

1. :ihat has been learnt·/ In 5 cases the ·,1ork merely s=arized 

existing knowl edge thoui;h i n two of these cases so !>rilliantl}' as 

to advance theory a nd pr actice . One was a c l ear failure, the other 

si~ should g r eatly advan~e k~O'Jled;e i: ccnpleted satisfactorily. 

2. !n all cases knowledge was being trans~itted, but in several 

=ases it was not clear ~~at the authors had read one another's 

papers . 

3. a) i. The influence on lending policy is l ikely to be limited 

in all but one case. 

11 . In 6 cases policy advice could be improved , in two other 

cases the pol icy advice rela:es =ore closely to DCs . 

b) All studies will contr ibute to knowledge of the develo;,oent 

process, but in s everal cases this could be of historic 

interest. 

c) ~ith respect to the LDC•s national policies 4 will directly 

assist , in several ot~er cases Chese sections were t he weakest. 

4 . Excluding surveys the Bank has engaged in basic research. 

5. The effect on operating people is difficult to judge . 

6 . In a ll respe=ts the invol·,e:nent of LDCs was rather low. 
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Truthful answers would be 

a) Virtually nil; 

b) Surprisingly low excep t for the export incentive study ; 

c) Negliz ible; 

7. The choice of consultants was not clear . Both ~ael~roe~ and 

~eesing 's proposals showed a l ack of Zuropean contact. In se ve r al 

other papers a bias towards using U.S. data waa apparent . In oost 

cases there might have been opportunities to use LDC scholars . One 

feels a great deal of sympa t hy for Professor Sacha's sugges tion oi 

having open compe t itions for researchers rather than consultancy by 

invitation. 

8. a) In 3 cases the mi:c of thco=y and e~pirical research was 

excellent, in others it was :::uch l ess clear. 

b ) The degree of policy orientat.ion of research really depends on 

the quality of the sections which make policy recoc:mendations 

and the degree to which the research staff consult with 

operational staff and LDC policy makers in drawing up the 

fra~ework for the projec t. 

c) TI,.e choic e of problems was reasonable. 

d) The assessment sometimes lacked a aense of being part of a 

historical process. Inforoation gat hering was important, 

but the outside r might have an unjustifiabl e expectation of 

a higher achievement. 

- 13 -



9. The criteria on which the Bank chose its projects were not always 

clear when outside cor.sultants we r e the main formu l ators. 

10 . a) Size of research: given fin ite r esources there would certainly 

seem to be other ? rojccts w~i~h ~ i ght be ~or e profi:;able , and 

some of the work, for instance , the access to markets in DCs 

b ) The co-:tposi t ion of the r esearch on fie lds, problems and n~thods 

w~ thin the l i~its of t he replies t o other answers was good. 

c) This is very unclear, and possibly as suggested ln 7 unsati s

factory . What is the Bank's experience of contracting with 

institut i ons l ike the Sr-:>okings o r comparable national founda tions 

rather t h~n individuals? 

d) Thi s again appears unsatisfactorr . . Drafts appea r to lie around 

getting outdated . How t horoughly do researchers and oper ational 

staff interact ? 

e) How to use ' outside' knowledge a nd resources better? 

It would appear that the 'in- service' infrastructure is no t 

adequate t o the Bank's needs and there is no evidence of other 

institutions collaboratir.g to produce data r apidly (apart from 

the pre-release of UN tapes) . 

f} i . Certa inly t he Bank s hould be a knowledge bank. 

ii. This ls difficul t to judge: perhaps the best answer i s 

'to the extent that the opera t ional staff fulfill the needs 

of all LDCs'. 
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g) There might be room for iraprovement he re ; ~hile nationals may 

not be the best and rao;t candid judges of t he ir°"" nations 

there is a lot of s cope fe r sanding econcmists from LOCs to 

o :her LDC~ . 

hJ This depends on t he re9our~a3, ~he loads on cur.enc staff, etc . 

combining outs1.c:e .. ~d ins:.de ·.r :.:- c-.:es ? 

- :zo -





III:4 Small enterprises; credit marke ts; public enterprises* 

1. 

Introduction ------------
The following discussion treats each of the various subjects in a 
separate manner, although it could be argued that they are, in some 
sense, interrelated. It rests on the analysis of five RPO projects 
and two non-RPO projec ts, which are mentioned in Annex I, as well 
as in other relevant documents. 

2. The themes are i mportant for the Bank from the operational angle. 
They appear in the fora of discussion and , in particular , within 
the LDC' s, where it seems important to have a bet t er understanding 
of the probl ems involved for policy formulation. Progress in 
research in these areas by the Bank will allow it t o increase its 
capacity to give meaningful and relevant policy recommendations. 

3. The quality of research done by the Bank in these areas is, in 

4. 

general, rel tivel high in comparison with research done ther 
bodies. Nevertheless its oul also be mentioned that the level 
't"s below the s t andards attained by the Bank in other areas or by 
certa in academic circles . One also notices that a good part of 
the resear ch effor t in some fields, notably credit imperfections 
and publ ic enterprises, appears to put too much emphasis on the 
experiences gained by one country (India) . 

Several reasons might explain the situation described above . We 
should note in· the firs t place that all of these areas of research 
are relatively ''new ones for the Bank. Therefore, in this case 
the Bank as yet has neither the experience nor the influence in 
policy r ecommendations that it has gained in other research areas . 
(Although, according to the operations people , borrower countries 
frequently de~and Bank advice for just this type of situation. ) 
Secondly, it seems that those r esponsible for these projects do 
not have the same intellectual leadershi,,Q that one finds in other 
areas of Bank research. 

5. However, it should be stressed that in no way does it mean that 
the quality of the rese~rch is low. It should also be kept in 
mind that many of the projects have not been finished and , in 
some cases , they are s till at the conceptua l stage . In any 
case , it appears obvious that they are promis ing a r eas of research 
and that to have more solid bases for policy recommendations it 
will also be necessary for the Bank to consider an intensif ication 
of its research efforts in these fields. · 

!This section has been drafted by Gerardo M. Bueno. 
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Small_entererises 

6. Research on small enterprises has been to a large extent the result 
of a growing interest in the Bank in the se questions at the policy 
formulation and the operative levels. Not only does one find a 
sectorial policy paper (Employment and Developmen t of Small Enter
prises); t he subject is also frequently referred to in the latest 
Bank's annual reports and in the President's addresses to the 

7. 

Board of Governors.* Accordingly, and although the subject does 
not fall squarely within the Bank's traditional lines of research, 
the decision was taken to support it. Thus, this appears to be 
one instance where the need for operative and policy formulation 
determined to a large extent the operning of new lines of research. 

In other places, too, the subject is very much in vogue on account 
of the relations that would appear to exist between small scale 
enterprises (SSE's) development and the growth of employment. 
SSE's have become fashionable not only in international and 
regional organizations but also on the national level in both 
developed and underdeveloped countries. However, it can validly 
be affirmed that up to now this interest has manifested itself 
mainly through the formulation of programs to support SSE's and 
in the adoption of several specific measures to that end; on the 
other hand, little has so far been done in terms of poli~y formulation 
in the context of a global strategy. In short, the emphasis has 
been placed more on action than on reflection. Research , on the 
other hand, has tended to be descriptive and of a general character 
as well as repetitive. 

8. The approach taken by the Bank is more original and appears to be 
more promising. In fact, it is to a greater extent in accordance 
with a view that considers development very much as a dynamic 
process that involves innovation, imitation, learning and competition 
in a Schumpeterian sense rather than as a movement towards competitive 
equilibrium. The possibility of falling into some pitfalls in 
following this approach is by no means negligible; but nevertheless 
it is the right approach and what may be s ugges ted here is that 
the Bank should be more explicit about it. (This would entail, 
for example, more research than has been done in the past on the 
dynamics of SSE's .) 

9. Research by the Bank in this area started more intensively with 
the RPO 670-77 project (Financing of Small Scale Indus tries); 
in addition there were two other non-RPO projects on Brasil and 
one on Nalays ia. The two non-RPO projects on Brasil are econo
metric r esearch of good quality the main conclusions of which 
were that the SSE's sector had lost in relative importance and 
that new SSE's had tended to concentrate on the growth poles of 

*The Bank's pos ition in relation to these questions is summarized 
in its lates t annual report: "The Bank has found that the benefits 
of growth cannot be assumed to "trickle down" automatically; to 
ensure that development benefits the poorest it must be deliberately 
directed to the poorest --- (thus) --- financing for industrial 
development ( should)shift towards small scale enterprises". 
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South East Brasil. Therefore, recormnended (something that the 
Braziliens were already doing) the formulation of support programs 
for SSE's giving special attention to geographical distribution. 
The conclusions, as can be seen, were not particularly different 
from those reach~J in similar studies. 

10. RPO Project 670-77 was a low cost undertaking through which the 
Bank aimed , for the first time, at having an overall view of the 
import~nce of SSE's in differ~nt economies. The results were 
afterwards discussed within the Bank and, in the opinion of some, 
particularly in the research area, it was thought a waste of time 
and considered that "a 2-4 days meeting would have been preferable". 
Finally the decision was taken to support its main recorranendation 
to continue doing research on these questions; but this highlights 
the risks that can be run when research competence does not come 
up to the standards that have been set elsewhere in the Bank. 

11. The follow up was RPO project 671-59 (Small Scale Enterprise 
Development). The formulation of the project owes much to 
Ian Little, as well as to D. Anderson and L. Westphal, and to 
their dissatisfaction with the type of research that was being 
done, and in particular with the absence of ways and means that 
would allow the evaluation of different policy alternatives. The 
project has two main objectives . On the one hand, a review of 
the existing information and literature on small enterprises in 
developing countries and, through trial surveys, an attempt to 
define ways in which the information can be improved . The other, 
which should be the most interesting at medium term, is to develop 
a basis for assessing the impact on income and employment of 
various policy options and an a ttemp t to estimate the costs and 
benefits of various policies to small enterprises. 

12. The first phase of the project includes a review of the literature 
as well as case studies and enterprise surveys. The studies will 
cover India, Colombia, Philippines, Japan, Korea, Taiwan, Nigeria, 
and the enterprise survey India and Colombia. From this point of 
view, one could say that the investigation has a good approach 
and that it will contribute to the diffusion of knowledge through 
the participation of researchers from developing countries. 
However, it would have been desirable to include a larger number 
of countries, taking advantage of the increasing interest in the 
subject. It is true that later on difficulties would have arisen 
in regard to data handling and coordination of the project, but 
it also seems true that the advantages would have been superior. 

13. RPO 671-59 was started in November 77 and the first phase is 
expected to be completed by September 79. Three papers have 
already been completed, two of which touch mainly upon methodo
logical questions and the third one presents in draft from the 
preliminary results of the small and medium scale enterprises 
survey in Colombia. 
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14. On the methodological side the first two papers cover, respec tively, 
the problems that SSE's fac e in the credit and financial markets 
and in regard to technological development. The first one has 
made use, though to a limited extent, of re search carried out 
el sewhere in the Bank on c r ed it market imperfec tions , and th2 
second of some of the work done in the area of capital labor 
substitution. Both of them present sugges tive approaches and, 
more particularly, in relation to the distortions in LDC's economies 
which SSE's must face. 

15. A lot of work remains to be done and it is difficult at this stage 
to provide an evaluation of the whole project. Nonetheless, some 
insights into the possible outcome are provided by the draft paper 
presented on SSE's in Colombia for three sectors (producers of 
pumps and compressors, producers of agricultural implements and 
producers of cookers and ovens); although the authors emphasize 
again . and again the partial and preliminary character of the 
results therein presented. But, however preliminary they might 
be, they show that it is not only a valid subject of research 
for the Bank, but also a worthwhile one in which to increase the 
efforts. The survey presents a good discussion as to the main 
characteristics of the SSE's, the origin of the firms and the 
entrepreneurs, their technological adaptations, their problems 
vis-a-vis the labor and financial markets, etc. But this said, 
it also shows very clearly tha t there are at least three areas 
where further thought is strongly required. The first one is 
factor productivitx and especially in regard to the different 
combinations of capital and labor; the second is the overall 
question .of t echnology se lection , utilization and adaptation as 
well as the learning process; and finally, the overall effect 
of economic policies on the development of SSE's. The first two 
are frequently mentioned in the Colombian paper, while the latter 
is seldom referred to. But it is an important one and perhaps 
we could expect that at a later $tage its significance will be 
more explicitly presented once r esearch in this third area 
has progressed. It must also be taken into consideration, 
just as is mentioned in other Bank papers, that many of these 
distortions that affect SSE's have their origin in the economic 
policies followed by many of these countries. (And it is clear 
that there is a role for the Bank to play in ascribing the 
responsibility for many of these distortions to where it rightly 
belongs.) 

16. Lastly, in this section we will mention some of the problems that 
have surfaced during the actual carrying out of the research. 
Here, howeve r, only general impres s ions will be put fo rward since 
it is difficult to be more precise in the absence of more detailed 
informa tion. Amongst them perhaps the most important is the 
absence of an overall encompassing methodology, such as was 
provided for example in the case of the incentive studies and 
others. Although it can be argued that the development of just 
such a methodology is the result of an iterative process, further 
work could be heavily affected by the lack of it. Secondly, and 
perhaps more important at this state, is tha.t: the number of 
participating researchers seems to be relatively small especially 
in comparison with the aims of the project. 



Credit markets _ ... __________ _ 

17. In this area we find two RPO's, one of them (671-65) on "Small 
Enterpri se Fi.n~mcins ", and tlt~ othl.!r (671-64) Ol1 "Nark~t Imper
fections and Economic Developments", both of them under the 
responsibility of the Public and Private Finance Division . The 
discussion that follows also took into consideration a paper 
prepared by this Division (Domestic Finance Studies number 43) 
presenting its research program. At the outset, however , it 
must be pointed out that in this case some o~ the papers provided 
do not attain the quality levels which prevail in other areas of"' 
Bank research. . -

18. RPO 671-66 has not, as yet, any relevant paper. We have, there
fore, only a r esearch proposal to study the role of informal 
credit markets. The project is justified on the basis of the 
importance of those informal credit mechanisms for financing 
small enterprises and trade in various Asian and African countries. 
It is suggested that the s tudies could serve to ascertain whether 
the real cost of lending in this market is significantly lower than 
in the formal financial market and if it is possible to establish 
some sort of link between the two. 

19. A pilot study has been initiated which focuses on "a significant 
element of the informal credit markets in India, namely the 
Shroffls". (The Shrofffs are indigenous style bankers who extend 
and crkate credit through the issue of hundis as well as other 
credit instruments). Be that as it may, there are nontheless 
certain questions that arise in connection with this project and 
for which adequate answers are so far missing. Perhaps this may 
be due to lack of time to delve more throughly into these matters 
but nevertheless is it useful to state at least a few of the 
questions . One of them, of course , has to do with the fact that 
we are left in the dark as to the sisnificance of these mechanisms 
from the point of view of financit;_g and allocation of resources . 
and the other would concern the significance of these questions 
for the normative aspects of the operations of the Bank. Without 
aiming to cast doubts on the validity of this research proposal 
- which in fact did not receive overwhelming support in the Bank 
- the point that we would like to make here is tha t special care 
should be exercised in formulating research in these "new" fields 
of research in the Bank; least they may be rapidly abandoned in 
favor of more "proved" lines. 

20. RPO 671-69 on capital market imperfections and economy developments 
owes much to the formulations of Dr. Sen_,and to previous work that 
was done in the Division itself. The proj ect was initiated in 
January 78 and it is expected that the final r eport will be 
finished by Harch 79. Various papers have already been produced; 
one on "Interes t Rate, Transactions Costs and Financial Innovations", 
another on "Some Theory of the Financial Intermediation in Developed 
Countries", and one on "Portfolio Determinant of Commercia l Bank 
Earnings in Selected Asian Countries". These were followed by 
a paper on "Financial Intermediation and Economic Developments: 
An empirical investigation" and which should be considered as a 
sister paper to the earlier one on "Interest Rate, Transactions 
Costs and Financial Innovations''. The output, thus, has not been 
negligible . 

- - - - - - - - - - -
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21. In the development of the project three types of interests are 
clearly discernible. The first one is the need that was felt 
to make an examination of the impact that transaction costs have 
on lending as well as on borrowing in diffe rent markets. This 
is a subject in which the re are obvious gaps i n the l it~raturc 
and particularly in re lation to the financia l sys tems of LDC's. 
The second rela t es to the interest in the poss ible effects that 
banking r egu lations in LDC's may have on the banking structure 
and in the long-run financial viability of t he banks . The third 
one concerns t he need to have a model that would express the 
possible interaction between the development of capital markets 
and general economic development. These will be briefly e~amined 
in reverse order. 

22 . The third subject of research is covered by two papers,one of 
which presents a general model and the other attempts an ~mpirical 
verification of some of the issues raised in the first one. But 
t he latter, in fact, is more than just an extension of the former . 
Their aim is to better understand the role that 

0

financial inter
mediation plays in the development process as well as t o identify 
t he factors which limit its effectiveness and the benefits which 

23. 

24. 

25. 

may accrue from improving it. This was justified, on the othe r 
hand , by the fact - which seems a valid one - that economic 
analysis in the past has generated "neither a body of reasonably 
r igorous theory nor a wealth of credible economic results". 

The central argument of the model, which does not as yet seem 
adequately proven, is that for a given production function and 
s tate of non-financial technology there is a role to be played 
by financial intermediaries channeling resources from low to 
high return sectors , the reby raising the aggregate mar ginal 
productivity of capital. The limits on this role have been 
defined at one end by the overall r ate of return which would 
prevail in the absence of financial institut ions and, at the 
other, by the rate which would prevail when capital markets are 
perfect . 

Together with the presentation of the model the papers include a 
relatively thorough r eview of the existing literature and, as 
mentioned above, an empirical verification of a limited version 
of the model. However, it i s obvious that further work will have 
to be done. One obvi ous need concerns t he nature of t he data and 
also further examination of the results provided by t he model. 
A possibl e approach coul d be to t ake countries not based so lely 
on geographical considerations but taking also into account their 
level of development and the s tructure of their economies. 

Another paper examines the relationship between earnings and 
portfolio of the conunercial banks of three As i an countries: 
Philippines, Thailand and Singapore. The technique used was 
t hat of statistical cost accounting and followed, with some 
variations, the methodology previously used by Hes ter and Zoellner . 
As in other cases the research was also justified on the grounds 
t hat analyses of this type are scant in deve loping countries . 
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26. The investigation is well conducted and the conclusions are 
interesting in that both the rate of return on loans and 
administrative costs seem to be positively correlated with the 
degree of regulation in banking operations . The lowest figures 
relate co Singapore whicii oi the councri~s exa.-r.ineJ is the one 
that presents the most competitive financial market and is the 
least regul ated. This is an analysis that undoubtedly can be 
further refined and extended to a larger number of countries, 
although we should mention that data problems in several cases 
will prove to be quite significant • 

27. The paper on the relations between interest rate and transaction 
costs is an interesting one and developed with technical compe
tence; It raises a valid point in calling attention to the impor
t ance of transaction costs for the borrower and the lender and 
thus, in a certain sense , to the need to innovate in the process 
of financial intermediation. However, the significance of this 
factor alone is not clear yet. The study previously referred to 
on banking in the Philippines, Thailand and Singapore estimated 
the administrative costs of lending on the average at 0. 1-0.5, 
1. 4-2.0 and 0.77 percent respectively. It seems, therefore, that 
there are other more important factors to take into consideration 
than only the size of the borrower. 

Public_Entererises 

28 . RPO project 671-11 (Managerial Structures and Practices: Public 
Manufacturing Enterprises), is up to now the only research projec t 
by the Bank on this are.a. It was started in :larch 78 and it is 
expected that the final report will be submitted in January 1980. 
In addition it is also being considered in a certain sense as an 
extension of some previous work and in particular reconnaissance 
missions that were previously made to Egypt, India and Yugoslavia. 
As yet, the only report available is a case study of a public enter
prise: India's Swaraj Tractor. 

29. The research proposes to examine a set of hypotheses which it is 
said , "are best described by the gener al proposition that the per
formance of public manufacturing enterprises is dependent upon 
their organizational and managerial structures and practices as 
well as the policy environment within which they operate". It is 
justified on the basis of the fact that a large part of the lending 
operations of the Bank concerns public enterprises and that they 
are a growing sector in LDC 's industries. And, in addition, they 
are a type of enterprise about which not much is known and where 
in general, little research has been done . 

30 . As mentioned before, the only report available up to now 1s on the 
Swaraj tractor plant in India. The report is interesting, partic
ularly the point which shows the significance that indigenous tech
nical developments and adaptations had in the shaping of and the 
improvements in the competitive position of this plant. But one 
could also say that it does not allow one either to evaluate the 
overall approach taken by the Bank on this question or to arrive 
at definite conclusions. 
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31. In view of this it might appear convenient for the management of 
the Bonk t o give more reflection to the research work done in this 
area. The area itself is of prime importance for the Bank from 
the points of view of (1) allocation of resources, since a large 
part of tts loans goes to puhlic enterprises an<l (2) its advisory 
role to LDC's. It appears obvious that in the absence of a coher
ent body of thought on these questions there is a great risk for 
dispersion of t he research effor ts. Thi s would be unfortunate 
since it appears to us that on a~count of its experience and the 
insights that could be provided by research executed in other 
areas, it is difficult to think, worldwide, of any institution 
other than the Bank that could do it. 

General Evaluation 

32. It is quite clear that the subjects pertaining to sma ll euterp~i
s~, credit mar,,k_ets and public enterprise, have great relevance 
for Bank operations and for LDC's. However, it is also clear that 
here we have a case where relevance is not matched by the research 
effort a,~c~t~u~a~.::1-~.i...i-...i.c:.1.1.-...u.u~ 

33. There are several factors which could account for this situation. 
One of th.em, perhaps, i s the fact that in the past the Bank thought 
that the bes t way to approach these problems was on an ad-hoc basis 
through the operational units and , thus, that there was no need to 
support their actions with a research basis . This is what would 
account for the additi onal fact that all these areas of research 
are relatively "new" within. the Bankl Indeed, one could go even 
further and argue that there was some sort of resistance towards 
including these and other types of institutional research within 
the b ody of research carried out in the Bank. 

34. Even now, one can discern the prevalence of t wo types of at titudes . 
On the one hand, there is the attitude of considering research on 
institutional questions as "interesting" but devoid of academic 
rigorousness and, on the other hand, the at titude towards institu
tional matters of some r esearchers who tend to consider other 
research by the Bank as frequently too academic and of little 
relevance ei ther to the Bank or, worse, for the real world. This 
is by no means a unique situation in r esearch institutions, but 
there is not doubt that, as has been proven by the Bank itself, 
there is a lot to be gained through a better coordination of 
efforts. 

35. All of this, obviously, is not something that can be attained over
night. But it is probable that a large part of the problem could 
be solved if the Bank could a ttract high caliber researchers with 
solid reputations for thi s area, just as it did in others. It 
seems co us, in short , that as yet one does not have in these 
fields ~f Bank research the kind of intellectual leadership that 

· · other more traditional areas of resea h. The -
presence of s uch a eadership wou d be very use u because it would 
allow the B::mk, on the one hand, to have a better analytical frame
work to give greater coherence and sense of direction to the 
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research and , on the other h.:ind, to establish a better working 
relationship with research in other parts of the Bank and elsewhere. 
In the .:ibsence of this we think that there may indeed be a great 
risk of either a dispersal of eff0rts or of conduc ting research 
whi ch could b~ of sma Li relevance ior the Bank and for policy for
mulat i on. Eventually, this could lead to the gradual abandonment 
of this type of research. Thi s would be a pity because, as has 
been emphasized , we think that re search in these areas is of signif
icance for Bank operations and for LDCs' policy formulation . 

36. One other aspect tha t we would also like to touch upon is the 
questi on of how nonnative this type of resear ch should be. In 
our opinion it ought to be high. Through its research the Bank 
should be able t o discern which types of policies and programs 
for deve lopmen t in a Schumpeterian sense are successful anc under 
what conditions, and likewise which are unsuccessful and why . 
This, it mus t be said , is one frequently mentioned objective in 
the research proposals but which doesn't c ome across quite clearly 
in many of the papers under revision . It may be due to the fact 
that many of the RPO-Projects are still at a preliminary stage and 
therefore it is not easy, at this moment , to extract this type of 
conclusion. But, be that as it may , it is nevertheless clear that 
this is an area where the Bank would be utilizing, to the fullest, 
one of its comparative advantages in research vis-a-vis other 
institutions . 

37 . To finalize this section , we will touch briefly upon some of the 
more relevant questions put to the members of the panel . Firstly, 
we would like to stress that many of the papers under r evision 
show a high technical competence . If one· does not find in this 
area thesaltte number of publications in specialized journals that 
one finds in other areas of research in the Bank , it would be wrong 
to jump to the conc lusion that the prevailing quality standards 
are much l ower in one part tha n in the other . In fact , there might 
be a host of factors to explain thi s s ituation ; one of them, of 
no small significance, being the short period in which research in 
this area has been done . It is c l ear that many of the papers , duly 
revised, could be amenable for publication in many of t hese jour
nals. Secondly, as to the usefulness for the Bank of the results 
from resear ch, it appears to us that, indeed, it should be high 
·once the proj ects are more advanced . One could go even a step 
further and say that research of this type is woefully needed by 
the Bank if it wants to allocate its credi t resources more in ~ 
accordance -with a "basic need s " philisophy of development. And 
this, as the experience of some countries is beginning to show , is 
by no means an easy task. It must be mentioned also , however, that 
contrary to what has happened with other resea~ch, this migh t not 
be - and perhaps shou ld not: be - politically innocuous . Thirdly, 
there are the questions on basic research and on the degree to 
which r esearch by the Bank duplicated that of other institution~ . 
With regard to the first part, the answer is that there has been 
some basic resear ch, especia lly in the area of small enterprises 
and on the role of financial development i n the development pro
cess. But our r ecommendation here would be in favor of more, 

~--~- - - ---L----------
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rather than less, basic research. There are a number of aspects 
about which the existing knowledge is imprecise and especially when 
dynamic factors are tnken into consideration. As to the second 
part of the ques tion it s imply doesn 't seem that the Bonk has 
duplic.:itcd work by o t her ins ti tut ions . In practically all RPO' s a 
point has been made to undertake overall reviews of the literature 
on the different subjects . This has assured to a certain extent 
that research duplication was avoided. In fac t, and to be more 
precise, far from duplicating, in many cases the research done by 
the Bank on the se topics has been original and pathbreaking. This 
is the case, for example, in research on SSE's and there are 
obvious possibilities of doing likewise in connection with public 
enterprises. 

38. As to the impact of research on LDC's, the questions are somewhat 
more difficult to answer. We would like to start by pointing out 
that in all RPO ' s under revision there is participation of re
searchers from LDC' s, though in some more than in others. As to 
the influence that this may have upon LDCs' policy formulation 
and relati ons with the Bank, it is difficult at this time to 
define what their precise character will be in the future. But 
the Bank has already quite a substantial experience in this regard 
and, at leas t, we think that it will not be substantially different 
from other experiences; i.e., that if there is substantial inter
est in the problem under consideration, many .of the recommendations 
filter through to the policy decision- making bodies. Here, our 
attenti on does not so much concern the latter question, but rather 
the already expressed fact that perhaps the Bank from the outset 
could have widened the scope of some of the studies in order to 
cover a larger number of countries. There is in ·many countries a 
real need to know more and to receive better advice in most of the 
subjects covered by this chapter. And this is valid even for t he 
Bank itself. We were impressed in our conversations with Bank 
staff and in reading Bank memoranda of the difficulties that many 
Bank mis sions have in answering questions that are frequently posed 
to them by governemnt officials , such as what should be a sensible 
policy vis-a-vis public enterprises or SSE's development programs 
and so forth, and for which up t o now only very vague or general 
answers could be provided. 

39. We c ome now to the ques tion of allocation of resources. Here we 
can make only two considerations. First, within the area itself, 
our impression is that it would have been preferable to concentrate 
most of the r esources on SSE ' s and Public Enterprise , rather than 
on SSE's and credi t marke ts, as has been the case . To us the 
former two appear to be more significant fr om the point of view of 
the devel opment process, po licy formulation and Bank operations . 
But it could be argued that insufficient f actors have been taken 
into consideration and that the choice reveals personal preferen
ces. Indeed, this may be so. But secondly, and perhaps more im
portant, there is the problem of the financial resources that have 
been allocated for research in these areas. There i s a need to 
increase them and, in particular, to obtain the concourse and col
laboration of highly qualifi ed people. 
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Recommendations_re~arding_fur ther_research 

40. The work done by the Bank on capital utilization, capital/labor 
substitution, SSE's anJ un technical change itself has provided 
evidence of the n·eed to undert ak~ more thorough studies of the 
role that this l3tter factor, technical change, plays in economic 
development. This, by the way, coincides very much with a growing 
preoccupati on in many LDC's with the relation between technologi
cal development and overall economic development. This preoccupa
tion, in fact, has to do with a number of factors. In the past, 
for example, it had much to do with the question of negotiating 
international transfers of technology, but nowadays it is clear 
that this is only one of the aspects involved and that perhaps 
more important are the aspects concerning the selection, adapta
tion and absorption of technology. Likewise, the importance of 
developing a domestic scientific and technological capability in 
order to better cope with the problems posed by the development 
process, particularly for the utili zation of renewable and non
renewable resources, is coming more and more onto the fora of dis
cussions. Certainly it is not an easy task but it seems to us 
that questions of this sort should be covered by research in the 
Bank. 

41 . .. It appears that the area of public enterprises has not been 
sufficiently studied in the Bank or, for that matter, anywhere 
else. The recommendation was made above for the Bank to essay 
what would amount to a fresh approach for research in this area. 
There are many questions here for which answers are, at best, only 
fragmentary. Amongst them, we should like to point out the rela
tions between public enterprises and the public sector, or with 
the private sector of the economy or their role in technological 
development, etc. It is, to a certain extent, a virgin area 
though its importance for economic policy formulation or for 
Bank's operations is well recognized. 
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EVALUATION OF BANK RESEARCH ON I NDUSTRY AND TRADE 

Sma ll Enterpris e s ; Credit Marke t s; Public Enterpr ises 

Chapter III.4 
Introduction 

1.- The follow~ng discussion treats each one of t he s e i n a separat e 
manner, a l though it cou l d be argued that the different subjects 
are, in some sense, interrelated. It rests on the analysi s of 
five RPO projects and two non-RPO projects, wh ich are detailed 
in Annex I, as well as i n ether relevant documents. 

2.- The themes are important for the Bank from the operational an
gle. These themes appear in the fora of discussions and, i n 
particular, within the LDC's, where it s eems important to hav e 
a better understanding of the problems involved for policy for
mulation. The progress in the research done in these areas by 
the Bank will allow it to increase its capacity to give meaning
ful and relevant recommendations for policy. 

3.- The quality of the research done by the Bank in these areas is, 
in general, relatively high in comparison with the research done 
by other bodies. But, nevertheless it should also be mentioned 
that the level is below the standards attained by the Bank in 
other areas or in certain academic circles. Further, one also no
tices that a good part of the research effort in some fields, no
tably credit imperfections and public enterprises appears to put 
too much emphasis in the experiences gaina:i by one country , name
l y India. 

4.- There are several reasons that might exp lain t he situa tion descri
bed above. We s hould note, in the first place that all of them 
are relatively "new" area s of r esearch in the Bank. Ther efore , 
in this case the Bank ha s not yet either t he experience or t he 
influence in policy recommendations that it has · gained i n ot her 
research areas. (Although, according to the operations people, 
borrower countries frequently demand the Bank stuff for j ust 
that type of advis~ ) . Secondly , f or reasons which aren ' t yet 
very clear, except in some cases, it seems that the respons i bles 
of these projects do not have the same intellectual leadership 
that one finds in other are as o f Bank re s earch. 

5.- Those appear t o be the two main factors to take into c onsidera
tion. However, it should be stressed that in no way it means 
that the quality level of the research is low. I t shou l d als o 
be kept in mind t hat a large part of t he projects have not been 
finished and, in some cases, they are still at the conceptual 
stage. In any case, it appears obvious that they are promising 
areas of research and t hat t o have a more soli d base for policy 
recommendations it will also be necessary for t he Bank to consi
der an intensification of i ts r e search efforts in these fields . 

. I . 
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Small Enterprises 

6.- The research on the small enter? rises area has been to a large 
extent the result of a growing interest in the Bank in these 
questions at the policy formulation and the operative levels. 
Not only one finds a sectorial policy paper (Employment and De
velopment of Small Enterprises) but also the subject is fre
quently referred to in the latest Bank's annual reports and in 
the President's addresses to the Board of Governors.~ According
ly, and although the subject does not fall squarely within the 
Bank's traditional lines of research the decision was taken to 
support it. This appears to be, thus, one instance in which the 
operative and policy formulation needs determined to a large ex
tent the opening of new lines of research. 

7.- In other parts also, the subject is very much in vogue on account 
of the relations that seem to exist between SSE's develoµnent 
and the growth of employment among other things. SSE's have beco
me fashionable not on l y in international and regional organisa
tions but also on the national level on both, developed and under
developed countries. However, it can be validly affirmed that 
up to now this interest has manifested itself mainly through the 
formulation of programmes to support SSE's and in the adoption 
of several specific measures to that effect; on the other hand , 
little has been done yet in terms of policy formulation in the 
context of a global strategy. In short, the emphasis has been 
placed more on action than on reflexion. Research on the other 
hand, has tended to be a descriptive and general character and, 
to a certain extent, repetitive. 

8.- The approach taken by the Bank is more original and appears to be 
more pranising. In fact, they are more in accordance with a view 
that considers development very much as a dynamic process that 
involves innovation, imitation, learning and competition in a 
Schumpeterian sense rather than as a movement towards competitive 
equilibrium. The possibility of incurring in some pitfalls in 
following this approach are,by no means, neglig~ble; but never-

. I . 

The Bank's position in relation to these questions is summa
rized in its latest annual report: "The Bank has found that 
the benefits of growth cannot be assumed to "trickle down" 
automatically; to ensure that development benefits the poorest 
it must be deliberately directed to the poorest --- (thus) --
financing for industrial development (should) shift towards small 
scale enterprises" . 
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theless is the right approach and what may be suggested here is 
that the Bank should be more explicit about it. This would entail, 
for exemple, more research than has been done in the past on the 
dynamics of SSE's; but this belongs more to the recommendations 
section. 

9.- Research by the bank in this area started more intensively with 
the RPO 670-77 project (Financing of Small Scale Industries); 
in addition there were two other non-RPO project on Brasil and 
one in Malaysia. The two non RPO project on Brasil are econome
tric research of a good quality whose main conclusions were that 
the SSE's sector had lost in relative importance and that new 
SSE's had tented to concentrate in the growth poles of the South 
East Brasil. Therefore, recommended (something that the Brazi
liens were already doing) the formulation of support programmes 
for SSE's giving special attention to its geographical distribu
tion. The conclusions, as can be seen, were not particularly 
different from those reached in similar studies. 

10.- RPO Project 670-77, was a low cost undertaking (37 500 dollars) 
through which the Bank aimed, for the first time, to have an 
overall view on the importance of SSE's in different economies. 
The results were afterwards discussed within the Bank and, in 
the opinion of some, particularly in the research area it was 
thought a waste of time and considered that~ 2-4 days meeting 
would have been preferable" to that research project . Finally 
the decision was taken to support its main recommendation to 
continue doing research on these questions; but this points 
well the risks that can be run when research competence does 
not fit the standards that have been set elsewhere in the Bank. 

11.- The follow up was RPO project 671-59 (Small Scale Enterprise 
Development). The formulation of the project owes much to 
Prof. Ian Little, as well as to D. Anderson and L. Westphal, 
and to their insatisfaction with the type of research that was 
being done; and, in particular with the absence of ways and 
means that would allow one to evaluate different policy alter
natives. The project has two main objectives. On the one hand, 
a review of the existing information and literature on small 
enterprises in developping countries, and through trial surveys, 
attempt to define ways in which the information can be improved. 
The other which should be the most interesting at medium term, 
is to develop a basis for assessing the impact on income and 
employment of various policy options and attempt to estimate the 
costs and benefits of various policies towards small enterprises. 

12.- The first phase of the project includes a review of the litera
ture as well as case studies and enterprise surveys. The case 
studies will cover India, Colanbia, Philipines, Japan, Korea, 
Taiwan, Nigeria, and the enterprise survey India and Colombia. 
From this point of view, one could say that the investigation 

. I . 
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has a good approach and that it will contribute to diffusion of 
the knowledge through the participation of researchers from 
the developping countries. However, in my opinion it would 
have been desirable to include a larger number of countries 
taking advantage of the increasing interest on the subject. It 
is true that later on some difficulties could have arisen in 
regards to data handling and coordination of the project, but 
it seern.salso true that the advantages would have been superior. 

13.- RPO 671-59 was started in November 77 and the first phase it 
is expected that it will be completed by September 79. Three 
papers have already been completed, two of which touch mainly 
upon methodological questions and the third one presents in 
draft form the preliminary results of the small and medium scale 
enterprises survey in Colombia. 

14.- On the methodological side the two papers cover , respectively, 
the problems that the SSE's fac e in the credit and financial mar
kets and technologica l development. The first one has made use, 
though to a limited extent carried out elsewhere in the Bank on 
credit market imperfections and the second on some of the work 
done in the area of capital labor substitution. However, it must 
also be said that these links are not so explicit as it would 
have been desirable. Both of them present suggestive approaches 
and, more particularly , in relation to the distortions present 
in LDC ' s economics to which SSE's must face. 

15.- A lot of work remains to be done a nd it is difficult at this 
stage to provide for an evaluation of the whole project. None
theless, some insights as to the possible outcome are provided by 
the draft paper presented on SSE's in Colombia for three sectors 
(producers of pumps and compressors, producers of agricultural 
implements and producers of cookers and ovens); although the 
authors emphasize again and again the par tial and preliminary cha
racter of the results therein presented. And, howeve r preliminary 
they might be, they show that it is not only a valid subject of 
research for the Bank, but a worthwhile one in which to increase 
the efforts. Also , that it is a difficult one. The survey pre
sents a good discussion as to the main characteristics of the 
SSE ' s, the origin of the firms and t he entrepreneurs, their tech
nological adaptations, their problems vis a vis the labor and 
financial markets, etc. But this said it also shows very clearly 
that there are three areasv.tere further thought is strongly re
quired. The first one is factor productivity and especially in 
regard to the different canbinations of capital and labor ; the 
second is t h e overall question of technology selection, utiliza
tion and adaptation as well as the learning process; and finally, 
the overall effect of economic policies on the development of 
SSE's. The first two are frequently mentioned on the colombian 
paper, while the latter is seldom referred to. But it is an 
important one and perhaps we could expect that at a latter 
stage its significance will be more explicitely presented once 

./. 
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that research in this latter area progressed . It must also be 
taken into consideration , just as is mentioned in other Bank's 
papers that many of these distortions that affect SSE's have 
their origin on the economic policies followed by many of these 
countries. (And it is clear that there is a role for the Bank 
to play in adscribing the responsibility for many of these 
distortions where it rightly belongs). 

16.- Lastly, in this section we will mention some of the problems 
that have surged up carrying out the research itself. Here, how
ever, only general impressions will be put forward since it is 
difficult to be more precise in the absence of more detailed 
information.Arngonst them perhaps the most important is the absence 
of an overall uncompassing methodology, such as was provided 
for example in the case of the incentive studies or others. 
Although it can be argued that the developnent of just such a 
methodology is the result of an iterative process further work 
could be heavily affected by the lack of it. Secondly, and per
haps more important at this stage, that the number of participa
ting researchers seems to be relatively small and especially 
in comparison with the aims of the project. 

Credit Markets 

17.- In this area we find two RPO's one of them (671-65) on "Small 
Enterprise Financing" and the other (671-64) on "Market Imper
fections and Economic Developments" both of them under the res
ponsability of the Public and Private Finance Division. The dis
cussion that follows also took in consideration a paper prepared 
by this Division (Domestic Finance Studies number 43) presenting 
its research program. At the outset, however , it must be pointed 
out that in this case some of the papers pr ovided do not attain 
the quality levels which prevail in other areas of Bank re
search. 

18.- RPO 671-65 does not count , as yet, with any paper. We have there
fore, only a re search proposal to study the role of informal cre
dit markets. The project is justified o n the basis of the impor
tance of those informal credit mechanisms for financing small 
enterprises and trade in various Asian and African countries. 
It is suggested that the studies could serve to ascertain whe
ther the real cost of lending in this markets is significantly 
lower than in the formal financial market and if it is possible 
to establish some sort of a link between the two. 

19.- A pilot study has been initiated which focuses on "a signifi
cant element of the informal credit markets in India, namely 
the Shroffis". (The Shroffis are indigenous style bankers that 
extend and create credit through the issue of hundis as well as 
other credit instrument). Be that as it may, there are non the 

./. 
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less certain questions that arise in relation with this project 
and for which there don't seem to be sufficient answer as yet on 
the research proposal. Perhaps this may be due to the lack of 
time to dwelve more thoroughly on this matters but nevertheless, 
it is convenient to state at least a few of these questions. 
One of them, of course has to be with the fact that we are left 
in the dark about the significance of these mechani smes from the 
point of vue o f financing and allocation of resources. The second 
would concern the significance of these questions for the norma
tive aspects of the operations of t he Bank , and so forth. Without 
aiming to cast doubts on the validity of this r esearch p r oposal -
which in fact did not received an overwhelming support in the 
bank - the point that we would like to make here is that special 
car e should be exercised in formulating research in these "new" 
fields of research in the bank ; least they may be rapidly abandon
ned in favor of more "proved" lines. 

20.- RPO 671-69 on capital markets imperfections and economy develop
ments owesmuch to the formulations of Dr. Sen and to previous 
work that was done in the Division itself. The pr oject was ini
tiated i n January 78 and it is expected t hat the final report 
will be finis hed by March 79. Various paper s have already been 
produced. One on "Interest Rate, Transactions Costs and Financial 
Innovations". Other on "Some Theor y of the Financial Intermedi a 
tion in Developed Countries" and one on "Portfolio Determinant 
of Conunercial Bank Earnings in Selected Asia n Countries ". These 
were followed by another on "Financial Intermediation and Ec ono
mic Developments: An empirical investigation" and which should 
be considered as a sister paper to the early one on "Interest 
Rate, Transactions Costs and Financial Innovations". The output, 
thus, has not been a negligible one. 

21.- In the development of the project three types of preocupations 
are clearly discernible. The first one is with the need that 
was felt to make an examination of the impact that transaction 
costs have in lending as well as in borrowing in different mar
kets. This is a subject in which there are obvious gaps in the 
literature and in particular in relation with the financial sys
tems of LDC's. The second reponds to the preocupation of the pos
sible effects that banking regulations in LDC's may have on the 
banking structure and in the long run financial viability of the 
banks. The third one concerns the need to have a model that would 
express the possible interaction between the development of capi
tal markets and general economic development . These will be brief
ly examined in reverse order . 

22 .- The third subject of research is covered by two papers of which 
one pr esents a general model and the other attemps an empirical 
veri fication of some of the issues raised in the fir st one. But 
the latter, in fact, is more than an extension of the forme r . 

. / . 
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Their aim is to better understand the role that financial inter 
mediation plays in the development process as well as an identi
fication of the factors which limit its effectiveness and the be
nefits which may accrue from improving it. This was justified 
on the other hand by the fact - which seems a valid one - that 
economic analysis in the past has generated "neither a body of 
reasonably rigorous theory nor a wealth of credible economic re
sults" . 

23.- The central argument of the model, which does not as yet seem 
adequatly proven, is that for a given produc tion function and 
state o f non financial technology there is a role to be played 
by financial intennediaries channeling resources from low to 
high return sectors thereby raising the agregate marginal produc
tivity of capital. The limits on this role have been defined at 
one end by the overall rate of return which would prevail in the 
absence of financial institutions and, at the other, by rate 
which would prevail when capital markets are perfect. 

24.- Together with the presentation of the model the papers include a 
relatively thorough review of the existing literature and, as men
tioned above, an empirical verification of a limited version of 
the model. However, it is obvious that further work will have to 
be done in the future. One obvious need concerns the nature of 
the data and also further examination of the results provided 
by the model. One possible approach could be to take countries 
not based solely on geographical considerations but taking also 
into account their level of development and the structure of 
their economies. 

25.- Another paper examines the relationship between earnings and 
portfolio of the commercial banks of three Asian countries: 
Philipines, Thailand and Singapore. The technique used was that 
of statistical cost accounting and followed with some variations 
the methodology previously used by Hester and Zoellner. As in 
other cases the research was also justified on the grounds that 
analy sis of this type are scant in developping countries. 

26.- The investigation is well conducted and t h e conclusions are 
interesting in t hat both, t h e rate of return on loans and admi
nistrative costs seem to be positively correlated with the de
gree of regulation in banking operations. The lowest figures 
correspond to Singapore which of the countries examined is the 
one that presents the more competitive financial market and is 
the less regulated. This is an analysis that undoubtedly, can 
be further refined and extended to a larger number of countries 
although we should mention data problems in several cases will 
prove to be quite significant. 

. I . 
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27.- The paper on the relations between interest rate and transaction 
costs is an interesting one and developed with technical compe
tence. It raises a valid point in calling attention to the impor
tance of transaction costs for the borrower and the lender and 
thus, in a certain sense, to the need to innovate in the process 
of financial intermediation. However, it is not clear yet , the 
significance of this factor alone. The study previoulsy referred 
to on banking in the Philipines, Thailand and Singapore estimated 
the administrative costs of lending at 0.1-0.5, 1.4-2.0 and 0.77 
percent respectively. It seems, therefore, that there are other 
more important factors to take into consideration. 

Public Enterprises 

28 .- RPO project 671-11 (Managerial Structures and Practices: Public 
Manufacturing Enterprises), is up to now the only researc h pro
ject by the Bank on this area. It star ted on March 78 and it is 
expected that the final report will be submitted in January 1980. 
In addition it is also being considered in a certain sense as an 
extension of some previous work and in particular reconnaissan
ce missions that were previously made to Egypt, India and Yugos
lavia. As yet, the only report available is a case study of a 
public enterprise: India's Swaraj Tractor. 

29.- The research proposes to examine a set of hypothesis which it is 
said, "are best described by the general proposition that the per
formance of public manufacturing enterprises is dependent upon 
their organizational and managerial structures and practices as 
well as the policy envirorunent within which they operate". It is 
justified on the basis of the fact that a large part of the len
ding operations of the Bank concern public enterprises and that 
they are a growing sector in LDC's industries. And, in addition, 
a type of enterprises about which not much is known and where in 
general, little research has been done. 

-30.- As mentioned before the only report available up to now is on 
the Swaraj tractor plant in India. The report is interesting 
and particularly the point which shows the significance that 
indigenous technical developments and adaptations had in the 
shaping and the improvements in the competitive position of 
this plant. But one could also say that it does not allow 
one either to evaluate the overall approach taken by the Bank 
on this question or to arrive to more definite conclusions . 

. I . 
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31.- In view of this it might appear convenient for cne rnanagem7nt of 
the Bank to give more reflexion to the research work done in 
this area. The area itself is of prime importance for the Bank 
from both points of view; allocation of resources, .since~ lar
ge part of its loans go to public enter prises and its advisory 
role to LDC's. It appears obvious that in the absence.of a coh7rent 
body of thought on these questions there is a great risk for.dis 
persio n of the research efforts . This would be unfortunate since 
it appears to us that the Bank, on account of its experie~ce and 
the insights that could be provided by resea rch executes 7n o~her 
areas, it is difficult to think, worldwide, of any other insti
tution that could do it. 

General Evaluation 

32. - It is quite clear that the subjects pertaining to small enterpri
ses, credit markets and public enter prise , have a large 
relevance for Banks operations, and for LDC ' s. However, it is 
also clear that here we have a case where relevance is not mat
ched by the research effort actually carried out . 

33 .- There are several factors which could account for this situation . 
One of them, perhaps, is the fact that in the past the Bank thought 
that the best way to approach these problems was in an ad-hoc 
basis through the operational units and, thus, that there was no 
need to support their actions with a research basis . This is 
what would account for the additional fact that all these areas 
of research are relatively "new" within the Bank. Indeed, one 
could go further and even argue that there was some sort of re
sistance to include these and other types of institutional re
search within the body of research carried out in the Bank. 

34.- Even now, one can discern the prevalence of two types of atti
tudes. On the one hand, there are those that consider research 
in institutional questions as "interesti ng" but devoid of acade
mic rigorousness and on the other, those of some researchers on 
institutional matters that tend to consider other research by 
the Bank as frequently too academic and of little relevance 
either to the Bank or, worst, to the real world. By no means 
this is an unique situation in research institutions, but there 
is no doubt that, as has been proven by the Bank itself, there 
is a lot to be gained through a better coordination of efforts. 

35.- All of this , obviously,is not something that can be attained over
night . But it is probable that a large part of the problem could 
be solved if the Bank could attract high caliber researchers for 
this area and with a solid reputation, just as it did in other 
qreas. It seems to us, in short, that as yet, one does not have 

. / . 
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in these fi elds of Bank r e search t he kind o f i nte llectual 
l eadership t hat pr e va ils i n t he o t her more trad i t ional areas 
o f research . Their pr esence, aside o f prestige reasons would 
be ve r y useful because it woul d a l l ow t he Ba nk, on the one 
ha nd, to have a better analytical frame work to give a greater 
coherence and sense of direction t o t he res earch and, . on the othe r , 
to establish a better working relationship with research in other 
parts of the Bank and elsewhere.In the absence of this we think 
that there may indeed be a great risk of either a dispersa l of 
efforts or of conducting research which could be of small rele
vance for the Bank and for policy formulation. Eventually, this 
could lead to the gradual abandonment of this type of research. 
This would be a pity because, as has been emphasized we think 
that research in these areas is of significance for Bank opera
tions and for LDC's policy formulation. 

36.- One other aspect that we would also like to touch upon is the 
question of how normative should be this type of research. In 
our opinion it should be high. Through its research the Bank 
should be able to discern which types of policies and program
mes for development in a Schumpeterian sense are successful and 
under what conditions, and likewise which are unsuccessful and 
why. This, it must be said, is one frequently mentioned objecti
ve in the research proposals but which doesn't come across qui
te clearly in many of the papers under revision. It may be due 
to the fact that many of the RPO-Projects are still on a preli
minary stage and therefore it is not easy, at this moment to 
extract this type of conclusions. But, be that as it may, it 
is nevertheless clear that this is an area where the Bank would 
be utilising, at its fullest, one of its comparative advantages 
in research vis a vis other institutions. 

37.- To finalize this section, we will touch briefly upon some of 
the more relevant questions put forward to the members of the 
panel. Firstly, we would like to stress that a large part of 
the papers urrler revision show high technical competence. If 
one does not find in this area the same number of publications 
in specialized journals that one finds in other areas of re
search in the Bank, it would be wrong to jump to the conclusion 
that the prevailing quality standards are much lower in one 
part than in the other. In fact, there might be a host of fac
tors to explain this situation; one of them, of no small signi
ficance being the short period in which research in this area 
has been done. It is clear that many of the papers, duly revised, 
could be amenable for publication in many of these journals. 
Secondly, as to the usefulness for the Bank of the results from 
research it appears to us that, indeed, it should be high once 
the projects are more advanced. One could go even a step further 
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to say tha t r e s e arc h of this ty9e i s sorrowfuly neede d by the Bank 
if i t wa nts to a l l ocate its c redi t r esources mo r e in acc o r dance 
wi t h a "bas i c needs " phi l osoph y o f deve l o pmen t. And this is , 
as the expe rie nce of some countri e s sta rts t o s how , by no means 
a n e asy task. It must b e me nti oned also, howev er, tha t c ontra r y 
to what has happened with other r esearch, thi s mi gh t no t be, 
a nd perhaps s hou l d not be,politica lly inocuous. Thirdly the re 
are the qu e stions on basic researc h and on t he degree t o wh i ch 
research by the Bank duplicated t hose of other institutions. 
Wi th r e gard t o the fir s t part , t he answer i s that t her e h as 
b e en some basic research and especially in t he areas o f sm3 ll 
e nterpri s es and in the r o le of financial dev elopme nt o n the 
d e v e lopnent process. But our recommenda tion here wou l d be i n 
f avor o f mo re, rather than l e ss, b a sic rese arch . There a re a 
number of aspects about which the e x i s ting knowle dg e i s imprecise 
a nd e spec ially whe n d ynamic factors are t aken into c o nsid e r ation. 
As to the sec o nd part of the ques tio n i t simply doesn 't s e e m t hat 
the Bank has duplicated work by other institutions. In p racti
cally all RPO's a point has been made to underta ke overall re
views of the literature on the different subjects. Thi s has 
assured to a certain extent that research duplication was a voi
ded . In fact, and to be more precise, f a r from duplic ating, 
in many cases t h e research done by the Bank on these t opics h as 
been original and pathbreaking. This is the case, for exampl e, 
in research about SSE's and there are obvious possibilities of 
doing likewise in connection wi th publ i c enterprises. 

38. - As to the impact of research on LDC's the questions are somewhat 
more difficult to answer . We would like to start by pointing out 
that in all RPO's under revision there is participation of r~ 
searchers from LDC's, though in some is greater than in others. 
As to the influence that this may have upon LDC's policy formu
lation and relations with the Bank it is difficult at this time 
to define their precise character in the future. But the Ba nk 
has al~e ady quite a substancial experience in this regard and, 
at least , we think that it will not be substancially different 
from other exper iences; i.e . , that if there is substantial inte
rest in the problem under consideration many of the reccmmenda
tions filter themselves to the policy decision making bodies. 
Here, our preocupation doesn't concern so much the latter ques
tion but rather the fact, already expressed , that perhaps the 
Bank could have widened, from the beginning the scope of some 
of the studies in order to cover a larger nJmber of countries. 
This would certainly have created some problems particularly for 
c~ordination and data handling but it appears, at leat superfi 
cially/that the adv antages would h ave been greater. There is in 
many countries a real need to kno w more and to receive better 
advice in mo st of t h e s ubjec t s c over ed by thi s chapt e r. And t h is 
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is v alid even f o r t he Bank itse l f . We were i mpr e ssed in our c on
versat ions with Bank staff a nd i n reading Ba nk memoranda o f the 
diffi culties t hat have man y Bank 's mi ssion s i n answering ques
tions that are frequently po sed t o t hem by government's o ffi
cials s uch as what s hould be a sensib l e pol icy vis a vis public 
enterprises or SSE's developmen t prog rammes and so forth and 
for which up to now only very v a gue or general ans wers could be 
prov i ded. 

39.- We come now to the question of allocation of resources. Here we 
can make only two considerations. First , with in the area itself, 
our impression is that it would have been preferable to concen
trate most of the resources on SSE's and Public Enterprise, ra
ther than on SSE's and credit markets as has been theiuse. To us 
the former two appear to be more significant from the point of 
view of the developnent process, policy formulation and Bank's 
operations. But it could be argued tha t not sufficient factors 
have been taken into consideration and that the choice reveals 
personal preferences. Indeed, this may be so. But, secondly, 
and perhaps more important, there is the p r oblem of the financial 
re sources that have been allocated for research in these areas. 
There is a need to increase them and , in particular, to obtain 
the concours and collaboration of highly qualified people . 

Reccrnmendations regarding further research 

40.- The work done by the Bank on Capital Utilization , capital la-
bor substitution, SSE's and in technical change itself have put 
in evidence the need to undertake more thorough studies of the 
role that this latter factor, technical change , plays in econo
mic d evelopment. This, by the way , coincides ver y much with a 
growing pr eocupation in many LDC's about the relation between 
technological devel opment and overall economic development. 
This preocupations , in fact, have to do with a number of fac 
tors . In the past, for example, it had much to do with the ques 
tion of nego~iating international transfers of technology, but 
nowadays it is clear that this is only one of the aspects in
volved and that perhaps more important are the aspects concerning 
the selection, adaptation and absorption o f technology. Likewise, 
t he importance of developing a domestic scientific and technolo
gical capability in order to better cope with the problems posed 
by the development process and in particular for the utilization 
of renewable and non-renewable resources is caning more and more 
in the forum of discussions. Certainly it is not an easy task 
but it seems to us, that questions of this sort should be cove
red by research in the Bank. 
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41 .- It appears that the area of public enterprises has not been 
s ufficiently stud ied in the Bank o r, for that matter, anywhere 
else . The reco~mendation was made above f o r t h e Bank to essay 
what would amount t o a fresh approach fo r research in this area. 
There are many questions here for which answers are, at the most, 
only fragmentary . Amongst them , we should like to point out the 
relations between public enterprises and t he public sector, or 
with the private sector of t he economy o r their role in techno
logical developments, etc. It is, to a certain extent, a virgin 
area though its importance for economic policy fonnulation or 
for Bank's operations is well recognized. 

I 
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Ev3luation of Bank Res~arch on 
Pro:rra~ninrr in t he '.anufacturing Sect~r 

Chapte r III . S 

1 . The Nature of t he Resear ch 

Kirit s . Parikh 
January 1979 

A nu.nber of resear ch r eoort s and :nonographs ~re ~xoecte rl 

fro:n t he r ese-i.r ch pro1;ra.n carried out under t he herl1in<; "Pro{!!";,mning 

in the Manufacturini Sect or" (RPO. No. 670- 24) The lis t 0 f r eoC"'lrts / 

draft reoorts which wer e s tudi ed f0r t h i s review are ~iv0 n in annex, 1 . 

The pr ogra.n has jealt with the nrcbl e:ns of invest.nent T') l ~nninr.: i_n 

industries charact erised by increasin~ returns t o sc~l e ~n~ in in<lustries 

where inter 1ependence in the Dr oduction of different pr 0~ucts is 

i:nportant. Intervleoenrlen~e .11rty be i .noortant when tiiff~r~nt or orlucts 

share capital equip:nent or when they use the sa:ne int0 r:ne~iat e innuts , 

the :nanufacture of which .Wlv exibit cconn:nies nf sc-i. l ~. It h~s 

focused on <level op.nent of i:noroved .nethons f or selectin invPst:nent 

pr oiect s fro:n a .nonP, the :nany al~ ' rnRtives in size , ti:nin~, l C"'lcation , 

technol oizy and outnut :nix. In arlrlition, it has inv~s ti~ated the 

e xtent t c whi ch suc h inte ..... -1e-,0 n•~c ncc af!'t"ct pr o iP-ct s e l ection a n C"l. 

planning f or the develop:nent nf a se ctor ;m<l offer sc~~e f or 

ca- operat ion a.n0ng the countries 0 f a re~i0n . 

These issues ar e eX')l ore1 within the context of sueciric 

invest:nent plannin~ or n~l c:ns in tw~ sets 0 f e:nn irical stu1ies , ~ne 

set dealing with what is ter:neti ns "or acess inrlustries" an~ the 

other with "non- pr ocess industries". Those industrie s char act erise1 
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by a 11ant!f acturin~ or 0ce5s str.qa which i s .11or e nr less c,.,ntinu,-,us, 

ha s a li.nited nu:n.~ r-r '"If ;:ir 0cesses ~n,~ wher.:> th,=. cost ,., f c~rrvinq 

.11id-stren.11 inter:ne1i at E:· Pr o,iucts i s l Rr P.:e ;,.re t e-r .11e~ or 0cess 

industries. Exa:nples ,.,f such inri.ustries are gas tr<".ns.11issirm, 

fertilizer, ce:nant, e t c . These in~ustries a l s0 have a li:nite1 

nU,llber of products which are :nore or l ess unif0r:n . 

The ".11echanical engineerinp sector on the •""ther hanct has 

~ variety of nr o<lucts and ryrocesse s ~nn the sn:ne nr,.,cessin~ 

equip:nent can be used f or :nanufacturinR :nanv different nr 0~ucts. 

Such industries are t er:neri nnn-process in-:iustries". 

Bot h these sets 0f s tudi e s have userl :nixei inte~er nrorrra:n.11inp. 

:nodels in a fixe~ char~e for:nulatinn tn account fnr ec0no:nies of scale. 

The :najor pr oble:n in the se studies aoart fro:n the consirlerable e~forts 

;:md ti:ne that usually ~o int0 ~at a collection and or ganization, has 

been the ")r f')bl ~:n 0f ,:-bt a ining sc 1.utions (')f the :nixer\ integer 

progra.11.11in~ .110dels with a large nu:nber of intei;er variables. 

Solutions of such pr obl~.ns r equi!''.: l ar s:re a.n0unt of co:nputer ti.ne . 

A nu.1lber of pr 0cedures have been n.evel0nerl t n eli.nina t e throuiih 

si.nple hut sophisticated analysis a nu.nhr,,r o f interrer vari.:tbl es 

which represented unecono:nical ch0ices , t o reduce the size 0f t he 

pr ogra.lLTiing · :nodel. This :nake s obtaining s0lutions t o such pr oble.ns, 

practicable. 

I:noortant Results 

Apart fro:n the specific sector devel op:nent nl ans that e~er~e 

fro~ these sector studies, they have also or ovided s o.11e insights 

int0 the nature of t echnol ogy and it s consequences . 
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(~ ) Sionificant ec~n011iP.s of sc~l ~ are pr esent in or 0~uctinn 

acti vi t 5 ~s .:mj thr1t the!'e i s a ·-.-1011 1er1l of potent.fal in terde::ian -ience 

within the syste:n as a whol ~ . 

(b) ·The US-: r, f 11-::,~.':"!'T:.1."'Ji n- .""'l'"'r' ~ls help in evaluat inf'." th~ 

consequences 0f sltern-=i.tive pol i ci':s. The cost c1nd or benefits o f 

particular policies :nqy be sinnifi cant. 

(c) Pro.r;ra:nmin~ :nodels provi de a t ool t o esti:n~te t he benefit s 

of regi onal co- oper ation t o in <livicual countrie s and help in f esiITT1in~ 

sche:nes f or sharin~ o f benefits , 

(d ) The cost of co:npl et e neglect o f inter<lependence in 

choosing between pr oduction an~ i~port s i s not siimificant nt the sector 

l evel. For the part of the :nechanical engineerinF, s e ctor of Kor ea that was 

studied (120 carefully selected products), this wculd have led t ~ an 

increase sect or-wise total supply cost of no more than 3 per cent of the 

t otal value ad-ied for the products invol ve,1 in the study . 

(e) Thoup.:h the loss .:tt the sector leve l is s.11all for l)clrticular 

products, the conventiona l bene f it cost r1nal ysis which ne~lect s interdepen denc e , 

:nay lead t o :-rr~n~ .1>'3.kc:/::uy chc-ic• .... s Hh<>-n thP. 1;r~,..,u:-:ts· 'o.r e a :+.,'~t -: c a sP.ct or 

th.::it exhih i.t 8 :.n ..... '=!'rl~o~;n "hnce. 

(f) The absolute cost of no:>~lect of interdependence is 11by no _n,..-~,,'=' · 

tr.i vi:=il II r>.n i i s " far .n-::-!'9 11 then t he cos t 0 -f c0nductinp; s tudi es t hat 

account f or inter depen<lenc~. 

Fro:n a methn1ol o~ical p~int ~f view the :nos t sirmific~nt 

contributior. of the research is the <le:n0nstration 0f the use of l ar ~e 

.nixed integer pro1.;r am..11ing .11odels . In particular, thP f ollow in ;;, have 

been shown: 

(a ) Even without obt a inin~ ~10bally opti:nun srlution, use of 

proo:ra.n.11in~ ~odels can ~rovi <le a l ot o= insi~ht into the nature and 

the costs of the various a lternatives. 
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(b) Probl;;:.n with a fa i r'? larce nu:nber of intel?'er vari-=!bl es 

can be s olve,\ with re.,,_s 0nable c•,sts . 

(c) With a sys t .;:.n,:,t ic s :::2. )I'at:. "r. ... f br e~k- ,w ~n anr1l ys i s a 

nu:nber 0f useful cecision r ules c;:o.n b<" e .nnl ovcri t o e li.ninate a 

si~ ifican t nu:nber ., f intei;:;er vari;:obles . 

2. Review of Stu1i~s 

2.1 Process Industries: Tile stufies car r i e1 out for the 

planning of t he fertili zer sector in L qyryt and in East Africa have 

explored the choi ces of technolo_gy , s ize , l ocation, transport, 

pr oduct an1 trade . Tile East Africr1.~ sturlv hr1s in ad1ition exol or ed 

in quantitative ter:ns the gains fro:n co-noeration in fertilizer 

sect or develop:nent f or the three countries of the r e~i on {Ugan~a , 

Kenya anrl Tanzania ). 

Tile for:nulation of the :ncdels for the fertilizer sector 

are conventional and straig~tforward . However, because of the 

shortcuts develcperi t o reduce the size of the nroble:n throu~h r r e

analysis, the mdels hnve been cC'nsi<ier ::i.bly :nore det ailerl , and · 

consequently, operationally :nore .neanin~ful . 

An obvi ous li.nita ti.on of t he .110dels as ,ievel noed is the 

ne 1Z:l ect 0f uncerta int ies . Explicit account in~ fnr it .night .nake 

the co.nputati,:m ur obl e.11 even .nr,re f 0r, 1r1.r1ble. Yet it woulrl be 

useful t o expl ore t o what extent ' pr e-analysis' and sensitivitv 

analysis can account f nr uncertainty . 

A nu:nber of ot her stujies h::i.ve als0 been cnrrie~ out f0r 

different sec t ors ;mrl countri es ;:and r egions. Tilese inclu~e a:non~ 

others f ertilizer fnr Asean , An1ean r,act an~ In~i~; Fnrest sectnr 
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f0r Turr y , Paper and ?Ul~ f nr r -untries 0f the As~an Re~i on 2n ~ 

FAO 's Worl~ pro,·{ra~ ; Clinker or n~ucti0n f0r Br nzil, Petrr cheni cals 

for Portw!nl c.nrl 1'1~xi c-; , ~rit,.: ::- •y f nr 'H -:;sri ::i, ,c1n rl Che.nicals f or Turk~v . 

An atte~~t t o use t his ~o~r l")ach t 0 rlevel oc n _1)'.)~el t n 

quantify the ten~fits nf regi onal inte:rrr\tinn baserl on a si~ultaneous 

anal ysis 0f a nu.nber of industrial sector s , the nr os anrl cr,ns l") f 

which were succinctly cr esenterl in a s!nall paper, was abnn<lonerl as 

being t oo a.nbitious. 

The ?rc>1ect has obviously been successfullv carrierl OUL and 

a s judged fr:)~ t he nu!Tlber and variety 0f applications if has been 

f ound useful t o? , The or oject has reached a staP-e where research 

ends and applications begin , But the technol ogy developerl has t 0 

be successfully disse~inated anrl transferred. A :nost i :noortant 

ele:nent in facilitatinP- such transfer would be the rlevelop~ent nf 

co.nputer software which mke it conveniel't t o soecify the pMble.n 

preferably in the l angun~e of the users as opposerl t o the lansnia~e 

of the co.nput er specialists . In adrlition it would also be essential 

t o generalize and auto.natize the breakeven analysis , for otherwise, 

applications wnuld need, not only trai ned but clever ~eoole ~nd · 

would be severely li.nited in scooe, Thus the softw;;ire develoo:nent 

project (GAMS, RPO 671- 58 ) ha s t o be welco.11e . 

2. 2 Non- orocess Industries - Stu~y nf
5
The .Korean Mechanical 

Engineering Sect ~r: The sturly of the Korean Mechanical EnP.:ineerinrr 

sector has expl ored the gains fro~ planning si~ultaneously the supply 

of a lar~e nunber of pr o1ucts.120 carefully selected ite~s were 

en dogeneous. The ga ins in the econo~ies of do~estic production are 

I 

11 
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~erive1 fro:n s~lectinn ?f t echnique an~ sc~le r,f 9J:'0ducti?n taking 

into acc )unt possibilities "'.i f s r:,rin cz caoit.:il equi-:,.11ent f0r a 

variet y of pr oduct s , as also , the ooss i bilities 0f ~~:nesticallv 

pr0ducing on a large scale , inter :nerUate '7n'"lrls use<l in r1 nu:nber o f 

pr0ducts . The i :nport 0r do:nestic ~I"?duction cecisi ons are taken 

a~er consi dering t he effects 0f such sectnr-wine internependence . 

The :nodel f or the :nechani cal enP,ineering sect or is not ~asy t o 

.for mulate in the conventional way. Proble.ns of aoprooriate descrip

tion and specification of pr oducts and pr ocesses have to be facen . 

These pose not insi~i.fi cant orobl e:ns . 

In appl yinP. a :nicro-analytic anproach t o a sectorwide stu<ly , there 

is a danger of getting l ost in ~etails and not s ee in~ t he woo~s fer 

the trees. This is av0ided in the study , by describ ing certain 

standardized products whose pr oduction pr ocesses are nescribed at the 

shop level rather than at the :nach ine level. Even then, the breact h 

and depth of the t echnical en~ineering detail that is incoroor atec in 

the study is t o be f om1d in hardly c'.!ly other pr o~a.1Lning stuciy . 

Th d 1 A h • a • d • • d e :no e use,~ ere 1s :n1xe integer orogra:n.11ing one an 

break-even analysis is developed and us ed t o reduce co:noutational 

difficulties. 

In addition, the allocative consequences of the results are 

explored in depth. An evaluation of alternative investment criteria 

is also :nade in the context of the results obtained fro:n the :nodel . 

The conclusion is reached that si:nple ben efit cost criteria or the 

:neasures of co:nparative advanta~e, though they do not discri:ninate 

unamb i g,.ously between :nake-buy choices, are anequate and entail a 

s:nall l oss co.npare t o analysis which account for interdepenrlence . 
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It is :1lsn ~l~ i.ne·~ th-3t the- lnss i:nt;,.i l,;;-' in us in ~ the :>PSt 

0f the t ·nefit - c0s t ccit~r i ~ is ~t;ll ~ar~': cn-u~h r~ ,.::iy ~~~Y. ~nr t~~ 

cost of .,1".)re c0.nnr<:h -:1sive .:in i5!lysis with in )nt: t , tw') y2"!.rs . The 

v.-=,.li<i i t y o f the c l a i .11 , h..,w.<:ver, ,1<:~en 1s ur )n t he: assu.11ptiC'n t hat t he 

incicated s0luti.::,ns fro.11 th.ase twr. .n-:thn,~s c1.n l:>e i.nple.ne,nte.', with 

equal efficiency. 

The pr ,:, ject also co.nple.nents a nu11ber nf 0t her r esear ch 

studies where nttentinn to .nicro- level details .nny bP cr ucinl . Th~ 

research pr o~r a.ns 0n the scope f nr capital-labnur substituti0p in the 

.nechanical eno; ineerin 17, sect or " (RPO 670- 23) .:m <1. :,n "Aonr 01 

In<iustri.::il Techn ')l ogy" (RPO 671- 51) .:;ire such ;ir -: jects. 

3. Evaluati•:m 

3.1 Quality of Research: The reseerch wnrk is certninly nf 

a high calibre . Mnrenver, such research i s har 1l y carrie1 ~ut ~ut sir.e 

the bank . The research nutnut is hi~h both in its vol u:ne an~ in thP. 

quantit y . 

3 . 2 Usefulness f or LDCs: 

particul 'lrly ec:)n·".TIY wi :ie -r Y r.=i ::i.nir .. , :.n<l ::ls create un i :m::>ress i r n 

that the vi~ion ~ehin~ t he, ~rocess _nf nevP. l on.nent t~at .nntivnt es 

such studi es is on e in which en elite all knowin~ olannin ~ authority 

attain econ0.nic grnwth t hrourrh effectively allocatinR resources t0 

various sectors . Yet one need nnt shnre this visinn befnr e one 

considers such .nodels t o be useful . Process industries such as 

fertilizers , ce.nent, etc. , char ~cterise~ by econo.nies 0f scale anr. 

relatively a s :nall nu.~ber of Plants, are the industries which are 

usually the ones whose neveloo~ent are guined an~ pro.not~~ hv .nos t 
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<!'w ern.11ents nf developin :-; c0 untries. St"!rtin rc .'\ f o.w l ?.r P;e in~ust-ri:i.l 

~ pr n jec-cs is 'J~S of .:he e3sfost t:.in- t :nt r,:-- ·,ern.11ents ·in t f") pr .,.11ct t> 

c'eve l ,)p.nents . The pl;mnin~ ::'l" 1E:i..s teve.:l0ne~ by Bc.1nk ' s research h~s 

th ::: ?') t entia l t o i.npr ::>ve the r ::~ti 0n r>.lity o f '!" ve rn.11ent 1eci si-:,ns in 

-:evel0ping t hes e sect 0rs. Sr 11e o f t his L")t ~n t bl i s :~lre~~v I'€: -3lize --l 

in the nu.11arrus anplic.::itions a lre~··)y .11a 11e f f") r 1irfer ent sectors nn-i 

d ifferen t c?untries , 

However , the full pt:,t~nti.=tl us(•f ulness can be realize,i f")nly if 

adequat e "extens i on W()r k" f.:::llr,ws t his Br\nk R~s e 2.r ch . We shnll return 

t o this l at e r . 

-~ · 3 . Ust;fullness for Bank 

Cle~r l y , the stu<l i es rela t e~ t 0 s nec ifi c a r ~as ~ust hav~ b~en 

c3rrie~ out in C'Jll~bor ?.tion with th~ 0ner,'\tions s t aff ~f t he 

Region a l De:,E.rt.11E.nt c0ncerne~. The results sh0ul ,~ h,we ~een useful 

in (;Ui d in~ Bank 's len~in~ ~oer ations, pI'0vi ded thev were available in 

ti.11e . P·1t clenrly l o t o f ootent i al i s the re f -:,r s 1!ch w"r k t o be 

useful in Bank's activities . 

Part 0f t he wor Y. ~n the f ertilizer sr-ctor ~lan f 0r East 

Africa .11i~ht have been ~ade irrelevant by the subsequent political 

1evelop.11ent in East Africa and the break up of the ec0no.11ic union . 

Even then the n on- cooper ation s olutions could still have been useful 

t o the policy ~ers in the three cnuntries. 

The Bank .11ay have a unique co~oar ative advantage in carr·, inP' 

~ut studi es such as the fertilizer stt: ~:r f..,r E,3st Afri ca that i 'ien tify 

areas f or r egi onal c0ope ration "lJld which facilitate t he pr ocess 0f 

realizin~ such cooper ation. As -:in auth~rity which len<ls ~oney t o the 

various c•1untries 0f 3 regi on, it .11ay hav':! access t o rlata an~ T)Ol icv 
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:nakers in the V':lrious c0untries . Mnre0 ver, a s r.1 th irrl. :,>3.rty its 

analysis .nay be l ess sus ?ect . Gn the " t hPr h;,.n il. 30.nk shr-ul~ also be 

inte:reste'1 in !.)T'';.T!Ot .:.n P s uch c0c;,er;itinn that r ·:-:'1uces nee ~ i=0r 

c r e 1it in t he r s qi ':ln . 

3 . I+ De:ve l , p.nen t of Res..,ar ch C;,.n-'lc i tv in LDC 5 Thnu r,~ country 

spe c i f i c s e:ct '.)r s t urt i.es shoul -i inv0 lve particinat i nn .,f l ::ical :_:,ers r ns, 

t he r esearch fa this are"" d')eS not see:n t -, have invn l vef. arlequat e nu:nbe 

of persons fro.n t he: LDC ' s an,: it see.11s <'.0:.ib tful if e ven in t he countrie 

in which case stu1 i e s have been carrie<l out , t here w0uld be any 

capability t :) either UJ?riat e .,m r!/r-r i.1lpI'0v0 t hs particular sect0 r study 

1 / 
or t o c;u,ry 0ut "3. si.ni l3.r stucy f or "3.not her s ec~0r.-

Cre~ting resear ch capab ility is a ti~e c0nsu:nine task an1 

leF.1.rnin~ by d,:1ing i s -'!n essenti.!il ele:nent nf ,ieve l op.11ent o f r esearch 

skills. Si.Q!l i ficant particina t fon of researchers fro.11 the LDC 's 

see.ns t o b~ ina<lequate. The CJ.npulsions of ti :ne boun <l research 

pr o~a.11., 0.s, t he incenvenience o F co.11.11unication acr0ss l c1.r ~e rJ. istan ces 

,"3Il d t he convenience 0 f access t o cn:nnuters 311rl xer ox .nach ines ar e 

un<lerstandabl e . Anc yet the out co:ne is r e ~rettc1.ble. An e f f e ctive 

pr o graJ1.11e has t o be desiP.:ne<l t o f acilitat e p~rticipation nf r e s earchers 

fro.TI the LDCs • 

1/ Even Korea where su~stantiai l ocal fnvolve:n~nt in Bank resec.rch 
h as _ t aken pl a ce ?ver a .nu:nb~r o f y~a~~. has recently r e~ucste~ 
a ssistance in the f or:nulation 0f i nves t:nent or ~PTa.:n.nes in f erti
lizer , pul p rm ~ paper a.nd basic :netals. To what ext~nt this is 
just a. way of 0bt':lininr.: help of c0.nnP.tent ~sf?a. t-chErs fro.11 th~ 3,m k 
a t l owc. c,:,st and i o what extent this re.fleets on the nifficul ties 
0 f skill transfers is anybody's guess. 
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4 . Sucqestions f".:l r ~esei'irch in Fut ure 

( a) Extention: In o r ,ier t o brin:t t he r c s .s:r1rch results an,; 

the '.lleth0r. )l r:,::ry ·~evel ,:n'eri t 0 r,raction -=- r s , i;i l =tnners 2rv1 ?':'olicy :n.:Jkers 

in the LDCs cons:ider =.i!:o l .a a.11,·•'.l11 t n f '' c:. '<tcnsion" wor k .,..,ul ·~ be r ~quire,., , 

Writinr! .n':llluals accass i ble t 0 t E:chnical ncrsons , even when the .., ~ 

.:nannuals rtre written t o be ::i.ccess i b l c t:n n0n- s paciulists, is ,,nly 1 

be r, innin~. Short tri'iininp cc urscs w~ul ~ als~ be inanequ~t e . ~'h,t 

would be r e quir er! is a cc=tse sturly f 0 r -'l sect or, which is ccrrier1. 0ut 

with an ac tive particip,,tion of i'i l nc;il tea.n or better s t 7 ll. , ;'J l oc~l 

institution . It .ni'iy even be nesira: l"' that the stu~i es :be c .:1rrie-1 

out by a l ".:>cal t ea.n. Such studies :nay be co - or rUnaterl by Bank st=i:=f 

whn a r e f a '.llilia r with s uch r esearch work, anrl. shoul d certa inly he 

fin;m cerl by the B:1nk. Even when the success rate o f such rese8rch is 

not hir,h, it :nay ~e c".:lns i dererl a necessar y invest'.llent in huil<l in r u~ 

r e s earch cap~ility in LDCs . Such SU!)port sh:)uld a lso inclu,ie 

pr cvi!';fon ')f CQ.npute r har dware: in thE: c2se of .nany LDCs. A sect n r 

stu,Jy br.3ed 0n MIP .n0<1e l s n ae<ls convenient -:md suhstc1ntia l access t o 

fairly l a r p:e co:nputers i f the s tudy is t n be co:npleted in r easnnar:l e ti.ne . 

Devel op'.ll&nt of user r,r!ented s oftwar e which oer~its con ven i9nt 

s pecification nf the prohl e:n by users, wh0 may not be co '.llout er 

specialists, c :.ml d :>i:: 0 f invaluabl e, hel n in pr omoting such sturl i as . 

(b ) PrograiTlning ~0<lels t o Evaluate Anoropriat e Technol ory 
u zm •• ¥4J11 

f or Rural In~ustria l Development: 

unr'e:,:, RPO 67 0- ?.4 h .,v,:. vic:wr, "' 't1.t> ~,...,..1--1.e.11B ,.,,r- ~.;v'::l r-n.n-,nt in ., nure l v 

t ~chnicRl way . The objective ha s been t o find least cnst solut i ~n s . 

Ins tituti0nal issues in ths or ~.:misation ~f s ector s , in the diff i culties 

of implementation , or in the realm n:f sele ction of policy instru:n~nts 

have been bey".:lnd the scope o f these studies . 
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skills? ArEc lel r1ys =m~ i;:2 -f'~:. :::ienci~s inhP:,cnt in the nr,....:ir.is.:=1-ti rin 

of t h~ I- .. 1.:) lic sector, which ~l'i~·;:, ci l ., rr-.,. ;:: irt in ":he 1evcl nn.ni:,'1t o f 

in ~ustri~l s cctrirs in s r..ne countri es? '.Joss th·· priv:.t:: s ,·,ct or re=:llv 

perf0r .11 :>otter? I'h.=:se issuss n 12 ·-'! 1. ·, :,,, e x.=i:nine,..; . Th:: ~,, t -:>11tia l 

:''1ins 0 f :':<: in '! clbl ,~ t ,.. '1es i"!l e ffectivs or":,nisationA.l -'in'' institutbnal 

fr~:new0r ks A.r e enor:nrus . ~1nr eov8r t !"!~ 3:m k woul·-! l,.qve, ~ c0.110-.,r?.t ive 

acvanta r,;e in c'3.rryin-: -:,ut rc-s Parch in this a r ea -~s it w0ul -! ':ii: .,_!:: l e t 0 

pull t cwethe r ex~ri en -:e f r o:n a nu.n°b"!r o r c0unt ries with -"! wir1e r.,n r:re 

0 f characte ristics . 

( -1 ) Consequence s o f Int er,._cpen r1.ence f0r Pl.:mn i.'1f' mi-: Pro.n0t ing 

Industri2l Devel,o~ent : If econ r .nies ,:. f' sc,"l.le "l!l~ i nterdepenrience ~r ": 

i .1100rt;mt th~n t he 1ev<:lnp:flel1t 0 f t h"= t in ,~ustry woul ·: b0nefit fr0.11 s-,_ne 

f ,:,r .n 0f cen tr':ll plann in '7 , r c0nr r..in0tion . On the ot h~r h;mrl. , eff ective 

i~pli~en t atinn ?n d centra l pl enninB 0f a sector such ~s the ~~ch;:mical 

enfYineerin:- i n--'.ustry ch-'lr-'icterise i by a l a r ·::-e n u.mer .'") f -;-,r e-ducts ,'iTI ~ 

processes is i ifficult t o s ay the leas t . 

Thus the finr1.in;:-s " :° :-he. K'.)r'~:71 'kr:h,"!licJl E!1P-ineerin r: In iiustrv 

study that inte r depen~en ce i s n0t 0f :nucj qucntitative cons equence i s 

very co~f ortin !'.T -'lS 0ne can rely rm i:npl e:nentabl e , 1iecentt>a liz 1?~ 

pr ocedur Gs for rievelo!)inl"! t he industry . Yet the fin din P- neens to be 

confir:ner. with further rese1rch . Would :;1 rl. iffer ent s e t o f internati::mu 

prices such ~s :nay prev2il ct 0 t her ti~es l eac t o a ~ifferent r 8sult? 

Would d ifferent d0:nestic prices , such as .ney be foun~ i n ~n 0the r 

country, z ive :i d ifferent result? Would ,q riiffe rent or oduct - rnix 

produce contr~ry results? Is it p:,ssible that un~er such ~iffe r ent 

circu:ns tances the benefits ,... .z: 
- J. accountin~ f or inte r 1ependence wrul11 be 
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Chapter III.6 

WORLD BANK PROJECTS ON CAPITAL UTILIZATION, CAPITAL LABOR SUBSTITUTION, 

AND TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE 

I. DESCRIPTION OF THE TOPIC 

Nelson 
January 1979 

The body of bank research reviewed here is concerned with the connected 

topics of the range of choice of technique, factors influencing the technique 

chosen, efficiency in the use of a technique, adaptation of techniques, and 

technical progress in industry. 

The policy thrust of the research has been provided by the belief that 

labor is cheap and capital expensive in less devel oped countries relative 

to developed ones, that this ought to be reflected in use of more labor 

intensive techniques, but that while this was happening to some degree it 

still was possible and desirable that the techniques employed be more frugal 

on use of capital. Throughout, the research has been concerned with market 

and other forces that explain the prevailing situation, and with policies 

that could improve the environment so that choice of technique would be 

made more appropriately, techniques used more efficiently, and . 

adaptation and learning proceed more effectively. The analysis has been 

concerned both with contexts i n which decision-making with respect to 

technique is made largely by private profit-oriented entrepreneurs, and 

with situations in which the government is the decision-maker or has a 

great deal of direct control over private decisions. The specific topics 

studied ~ve evolved over the years as work done under one project generated 

insights and puzzles which influenced work under a subsequent project . The 

overall impression is that of a cumulative research program that is contributing 

significantly not only to thinking in the Bank about industrialization problems, 

but which is infl uencing thinking within the development economics communi ty 

roore broadly. 
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II. PROJECT REVIEW 

The specific projects reviewed here are 670-23, 670-25, 670-54, 

670-95, and 671-51. Three of these projects now are closed out, and 

have received earlier reviews. The Bank research on industrial capacity 

utilization (670-25 and 670-95), now completed, was concerned with as

sessing carefully and empirically casual observations that despite the 

scarcity of capital in less developed countries, capital was not being 

used very intensively. If the proposition held up under such scrutiny, 

the project aimed to contribute to understanding of the phenomena and 

of ways to improve the situation. The basic ideas originated outside 

of the Bank, and scholars had been working on the problem before the Bank 

got seriously into the study of capacity utilization . But the Bank work 

was of considerable scope, and contributed significantly to the growing 

appreciation that indeed in many cases capital was not being worked very 

intensively in LDC industry. Bank research identified a number of factors, 

associated with imperfect input markets and various legal and institutional 

restrictions, that seemed to lie behind the non-economical use of plant 

and equipment. Project 670-95, which was completed largely by or under 

the close supervision of bank employees, was more successful than 670-25, 

which was farmed out to a consultant. 

The project on employment and capital labor substitution (670-54), now 

also completed, was more of a mixed bag. It was related to the work on 

capacity utilization in that this project also was concerned with examining 

ways in which capital could be used more f rugally. The research under the 

project did not have the coherence of work under the capital utilization 

project, and by and large the output of the project has had nowhere near 

the impact. However, the questions considered under the project still are 

of prime importance to the Bank, and their exploration continues under 

another project, 670-23 : 
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The two major projects currently underway at the Bank are the above 

mentioned 670-23, "Scope for Capital - Labor Substitution in the Mechanical 

Engineering Industry", and 671-51, "Appropriate Industrial Technology ". 

The former project has been underway for much longer than the latter, more 

resources have been invested in it, and the output is much more impressive. 

The latter project is just beginning . 

The research tack taken by the current project on capital labor 

substitution is to explore i n microeconomic detail the nature of the produc

tion processes involved in particular areas of manufacturing, and to examine 

the range of capital - labor substitution available in each. The project 

has had to face methological, empirical, and theoretical questions of 

considerable difficulty . The struggle has been valiant, and the project 

has provided an analyses of production processes and the range of choice 

that is more detailed and more sophisticated than other work probing similar 

questions. Other studies under the project have explored the choices of 

technique actually made by finns, and the market and other institutional 

factors which have influenced those choices (which in a number of cases 

have been much more capital intensive than would make sense from an economists 

point of view). The project appears to be having considerable impact 

within the Bank, and while academics tend to lag in the development of their 

appreciation of work of this sort, the importance of the project is beginning 

to be recognized by the academic development economics community. 

As mentioned above, the project on Appropriate Industrial Technology 

is just beginning. The project has two thrusts: measuring the gains to 

less developed countries from adopting more appropri ate technologies, and 

examining the capital goods sector in less developed countries as a possible 
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major determinant of the availability of appropriate technologi.es . A 

few illustrative numbers have been put together on the first issue, and 

some literature review, casual empiricism, and thought have been directed 

at the second. The work, particularly on the domestic capital goods 

industries, shows promise, but it is too early to tell how successful 

the endeavor will be. 

Projects 671-51 and 670-23 complement and support each other. 

The relevance to good policy making of better understanding of choice, 

or (more sharply) understand i ng why more capital using techniques are 

chosen when less capital using ones are available, is obvious. The 

more recent reports on both projects reveal the authors' growing concern 

about innovation, as contrasted with choice among "obvious and available" 

alternatives,-arid a complementary interest ' in institutional structure. 

These intellectual developments will be discussed later. 
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III. GENERAL EVALUATION 

The work reviewed above generally merits a high rating. The research 

has contributed and is contributing to knowledge. By and large the Bank 

has exploited its comparative advantage, has avoided duplicating work 

that was being done elsewhere, and has proceeded in good awareness of 

that work. The research certainly has influenced the thinking within 

at least some parts of the Bank regarding the importance of the capital 

labor substitution problem and the scope of possible substitution. At 

the present time efforts are being made to implement this appreciation 

in project decision-making. The work seems to have influenced thinking 

regarding both the importance of having the right prices, and the 

importance of having institutions that channel funds and information 

effectively. Particularly the empirical work has involved researchers 

in less developed countries. By and large the work has been led by 

people full-time at the Bank. Where outsiders or part time consultants 

led, the results were much less satisfactory. 
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IV. RECOMMENDATIONS REGARDING FURTHER RESEARCH 

W.e think that Bank research e.xpl ori._ng and documenting the range of 

possible capital-labor substitutions in particular technologies is now 

running into diminishing returns. The general point that there is a 

wide ragne of choice is now well substantiated. The techniques involved 

in identifying the relevant substitution possibilities in particular tech

nologies may now be ready for practical application. We note that 

practical application almost certainly will involve less detailed breaking 

down of processes than was relevant when the endeavor was viewed as 

a research study. We think this research endeavor should be phased 

down and effort placed in helping the operative divisions and departments 

to be able to themselves do the relevant analyses. 

The project on appropriate technology presently is being conducted 

at a modest level, and in an exploratory manner. We think that partic

ularly the part of the project exploring the design capabilities of 

domestic capital goods producers has considerable promise. If that en

deavor begins to yield interesting findings, suggesting that a consid~ 

erable design capability exists or can be encouraged, then the project 

would be a serious candidate for more resources. 

The Bank's research under the current two projects 

increasingly is highlighting that effective capital-labor substitution, 

the adoption of appropriate technology more generally, and over the long 

run the development of an efficient industrial sector, is not adequately 

described merely in terms of "picking things off the shelf". The 

research has documented the wide range of catalog items available. But 

it also has documented that it is no trivial matter for a firm to be 

aware of more than a smal l portion of the range of choice. Increasingly 
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the research is showing that at the least adaptation and in many cases 

innovation is involved in effective choice of technique. Recognition 

of the importance of adaptation and innovation calls attention to t he 

entrepreneurial dimension in business leadership, and to the insti tutional 

structures that encourage, support, constrain, and deter entrepreneurship. 

We detect an ambivalence on the part of the Bank regarding putting 

their research commitments where their own research findings indicate they 

ought to be put. The tradition of economic research at the Bank has 

.stressed neat, quantitative, formally specified model s ; there has been a 

re:lu::tance to delve into areas of economic research where precise models 

and econometric technique can not serve as the pr imary tools . Ana in 

fact the batting average in projects where there was little analytic 

structure has not been high. Issues of innovation, entrepreneurship, 

and institutional structure tend to be viewed as 11 unresearchable 11 or at 

least not amenable to rigorous research . But we propose_that tne logic 

of the Bank's own ·· past research endeavors has led it inexorably to a 

requirement to engage in this kind of research. And the methodological 

situation is not as bad as some people in the Bank may think. Over the 

last decade both the interest and the rigor of research on industrial 

organization has increased greatly . A considerable body of good and 

rigorous research on the economics of technical change has evolved. 

However, for the most part, research in these fields has been focused 

on issues and phenomena in advanced countries , not developing ones. 

We think the Bank should accept the obvious challenge. 

It may be useful to give several examples of the kind of work on 

· industrial organization and technical change that might serve as models 

for. research at the bank. Over the past half dozen years a considerable 
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amount of research has been done, principally by American economists, 

aimed at exploring the costs of government regulation . A good reasonable 

overview of much of that work is provided in A. Phillips (ed) Promoting 

Competition in Regulated Markets . While we are nervous that much of the 

research by American economists on regulation has stressed the costs and 

downplayed the benefits, the identification and attempted quantification 

of the costs has been illuminating, and such work has had a signficant 

effect on policy. 

· The work of Edwin Mansfield provides good examples of quantitative 

studies on R & D, technical advance, and productivity growth. A good 

collection of Mansfield's earlier work is contained in his Industrial 

Research and Technological Innovation. A recent study of his (and his 

students)in which he attempted to measure both private and social rates 

of return on industrial innovation was published as "Social and Private 

Rates of Return on Industrial Innovation", QJE, 1977. There also has been 

a very good work on the economics of technical change in industry under-

taken by Christopher Freeman at the University of Sussex, often in collaboration 

with other members of Science Policy Research Unit there. A portion of that 

work is presented, in capsule form, in Freeman's book, The Economics of Industrial 

Inni.J va t io r: : 

There has been some work on technical change in less developed 

countries, but not much. There are several i nteresting studies focused 

on agriculture. Hayami and Ruttan's book, Agri cultural Innovation, is a 

useful reference. At the present time Jorge Katz is directing a study on 

innovation in Latin American industry under the joint auspices of the IDB 

and ECLA. These studies represent a start. We think the time is ripe for 

the Bank to get into the field in a big way. 

I 

. ' 
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